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Chapter 1 

I~TRODUCTION 

The year of 1877 was a tragic one for the Nez Perce. Broken prom
ises. misunderstood treaties, and conservative factions on both sides resulted 
in open warfare between the Nez Perce and the United States Government. 
In July the Nez Perce fled Idaho. at first to find refuge in Montana. and then 
in a final desperate bid for freedom they atte. mpted to reach Canada. This 
trek became an epic event in American history. The flight ended in October 
ar Snake Creek near Bear Paw. Montana. \\ith the surrender of most ..:>f the 
~ez Perce under the kadcrship of Chief Joseph. The Nez Perce fought sev
eral sklrmishes and at least six pitched battles v.ith the army along the way . 
. -\ number of the battle sites along the Nez Perce flight route are now pre
served and interpreted by various s'.ate and federal agencies as memorials. 
One cf those sites is Big Hole Na~ional Battlefield in YJuthwestern Mon
tana. The site of the Battle of the Big Hole is nO\V ascribed a sacredness by 
the ~ez Perce for the events that occurred there on August 9 and 10. 1877. 
As a memorial. the site highJights the tragic outcome of hostile relationships 
between t\\'O cultures. 

In a pre-da~-n attack on August 9. 1877, the Seventh u.S. lnfantry. 
led by Colonel John Gibbon, surprised a Nez Perce camp on the banks of the 
North Fork of the Big Hole River. The infantry suffered a decisive loss. but 
the ~cz Perce. although winning the day. suffered an irreplaceable loss of 
bet\.veen eigl1ty and ninety women. children. and men. Discussion and inter
est regarding what happened began virtually as the gunsmoke cleared from 
the field and still continue. Today the Big Hole National Battlefield mem• -
rializes the struggle. and is now a federal property administered by the Na
tional Park Ser-ice. Tens of thousands of people "isit the battlefield each 
year to learn more about the Nez Perce War and the tragic events of Aug>J.st 
9 and 10. 1877. 

This is a new kind of story about the Big Hole fight. It is about 
history. but it 1s not a history. The focus is the battle. but ~he tool of study is 
historiLll archeology, a unique science that shares a common goal v.ith his
tory. that of understanding the past. 

If history turns pages. then archeology turns the ground. Historical 
archeology. as tht! name implies. does both. Records and documents are 
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essential ingredients in historical archeology but no more so than th(~ knowl
edge gleaned from artifacts left behind by participants in the event. Thus, 
historical archeoJogists weave the strands of history with dues painstakingly 
sifted from the earth to form a fabric unlike that attainable through history 
or archeology alone. 

Our premise is that the modern study of a battlefield requires a 
combination of historical sources and archeological data. How is thi:; 
achieved? A.n analogy may suffice. In solving a crime, police rdy upon two 
very different types of e-.idence. D'!tectives interview witnesses while other 
investigators gather fingerprints, blood samples, and other physical evidence. 
These investigators address different types of evidence using unique meth
ods. Evaluated together. this partnershir enhances the likelihood of solving 
the crime. 

The records and documents that historical archeologists utilize, es
pecially first-hand accounts of historical events, are tantamount to eyewit
ness testimony. 1hey pra<.-ide the material for generating hypotheses that 
can be tested in the archeological record. They also furnish the basis by 
which archcolog:ically observed patterns can be assigned historically mean
ingful identities. r11e archeological record c..ontains historical dues in the 
form of physical re:nains. including artifacts, and their contextual relation
ships. These relationships, which include distributions and spatial associa
tions of various types of .artifacts, can reveal a great deal about the activities 
that were carried out at a site. The historical archeologist continually com
pares both sets of data as work progresses in order to eventually better ex
piain the events under c;crutiny. Sometimes histcry and archeology may be 
at odds. necessitating. on occasion, significant revisions in current percep
tions of historical events. Thus historical archeology provides important 
checks and balances bet~1een thl! two data sets, allO"W"ing for a more complete 
approach to understanding historical events and the cultural milieu within 
wruch they transpired. 

The ba.si.: tenet upon which anthropology and archeology rest is 
straightforward. Human behavior is patterned. The residue of that behavior 
should therefore also be patterned and reflect. in varying degrees, details of 
that beha .. ior. Battlefields represent the most "iolent expressions of human 
beha"ior. and it is our premise that physical evidence of "iolent behavioral 
pa~ems a.:·e · ·(ely to be e-.ident (Fox and Scott 1991). Warfare has special 
rules by whi'-' it is practiced. \Vithin our own cuJture this may be seen in the 
preparation and training gjven members of the military. This traininJ is given, 
and such was true in 1877. to insure that those engaged in battle will perform 
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Chapter 1 

their duties based on their training and respo!ld to orders without dweiling 
on the consequences (Dyer 1985). 1bat is patternec.! behavior. While the 
warriors of the Nez Perce did not have the same training nor did they re
spond to orders in the same manner as the soldiers, they nevertheless had a 
culturally established warfare behavioral pattern. 

Bes!des the ability to provide additional details about historical 
e·vems, historical archeology also ha" the capability to .. identify specific rela
tionships bef\\·een certain kinds of beh2vior under the stress of war and the 
charactc:istic material by-products of that behavior in their final (archaeo
logical) context of discard'' (Gould 1983:134). The means ~o understanding 
behavioral relationships in the archeological rec.ord is panern analysis. This 
archeologicaJ tenet argues that artifacts, the leavings of behavioral acts, will 
~"1.1! in recognizable and interpretable patterns. 

Battlefieldc; provide a unique opportunity to study the material by
products of human conflict. Gould (1983:105-107) argues tnat artifacts are 
signatures of particular kinds of behavior and that behav!or can be identi
fied if the relationships between the signatures are studied. Gould ( 1983: 105) 
makes a significant point that artifacts o•· physical evidence should be viewed 
as another form of documentation. Just as the 'Written word or oral testi
mony can be assessed and analyzed tt: ·; meaning of artifacts and tht:ir con
text can be understood and interpret~d. 

Pattern analysis is as old as professional archeology. Patterns reside 
in the way in which artifacts are found in the ground and the relationship an 
artifact or a group of artifacts has with other items - c.ontext and prove
nience. South (1978) and Lev.is (1984) were among th!! first historical ar
cheologistc;; to clearly develop a deductive theoretical perspective based on 
panern anaJysis. By way of example, a group of cut nails recovered in ~o
ciation with a structural foundation caD provide the archeologist and histori
cal architect ~ith an idea of what kind of structure once stood on the site. 
Certain sizes of nails were used by carpenters to erect fraP.iing, others for 
s1ding, lathin& and finish work. The spatiaJ distribufr:m or clustering of the 
nails is one element of the pattern. Another is the fact that groups of differ
ent sizes of nails are present. That ~nters were trained to use certain 
nail sizes for specific construction sequences is an example of culturally in
duced beha\ior. Analysis of the patterns reveals where the structure was 
piaced, how ir was buiit, aric:; '·;;1ggests what it may have looked like. In addi
tion., other artifacLc; provide dues to the location of doors and windows, and 
even to what types of doors and windows were in use. Even more important 
are the art: facts of daily Ii (e. Food refuse. fex>d service, lightir.g, dothing, 
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Q.00 personal items all reveal something of the personal habits of those who 
inhabited the structure, the structure's function, the social and economic 
s:a!us of the inhabitants, and how those people viewed their own role and 
importance within their society. 

The analysis of the artifacts recovered in an archeological investiga
tion can take a myriad of forms. It can be simple inductive reasoning or it 
C4!J be hypothetical and deductive. The process followed here is the deduc
:ive approach, based on the development of research questions that guide 
:...~e ret'Overy· of information and the analysis of the data. It is with these 
crynceptual tools that the archeological investigat!ons of Big Hole National 
BanJefidd were developed. 

Historical archeology at Big Hole National Battlefield is not new, 
l7u: by nli means have such investigations l:>ecn frequent. Sporadic efforts at 
~y~:ematic artifact collecting began in the 1950s and continued until the late 
l C/7Cts. Many of these collecting efforts, particularly those of Don Rickey, 
1: .. Aubrey Haines, and Kermit Edmonds, were careful and systematic. The 
::::formation they collected was used to guide this investigation and, because 
of their precise recording of artifact location, substantially enhanced the data 
G....""'.aJysis and interpretive potential of this effort. 

The opportunity for the current archeological investigation of the 
b2tdefield occurred in 1990 \vhen a conversation betw·een Firearms Special
ist Dick Harmon and Entertainer Hank Williams, Jr., turned to the tech
ciques and results of the Custer Battlefield Archeological Project. Mr. Wil
lia.Ins wanted to know if something o~ a similar nature could be accomplished 
at Big Hole. After delieerations v.ith Unit Manager Jock Whitworth and 
Rocky Mountain Regional . .\rcheologist Adrienne Anderson it was decided 
:o proceed with developing research questions that would guide any field 
ill'Vestigations. Tne questions developed primarily from a desire on the part 
of battlefieid officials to improve interpretive capabilit;cs for the public. A 
draft research design was developed and sent to all parties concerned for 
:-e-.iew J.nd comment. Mr. V/illiams funded the project, and !.~1e effort was 
expanded to complete the Scope of \Vork and Research Design. FollOViing 
s~dard National Park Service requirements and procedures, compliance 
-;;.·nh the National Historic Preservation Act was achieved \\ith the aid of 
: .. fa.n .. -elb Sherfy and Mark Baumler of the Montana State Historic Preserva
twn Office, and Cla'Jdia Nissley and .Alan St<.~11i~ld of the Denver office of 
the Amisory Council on Historic Preservation. 
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Chapter 1 

The Research Objectives 

For the past one hundred-plus years, the Battle of t~.e Big Hole has 
been the subject of diverse opinion. The specific issues surrounding the 
nature of events during the fight fall squarely into the analytical domain of 
historical archeology. The goal is to investigate the events of the Big Hole 
fight as they are represented by the archeologicaJ record. 

The historic.al issues surrounding the events of the fight provide the 
direction in the research. In this regard the major goal is to understand 
battle events. The specific research objectives, on the other hand, are shaped 
by the realization that there exists a behavioral relationship between histori
cal events and the physical remains of those events. Therefore, behavior on 
the battlefield can be understood by e:q:K)sing these relationships and evalu
ating them in historical context. The research objectives are designed to do 
this, and they are varied. Specific research questions were developed for 
each nbjective and are enumerated in the project Research Design (Scott 
i 991 ). The research objectives subsume the specific questions and are en
cc.psulated in the follov.ing discussion. 

AR .... \1.A.~\.fE~'T: \VEAPON TYPES A.i.'-'TI ~'UMBERS 

The first objective is to analyze the nature of armament used at the 
fighL The historical record gives evidence as to what weapons the soldiers 
used. But the Nez Per...;e may have been better equipped and could have had 
more firepcr.ver than supposed. Resolution of Nez Perce firepower requires 
understanding the variety and number of weapons in their hands. Modern 
firearms identification analysis, such as that used in crime labs, provides the 
key. Using these procedures, firearm types are determined by identifying 
a:nmunition calibers, di~:tinguishing marks on cartridge c.ases and bullets, 
and firea:.m part" . Distinguishing marks, such as those left by firing pins, are 
indicative of inwvidual firearms, as well as firearm type. By comparing these 
marks it is possible to ascertain a minimum number of firearms per weapon 
type. thus pr<J\.idlng important new information on the nature of Nez Perce 
5rearms. 

CHRONOLOGY OF THE BIG HOLE FIGHT 

The second objective is to trace deployments during the battle and 
account for these in behavioral terms. This issue is of considerable interest 
to historians and interpreters, since they want the historical interpretations 
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that are presented to the site•s visitors to be as accurate as possible. During 
the field investigations. the precise locations of cartridge cases and all other 
artifacts were recorded in order to trace combatant n:ovements and assess 
the battle developments. Combatant positions can be evaJuated on this ba
sis also. but other cnteria are also relevant. Positioning is evaluated by ob
~r.ing variations in artifact densities and associations. 

Within this O\'eralJ context a number of specific issues can be ad
dressed hy the artifact distributions and spatial patterning of the artifact 
:ypes. These include location and extent of the Howitzer Capture Area, 
further clarification of the location and extent of riflepits in the Siege Area, 
lines of attack, lines of retreat, location and extent of the Nez Perce camp, 
and extent of the battle area. 

CA ... \fPAJGN EQUIP~EN"T 

The Seventh Infantry brought with it to the Big Hole substantial 
variety in military hardware and personal belongings. A third research ob
jective is directed tc:1ward evaluating the equipment of the infantryman on 
field campaign ·.vith respect to what is perceived to be the fully and properly 
equipped soldier of the time (Chappell i 972). 

A RESEARCH FRA"\IEWORK 

Concern v.ith behavioral dynamics is not new in historical archeol
ogy. even though battlefield archeology is a relatively new area of study (Fox 
and Scott 1991 ). The battlefield model states that individual and unit mCJVe
ments on the battlefield can be reconstructed using pattern-recognition tech
niques. The model also predicts certain types of behavior will be present 
and \\ill reflect the culture, training. and organization of the combatant groups. 
The Big Hole inventory prO\ides an opportunity to objectively test that model 
and refine it by adding the artilkry (the howitzer) and the Nez Perce camp 
as factors. 

The ability to translate artifact patterning into behavioral dynamics, 
particularly through the use of modern firearms identification procedures, 
makes an important contribution 1n this regard. Accordingly, research into 
the Big Hole fight prmides, in addition to new data bearing on the fight, a 
framework within which the behavioral aspects of many other battles can be 
studied. 
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Chapter 1 

History and Historical Archeology 

The accumulation of historical literature pertaining to the Big Hole 
fight is sizable. Most of the uncertainties in historical perspectives of the 
fight stern from limitations in the primary historical record. Titls primary 
record consists mostly of eyewitness accounts. There is no dearth of testi
mony available regarding events during the battle. In fact, the Big Hole is 
one of the best historically documented battles of the Indian Wars. As might 
be expected, though, these accounts must be critically examined, and histori
ans have long recognized this. The soldier, civili~ and Nez Perce accounts 
are fairly consistent. However, there are some contradictions and ambigu
ities between and among participant accounts. The major ambiguity in the 
testimony seems to lie in the nature of Indian warfare and perhaps all war
fare. Regardless of training or cultural affiliations, individuals rarely witness 
more than a few incic!'!nts in a fight. It is thus difficult to piece together 
various individual testimonies in order to form a coherent account, in our 
own cultural terms, of the fight's process. With participants who do not 
speak the English language fluently, even straightforv."afd accounts are sub
ject to interpreter error. 

Inconsistencies between accounts is an example of confusion in the 
historical record. Some individuals may have been participating in their first 
c.ombat action: thus their memories may have focused on the most merno
;-ablt event they witnessed. Others were old hands at c.ombat and were per
haps less excited than the recruits, allowing them to remember more details. 
However, in any situation the individual's personality c.omes into play as 
well. Contributing to this is the tendency, in some instances, for testimonies 
to change over time as memories dimmed. Some accounts were not written 
down until 30 or more years after the fight, and there may be situations 
where closely spaced separate events were collapsed into, and recounted as, 
a single episode. Finally, eyewitnesses, who could not have anticipated the 
future. generally failed to comment on, or were less than specific about, de
tails that are of interest today. 

Contradictions punctuating the historical record cannot be resolved 
through studies of the historical record alone. The physical evidence and 
spatial patterning c0ntained in the archeological record should help to re
solve some of these issues. It is equally recognized that historical archeology 
does not represent the "last word" in the study of the Battle of the Big Hole. 
On the contrary, the work is complementary to history and is a vehicle by 
which new data can be brought to bear on historical problems. The archeo
logical record is only a new set of data contributing to the study of the battle. 
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Chapter 2 

AN OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY OF THE BATILE 

It is important to have an understanding of the historical events that 
ied to and occurred during thi:! battle. This understanding is necessary to be 
able to interpret the archeological data in proper context. With the Battle of 
the Big Hole it is unnecessarv to rewrite the battle hi.storv. because of the ._ , -' 

extensive literature base already available. Yet it is important to have a basis 
for subsequent interpretation of the archeologicaJ data. An outline of the 
events leading to the Big Hole battle, as well as the sequence of the battle as 
described in the primary sources (Howard 1972; Shields 1889: Beal 1963; Brov.11 
1982) and in the synthetic work of Aubrey Haines (1991 ). is presented here. 

The Nez Perce had agreed, in 1877, to a reduced reservation area as a 
result of increased Euroamerican settlement of Idaho ar.d Washington. There 
"i.lrd.S dis.agreement and hard feelings among and between tribal bands and indi
viduals regarding the loss of ancestral lands. Some bands, particularly Joc;eph's, 
..,,·ere reluctant to give up their lands, but they plan:led to do so. Some Nez 
Perce bands requested an extension of time for mming to the new reservation 
due to the need to assemble all their mt;.mbers and associated stock. The 
government denied the extension, which exacerbated an already tense situa
tion. A.s anxiety built over preparations for leaving their homeland, a taunt by 
one or more tribal members over not avenging the death of his father led 
\\'"ah-Lit-its to act. Wah-Lit-its and two cousins went in search of the white 
settler responsible for the death. Not finding the settler they raided a number 
of ranches and homesteads in the Carson's Prairie and Salmon River, Idaho, 
area. killing several people. This incident created an unalterable cycle of events 
that led to the open hostilities betv;een the Nez Perce and the U.S. Army. 

Wnen the army learned of the raids, a unit of the First Cavalry set off 
in pursuit of the Nez Perce. Captain Davie Perry, a\XOmpanied by thirteen 
civilian volunteers and rnro companies of cavalry, located the Nez Perce camp 
ar \\ "fote Bird Canyon, Idaho. An early morning peace parley quickly ended 
in battle when civilian guide .Arthur Chapman fired two shots at the Nez Perce. 
The ensuing fight left thirty-four soldiers dead but or;ly tih·o Nez Perce wounded. 
The ~ez Perce made good their escape. 

General 0. 0. Howard then took personal command of the army units 
and began a search for the fleeing Nez Perce. The army further exacerbated 
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the situation by an unprovoked attack on peace advocate Chief Looking 
Glass's camp. Looking Glass's band lost most of their camp equipage and 
personal items, but they escaped to join Joseph. The Nez Perce continued 
to elude the army, although there were several skirmishes. Lieutenant Rains 
and ten men were attacked and killed on a scout or reconnaissance near 
ConOI'l"Wood, Idaho, and Captain Randall and a volunteer were also attacked 
"-1L11 the cost of Randall's life and that of the civilian. Here the first Nez 
Perce death occurred. Up to this point the Nez Perce had only suffered a 
few wounded as casualties. 

The next major engageo:e:1t ·was at the Nez Perce camp on the South 
Fork of the Clearwater River. Howard employed a force of 400, including a 
battery of the Fourth Artillery. The Nez Perce were able to form an effective 
screen ~ith twenty-five warriors that kept the army from crossing the river and 
gaining the camp. The fighting went on for two days. During the second day 
tbe Nez Perce evacuated the camp, leaving behind caches of food and many 
personal belongings. 

Eluding the army again. the non-treaty Nez Perce halted at Weippe 
Prai..-ie to discuss the next direction to take. The 700 Nez Perce, represented 
by their Chiefs and spokesmen, decided to go to Montana and join their friends, 
Lile Crow. 

Following the Lo1o 1Iail across the mountains the Nez Perce began 
:heir rrek into Montana. Word of the fights and the Nez Perce flight reached 
~ontana before they arrived. Captain Charles Ra\\71, Seventh Infantry, com
:nanding a detail to build a new army post at Missoula, headed a combined 
force of Bitterroot and Missoula Valley volunteers. a few friendly Indians, and 
about 30 soldiers to a point on Lolo Creek about 23 miles east of Lolo Pass. 
Ravi.-n. v.ith his few men, threw up a line of log and earth breastworks and a 
fev• riflepits across a narrow portion of the trail leading into Montana. Rein
forced by additional volunteers to about 216 effectives, Rawn hoped to halt 
:he :Sez Perce flight. After several unproductive meetings the Nez Perce, us
ing their knowledge of the local terrain. on July 28 passed around the barri
cade. which then became known as Fort Fizzle. The Nez Perce once again 
made good their escape. 

The Nez Perce made their way into Montana and continued on their 
:rek to find the Crow. Passing th;ough the area of Stevensville and along Rye 
Creek they raided a few homes, traded v.ith some individuals, and may have 
even purchased ammunition. In the meantime, Colene) John Gibbon (Figure 
1) began to assemble his scattered Seventh Infantry. Gibbon, commanding 
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Big Hole Battlefield 

:be District of Montana, pulled his understrength companies from their scat
~ ... ~d posts. They reached Missoula August 3 and left for the field the next 
d.Gy. 

Lieutenant James Bradley scouted ahead of the slow moving col
umn, which was impeded by supply wagons traveling over a rough road. 
Bradley and his detachment located the Nez Perce camped along the North 
Fsirk of the Big Hole River and sent a courier back to Gibbon. Bradley 
•·aited throughout the day of August 8, watching the Nez Perce camp. 

Gibbon's column, minus the wagons and a guard left about three 
2..:'ld one-half miles from the hattlefield, found Bradley late in the afternoon 
c;f . .\ugust 8. At eleven o'clock that rught the command of seventeen offic
::-:-s, 132 enlisted men, and thirty-four volunteers started down the mountain 
:sr.r.'ard the village in the valley. Each man carried ninety rounds of ammu
'""''tion. probably fifty in a cartridge belt and an additional forty rounds in two 
:-or.'entv-round boxes in his haversack. 

Gibbon moved his men along an old traiJ doV;n into the valley (Figure 
2 ). Passing over a wooded point of land (an old allu\iial fan), Gibbon noted it 
a a good defense point should a retrograde movement become necessary. In 
:nndsight this was a \\'ise observation, as it would become known as the Siege 
. .\rea to history. Gibbon passed on north of the fan and deployed his men 
a.Jong the Trail, which is situated on a steep hillside above the swampy willow
covered land west of the river. The Nez Perce Village was arrayed in a slightly 
V-shaped line along the east side of the river in a camas meadow (Figures 3, 
.:. ) . 

Gibbon found his command in a good position. Some Nez Perce horses 
•ere grazing on the hillside behind his position and to the north. The soldiers 
effectively separated the camp from those horses. About four o'clock in the 
:naming of August 9, the order was given for two companies and the volun
:eers \\ith Lt. Bradley's detachment to advance through the \\'illow swamp to 
:.he edge of the Village. 

Bradley was on the north or left flank. He is thought to have crossed 
:.he river and then entered dense v.illows that continued to the edge of the 
Village. Captain James Sanno ~ith Company K was on Bradley's right. Cap
tain Ri~hard Comba \\-ith Company D was to the right of Company K, but due 
to a meander in the river channel was in the \Villov.-s across the river from th~ 
V111agc. The plan was to charge the Village at daylight. However, a lone Nez 
Perce was seen coming out of the 'Village and moving toward Bradley's de-
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Figure 2. Map of the Big Hole National Battlefield showing the main 
topographic and historic features. 
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Figure 3. A \iew to the northwest of th.;! valley and \<-lllage area. 

tachment. One or more volunteers fired, killing the individual, which opened 
the battle. 

The Kez Perce killed was \Vetistokaith or Natalekin, an old, nearly 
blind man. on his way to tend his horses. At the first shots Comba's Company 
Don the right flank stopped about 75 feet from the river and delivered volley 
fire low int1J the tepees. Captain Comba then ordered his men to charge across 
the river and into the Village, near it<. southern end. 

Al nearly the same time Company K, in the center, also charged and 
entered the camp. Sannc·s men also apparently fired into the tepees during 
their char;;e. The tepee nearest their line was a maternity tepee where the 
bodies of a young woman and an older woman acting as mi&wife were found. 

The Nez Perce were surprised and initia11y confused. Many men 
grabbed tht:ir arms and. moving tr the north, south, 2.nd east, found refuge in 
the Willows. along river meanders, and on the terraces east of the camp. 
Women and children did the same. Some Nez Perce, reportedly mostly women 
and children. ran across the meadow to the terraces to the east of the Vil1age. 
The warriors quickJy returned fire from their cover. 
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Bradley's men also apparently fired volleys into the northern end of 
the Village. As they made their way through the willO\VS after crossing the 
river, Bradley was killed along with a volunteer. With the Joss of their Jeader 
the men formed a firing line at the edge of the '.Vill<J\\r-s. The historic ac
counts suggest they did not gain the north end of the Village, which was still 
held by the Nez Perce. The Jcft flank broke up and joined Captain Sanno's 
company as they attempted to burn the tepees. 

Although the attack was initially successful in taking most of the Vil
lage. the soldiers were still under fire from the Nez Perce. Gibbon committed 
his reserves. Companies A. F, and I are believed to have been sent in on the 
right fl3nk or ~outhern end of t11e Village to support Captain Comba. Captain 
George Bro\tming v.ith Company G apparently supported Sanno. Browning 
also made a move to attack the Nez Perce on the bluffs to the east, but was 
recalled. 

Gibbon left his command position along the western rullside and rode 
into the Village. There he and his horse were wounded by the same bullet. In 
ord-""'r to deprive the Nez Perce of shelter and other amenitjes, the command 
attempted to burn the tepees. The army's assumption was that without 
horses and shelter the Nez Perce would be destitute and would return to 
the reservation a humbled group. 

Several women and children were hiding in the tepees, and a great 
Jo.;:__s of life occurred. Even while the burning was 60ing on, the Nez Perce 
continued to fire on the soldiers. Gibbon ·s command suffered several casual
ties.,, most in the fighting near the southern end of the Village. Captain Will
iam Logan was among the soldiers kiiled. The Nez Perce also continued to 
suffer losses in the firefight. One kilJed was Five Fogs, whose tepee was the 
Village ·s southern extreme. Here he defended his home ~ith a bow and ar
rcr;i;.'S until cut dov.n by a soldier's bullet. 

The Nez Perce, rallied by the exhortations of their leaders like Look
ing Glass, poured heavy fire into the village. Within an hour, Gibban realized 
his position in the village was untenable. The command was ordered to fall 
back across the river and through the Willows to the timber-<::overed point of 
lar~ (Figure 5). The comma:nd gathered the guns of the fallen and the cap
tu.re-d •vc:apons. The stocks were broken and then thrown into the river. As 
the demoralized command began to retreat. the Nez Perce warriors pressed 
the bank. TI1e soldiers bunched up, causing a halting retreat. At least one 
Sez Perce marksman took up position at a location that has become known 
as :he T•"in Trees. The T"Win Trees are located on the steep hillside above 
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rigure 5. The point of timbers at the base of the mountain that became the Siege 
_!>..:ea for Gibbon's command. 

:he Trail originally followed by Gibbon and near where the horses were 
E:razing. This marksman harassed the retreat from the Village and through - ,_ - ....... 
::he \Villows until Gibbun had two of his marksman return the fire. The 
soldiers. attempting to find the range (about 500 yards) walked their shots 
up the hill until the fire was effective. The warrior feil and rolled to the b~e 
of t....'Je hill. 

"There was some hand-to-hand fighting along the retreat and sev
eral more soldiers were killed. Se...-eral Nez Perce warriors were killed or 
-,),·ounded. including one named Rainbow. The retreat became somewhat 
chaotic. even though Captain Rav.n's Company I covered the retreat, and 
one m:.in was lost along the way. 

As the command reached the old alluvial fan, several Nez Perce 
were already there and began to fire. The soldiers charged up the fan's 
sreep toe and pushed the Nez Perce across t3e gulch that dissected the 
fa..'1 and up the hills on either side of the fan . Upon reachin& the fan, Gibbon 
deployed his men in an area ab('ut 100 feet on a side near the eastern edge 
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timbered slope. The Nez Perce, probably aJerted to gun's presence by its 
first discharge, assaulted its location. The gun crew fired two shots, appar
ently at the Village, befon: they were cverrun. One crewman was killed and 
~'O were wounded. The survivors fled back to the wagon train. 

The Nci Perce dismounted the gun's wheels a:Jd rolled them down 
the hill. The limber ammunition was scattered, the tube hidden in some brush 
or buried, the rammer and sponge carried off, and the carriage wrecked. 

Also in tbe vicinity, either near the howitzer or possibly lower on the 
slope and along the Dry Creek Trail was William Woodcock. a black ser
vant of Lieutenant Joshua Jacobs a.id civilian guide Joseph Blodgett. Wood
c.ock and Blodgen were leading a mule with 2,000 rounds of extra ammuni
tion for the soldjers. They lost the mule and its ammunition to the Nez 
Perce. They escaped, but the Nez Perce gained a substantial resupply of 
ammunition for the captured soldiers' guns. 

After the h~itzer incident, the Nez Perce continued the attack on 
tr.:::: Siege Area. A well-known warrior, Sarpsis, was mortally wounded west of 
Battle Gulch. Several other warriors were wounded trying to recover his body. 
A.ft.er several attempts, it was successfully recovered under intense fire from 
the soldiers. 

Five Wounds was at or near the Siege Area when he learned that his 
war mate Rainbow had been killed. A pledge to die on the same day had to be 
r.ooored, and Five Wounds took a partially loaded magazine rifle and rushed 
up the mouth of Battle Gulch. He nearly gained the lip of the gulch when he 
v.:as cut down in a hail of bullets. His body was not recovered by the Nez 
P.t!rce; it was later mutilated by Howard·s Bannock scouts. 

The Nez Perce essentially surrounded the riflepits. They fired from 
the timber to the east and west of the entrenchments as well as from the hill
sides to the north and west. Some warriors in a group of pines south of tbe 
entrenchments and opposite the mouth of Battle Gulch were able to wrect 
their fire very effectively. From the heights of the hill to the north of the 
riflepits the warriors used trees as cover to fire at the soldiers and volun
teers. From one of these positions, gunfire mortally wounded Lt. English 
a.."ld killed at least one other man. 

During the late afternoon the w'lITiors fired the grass west of the en
trenchments hoping the east-blowing breeze would cause the smoke to drive 
t."le soldiers out of their riflepits. But tht grass was too green to burn effec
tively, and soon the fire bad burned i~elf out. 
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While some of the "W'a!Tiors were engaged in fighting the entrenched 
soldiers, others returned to the Village. The surviving women and children 
also returned. There they found their dead and dying. Among their own 
de2d they also found a soldier and a volunteer alive. Both were killed, but 
nm mutilated. 

The Nez Perce began to mourn and bury their d ... .id. Some were 
apparently buried in ca.mas ovens that had been prepared for roasting the 
locally abundant ca.mas rooL Others were buried along the river bank, and 
still others were carried away and buried by their surviving family. As the 
dead were buried the Nez Perce attempted to salvage what they could from 
the Village. 

During the night of August 9, the Nez Perce warriors continued to 
fire harassing shots at the soldiers. The rr.ain body in the camp packed what 
belongings they could find and prepared to depart. With the sunrise the camp 
3.J."ld most of the peop:e left the valley, departing to the east. A few warriors, 
perhaps fifteen, were left behind to keep the soldiers :it bay. They did so until 
about eleven o'clock the night of August 10, when they fired a departing volley 
3.Ild left. 

These warriors joined their grieving families on a trek that would take 
them on a route south into Idaho and then east through YelJowstone National 
Park and two months later to the final battle on Snake Creek near Bear Paw, 
!vfontana. There the majority of the surviving Nez Perce, now under the gen
eral leadership of Chief Joseph would surrender on October 5, and close the 
:Sez Perce War. 

The night of August 9 was not a quiet one for the soldiers. Since 
they were fatigue~ wet from two crossings of the river and swamp, nearly 
out of food, and thirsty it was a difficult situation for them. And the situation 
was exacerbated by the harassing fire of the few warriors left. Gibbon did 
e<Jl for volunteers to get water, which was done. He also sent three volun
teer couriers out with messages. One wa~ to Deer Lodge with messages to 
his commander's headquarters, a second to General 0. 0. Howard re
questing his assistance, and a third to the miners in the vicinity of Gibbonville, 
Idaho, to warn them that the Nez Perce may move their direction. 

The early daylight hours of August 10 saw the arrival of the first of 
the soldiers· relief. A messenger from General Howard arrived stating Howard 
7"as on his way with 200 cavalry. This message was in response to Gibbon's of 
. ..\ugust 6, requesting Howard's support in the upcoming attack on the Nez 
Perce. During the day Gibbon sent a detachment back to the wagon train to 
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bring forward supplies. They arri\·ed late in the day and were parked in or 
near the Siege Area. Howard·s ca\·alry and later Howard himself with the 
remainder of his command arrived at the Big Hole on the morning of August 
I 1. effecting the relief of Gibbon ·s command after the Nez Perce had de
parted. 

Among the sur.ivors of Gib!- rin·s command were thirty-nine wounded 
(five officers, thirty enlisted men. and fcur civilians). Two wounded, Lt. En
glish and one non-comissioned offi cer. would die later. The dead on the 
fieid totaled 29 (two officers. one post p:idc. five volunteers, and twenty
one enlisted men). The actual ~c:z Per(~ count of wounded and dead is 
unkn......,wn (Figures 7. 8 ). Betv•een ei~hty 3.nd ninety arc believed to have been 
killed. with c..t !east rv:o-thirds of those worr:e:n and children. 

The number of dead and .. ,.nunded wa~ a destructive blow to the 
~ez Perce. Coupled with tf:~ lrr,-, r>f hor:,es as well as personal items in 
&is and earlier battles, they were c.T1ppled and nearly destitute. Nonethe
less. they did manage to continue to elude the army for nearly two more 
months . 

-~n -. . .. . ~ '-~ ....... ~~ -~ "' ~ : ' --~ .... . · 

F1g-.ire 7. Sketch of the battlefie\d ;;"1 l '-- ~ by Gro.rivJlle Stuart. 
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Egure 8. Another nineteenth century batt!efieid sketch purportedly by Granville 
Stuart. 
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GATifERING THE EVIDENCE 

Aubrey Haines (1991) recognized that both Nez Perce and soldier 
:estimony provided essential information for understanding how the Battle of 
the Big Hole was played out. He also recognized limitations and ambiguities 
in Sez Perce and soldier accounts. Foreshadowing these investigations, Haines' 
artifact collecting efforts and those of othen (White n.d.; Rickey 1959; Edmonds 
1964; Pouliot 1962) showed that artifact concentrations indicated combatant 
positions, and that distributions of artifacts suggested the routes of adversar
}es (Figure 9). Gathering the physical evidence for the present study required 
two separate elements. First was the consolidation of previous collecting ef
forts, and seCGnd was the systematic metal-detecting inventory and artifact 
co!lection of the battlefield. 

Consolidation and S:ynthesis of Previous Study Efforts 

The Battle of the Big Hole produced uncounted pieces of debris, car
cidge cases, and bullets that were left behind 011 the site. These artifacts have 
't:Y-...en the foa.is of relic and souvenir collectors for over a century. George 
Shields (1889:102-103) noted that "thousands of empty cartridge-shells still 
lie scattered over the field, though it is said that thousands more have been 
c-&ried away by relic hunters or trampled into the earth.~ Shields may te 
correct. but the archeo1ogical project and the systematic collecting efforts that 
preceded it have shown that much has remained in the ground in good con-
text. 

Thain White (n.d.) was one of the more active early relic collectors 
who has left accounts of his activities. He began his efforts as a young boy in 
1926, continuing them until the 1960s. White concentrated his efforts in the 
Indian Camp and the Siege Area. In the late 1950s and early 1960s he began 
:;tilizing a metal detector with very good results. 

\Vhite located hundreds of cartridge cases and bullets during his for
a:_.'S onto the battlefield. He also recovered. or was given by others, relic fire
a...-m.s, personal items, and accouterments. White made a very solid attempt to 
document his finds in a written report, which included a description of the 
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Figure'.)_ Big Hole National Battlefield with areas of previous archeo
logical investigations noted. 
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items, photographs of the genera] find areas. genera] descriptions of the find 
si~ and interpretations of the significance of the finds. AJthough undated, 
the report may have been completed in 1961 or 1962, based on a dated adden
dum by Gordon Pouliot, another collector. White completed a number of 
other reports on his collecting activities at other historic battlefields, many of 
which are on file at Big Hole National Battlefield. 

During the same era National Park Service Regional Historian Merrill 
~fattes requested that Custer Battlefield Historian Don Rickey, Jr., visit Big 
Hole and conduct a metal-detecting test of selected areas where he located 
fae probable site of the Company K firing line at the edge of the Willows. 
Rickey (1959) arrived at Big Hole in mid-July. He conducted a limited metal
detecting inventory in the Siege Area., the Nez Perce Village, and in the Wi1-
s(Ww'S adjacent to the Village. Rickey recovered a number of cartridge cases 
and bullets. He also found a brass army spur and a brass buckle from an 1876-
pattern cartridge belt in the riflepits in the Siege Arca. 

Rickey had the foresight to stake the locations of his finds and draw a 
sketch map of the battlefield and find locations. This information was later 
incorporated into an archeological base map developed by Aubrey Haines. 
FollO\loing Rickey. another private citizen, C. W. (Bill) Judge, metal-detected 
in tbe \ill age area. According to Acting Site Manager Jack A. Williams (1961 ), 
~fr. Judge found thirteen .45no cartridge cases along the river and in the Wil
lows adjacent to the Village. Judge also found a brass thimble with a hole 
punched in the end for suspension and a brass open-frame belt buckle. Will
iams pro,..ided a sketch map with a rough location of Judge's finds. 

Aubrey Haines ( 1961 ), acting superintendent for two years of the Big 
Hole National Bat!lefield, reported finding the remains of a blacksmith shop 
in the Indian Camp area. The shop is assumed to date to the post-battle home
steading period. He documented the find in a report to Headquarters in 
YellO\\.-stone. 

Aubrey Haines (1966a) then set himself about the task of correlating 
the pre,.ious find sites and the artifacts. Edmonds (1964) reports that Aubrey 
Haines made attempts to recover battle-related artifacts in a systematic way 
berv.·een 1959 and 1964. Haines and others used detectors to recover battle
re iated artifacts, marking the discovery sites \\.ith stakes, nails, and bolts bear
i.:lg stamped field numbers or affr<ed numbered aluminum tags. In I %4, Haines 
established a 50-foot-square and a 100-foot-square grid system over portions 
of the Big Hole Battlefield site. Datum points were set in concrete and marked 
for future reference . About this time Edmonds ( 1964) constructed a master 
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list of artifact finds based on the previous records and on the finds he made 
during his u-nure as a seasonal historian. Edmonds also completed a descrip
tive report on his work, including a description of the artifacts that had been 
collected. 

Haines· surveying skills were used to excellent advantage as he devel
oped a base map of all finds. Each find site was numbered with a correspond
ing artifact C"Jllection catalog number. Haines also plotted a number of other 
natural and cultural features. His map included the locations of trees and tree 
stumps used in the fight as shelter by various individuals, riflepit locations, 
modern \\-alkways and features, and L V. McWhorter's locations of individu
als killed. as well as tepee locations gathered during site visits with swviving 
~ezPer~. 

Haines' map with all the relevant information gathered from most of 
the pre"ious collecting efforts is a milestone. It, too, showed significant in
sight into the need to gather and protect artifact distribution pattern informa
tion. Haines utiiized the data in developing his his:ory of the battle ( 1991 ). 
The map ~as a primary resource used in planning and executing the archeo
Iogical investigation. 

In 1972 Seasonal Historian Kermit Edmonds \\Tote a memorandum 
to David Stinson, Management Assistant. regarding his concerns about river
caused erosion. Mr. Edmonds noted that eai::h spring the North Fork of the 
Big Hole River cut into the river banks, causing erosion and slumping. This 
resulted in the loss of some elements and artifacts related to the Nez Perce 
Village. He also was concerned that the river had shifted its channel at the 
north end of the Village and cut off a spit of land containing artifacts relating 
to a significant episode in the batt!e. Edmonds found a number of artifacts 
e~oding from the river bank after the channel cut off the meander. Among the 
items ~as an iron skillet or pan probably associated v.ith the Village occupa
tion. Edmonds believed the change had destroyed some potential tepee sites 
and caused the loss of artifacts . 

. .\nother remarkable piece of foresight and management acumen was 
demonstrated when Joseph Baker (1980) reported on the replacement of vari
ous interpretive markers in the Siege Area. Baker conducted informal but 
well-planned excavations around each of the interpretive marker sites as a 
prelude to their placement. The excavations were aimed at recovering any 
banle relics that might be disturbed. Unfortunately no artifacts were recov
ered H~·ever, Baker did note several locales where decayed wood was found. 
He believed these may have been rotted logs that once sheltered and pro-
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tected Nez Perce warriors and civilian volunteer fighters during the battle. He 
sug,gested more formal investigations might prove or disprove his supposition. 
Baker also recorded the stratigraphic profile in the holes he dug. He noted 
the uppermost layer was composed of a sandy day;1oam mixed with forest 
humus. 1bis was underlain by a strata of yellOVJ/orange clay mixed with allu
vial and coliuvial till. Baker's observations were astute, as this is essentially 
the sequence found during the archeological investigations. 

The first systematic inventory by a professional archeologist was com
pleted in 1974 by Midwest Center Archeologist Robert Nickel (Calabrese 
1974 ). when four small areas under consideration for sewage treatment facili
ties were surveyed (Figure 9). In 1978, Midwest Center Archeologists Tom 
Lincoln and Mark Guthrie (Lincoln 1978) conducted a pre-construction in
ventory of the Ruby Bench area. No archeological resources were located in 
either survey. 

In 1984 Ann Johnson of the Rocky Mountajn Regional Office con
ducted an inventory for a proposed land exchange (Johnson 1986), and in 
1987 Scott (1987) conducted proton magnetometer studies of selected areas 
of the Indian Camp and the Siege Area. The magnetometer survey suggested 
that tepee sites and buried riflepits are ephemeral features that do not pro
duce sufficiently unique magnetic signatures to be identifi.'.!d with this tech
ruque. 

Interestingly enough, only one item of prehistoric age has been found 
at the battle site . This artifact is a project!le point (Haines 1966b:5-6). Haines 
found the point in May 1962 during some maintenance work. The small point 
is a tan chert v.ith a triangular shape. It is typical of the Late Prehistoric 
period. An extensive effort was made to locate any e\'idence of prehistoric 
oa.:upation during the archeological inventory. Milo McLeod (personal com
munication to Douglas Scott August 13, 1991) had observed some stone 
debitage in the ._icinity of the Soldier Monument several years ago. Unfortu
nately, visitor and other activities have destroyed or obliterated the evidence 
noted. No evidence of prehistoric activities was noted during the archeologi
cal project. 

Archeologi.-:al Project ~1ethods 

Haines arid the other researchers did not have the luxury of '!Xamin
ing the entire battlefield area, nor did they have the a.:ia1ytical tec.r.·~~ques now 
available. Their efforts were concentrated on the Siege Area, Howitzer 
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Area, and the Nez Perce Village Area. As they recognized, it is not enough 
to ~·where artifacts were found, but also where artifacts were not found. 
A primary re~arch goal of the Big Hole Battlefield Archeological Project 
"'as to define the limits of the battlefidd. The first requirement, then, was to 
dei.•elop field procedures that were capable of examining the entire extent 
of the battlefield or at least that area within the park boundary. Faced with 
examining a large area (655 acres total), and assuming that most artifacts 
of war would either be metallic or associated with metal, metal detectors 
were employed as an inventory tool based on the success of the technique 
at littl~ Bighorn Battlefield National Monument (Scott and Fox 1987; Scott 
e! aJ. 1 QS9). 

The use of metal detectors operated by knowledgeable people has 
C!',:erwhelmingly proven its value, not only in locating metallic objects but also 
:-10n-metallic remains. Non-metallic items such as bone and leather were found 
when metal detectors sensed nearby metal objects. Recovery methods that 
meticulously uncovered artifacts with minimal disturbance were an integral 
p-c:rrt of the field procedures. 

The metal detector survey and excavations located over 1,000 arti
facts. most of which are battle-related. Precise locational control was accom
piished through the use of a total station transit and electronic data collector. 
The imtrument was a Lietz SETIC total station transit with an SDR33 data 
recorder. Each transit shot was recorded on the data recorder and given a 
pre-.iously established identification code. The specific artifact number was 
pro..-ided by the SDR33 used in auto-generate point mode. At the completion 
of a giYen day·s work the recorded data was d~nloaded onto a laptop com
puter containing the SOK.KIA softv.rare program MAP. The raw file was pro
ces...-..ed by the computer, and 3 map of that day's finds was then displayed. 
Cpon rerurn to Midwest Archeological Cent~r the MAP files were transferred 
t.o AutoCAD. The maps provided a clear picture of the nature of artifact 
distributions and associations. In turn, this precise locational infcnnation al
]()'l;l.·ed us to ask how and why these contextual relationships between artifacts 
came about. The how and why questions represent inquiry into the behavioral 
as-oects of the fi£ht. . -
FIELD :\!EIBODS 

The field investigations were guided by a work plan and research de
sign ( &---ott 1991) prepared as a part of the compliance procedures used by the 
~ational Park Service to meet legislative and regulatory requirements of the 
Historic Preservation Act (as amended), the Secretary of Interior's Stan-
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<lards for Archeology and Historic Preservation, and the Park Service's own 
internal cultural resource preservation guidelines. 

The fieldwork consisted of two phases: ( 1) the inventory phase, 
and (2) the testing phase. During the inventory phase we employed elec
tronic metal detectors, visual survey methods, and piece-plot recording tech
niques. The testing phase consisted of test units excavated at specific 
locations in the Siege Area and the Indian Camp. Details of each phase are 
explained below. Procedures generally relevant to all phases follow. 

General Procedures 

Standard archeological data-recording methods were used in both 
phases of the fieldwork. Individual artifacts, spatiaJly discrete clusters cf iden
tical spet.imcnc;, or associated dissimilar specimem received unique Field Speci
men (FS) numbers. Vle used field notes and standardized Midwest Archeo
logical Center excavation forms to record the tests. Exposed excavations, se
lected in-place artifact specimens, and topography were photographed and recorded in black-and-white print and ':~!c:- slide film. Many crew activities, 
some excavations, and some artifact discoveries were also recorded on video
tape by the park staff. 

During the summer of 1992 an area of the dense willows was burned 
as part of a vegetative management plan. Kermit Edmonds and Don Johnson, seasonal interpreters and project participants, detected the burned area. They 
recovered a horseshoe, a silver-plated spoon. and eight cartridge cases. These specimens were numbered 92-1 through 10. The objects are included in the artifacts description and analysis. 

Inventory Phase 

The inventory phase included three sequential operations: survey, 
recovery, and recording. During survey we located and marked artifact finds. 
The recovery <.Tew followed and carefully uncovered subsurface finds, leaving 
them in place. The recording team then plotted individual artifact locations, 
assigned field specimen numbers, and collected the specimens. Underwater 
research in the river uniquely combined survey with recovery a: d recording acti\i tics. 

Survey. Survey operations were designed primarily to locate subsur
fac~ metallic i ~ems ~ith the use of electronic metal detectors. Visual inspection of the surface was carried out concurrently with the metal detector sur-
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ve:y. The survey crew consisted of a crev.r chief, metal detector operators, 
anc visual inspectors. We maintained continuity in survey operations by 
ur-'i~nne the same volunteer crew chief for the project's duration. 

We used various brands of metal detectors during the survey. Volun
te;!7 operators furnished their own machines, and this contributed to the vari
e~-o . The standardization of machines (i.e., aJJ one brand), though perhaps 
mt:6odologically desirable, was highly impractical. Like models operate on 
t~<:! 5'ru-ne frequency, causing interference at ckse intervals. We therefore 
nc:-c:.:led to aitcrnatc different brands of machines on the line to ensure ad
c:s_~...;;;::.:e survc:y coverage. Metal detector operators were aligned at approxi
n1.:1.:ziy 10- to 15-ft intervals. The operators walked transects oriented to car
ci...-:::.;J directions or, when necessary, by topographic feature orientation, main
r..a.:_ ·'"'g as closely as possible, the designated intervals. Orientation and inter
v:!.l ~?acing were maintained by direction from the crew chief. Deviations in 
s;;.2.l.--:ng were unavoidable in rough terrain. 111e daily composition of the de
tcc:..,:r, crew ranged from five to eight operators. 

Detector operators proceeded in line (Figure 10), using a sweeping 
~cdoo to examine the ground. \Ve estimate th~t each operator covered a 
~~ of five and three-fourths to six and one-half feet depending on indi
v:t-':-.;aJ height and technique. Another volunteer placed a pinflag at each tar
ge: )ocated by an operator. As soon as the location was pinned, the operator 
o-:icinued along the transect. In some instances the location was excavated 
ir·:-:-1-ediately to provide the operator v.ith a check on machine performance. 
Tc.!- -g,a..s occasionally necessary because of the sophisticated nuances of in
te:. =-; eting machine functions, such as depth readings, metallic object type
di-=~rentiation functions, object size interpretation, and pinpointing of sub
sc...ace objects. The usual procedure was to mark the location and leave it 
ir:~.a::;: for the recovery crew. 

The visual inspectors walked ~hind the detector operators and served 
a C:.:.:al funr.tion. They inspected the ground surface for artifacts and features 
-~t=J~ c.-:in;.ing pinflags. \\'hen an operator discovered a Jocation, an inspector 
::r:.17•\.':d to pin that location. The number of visual inspectors largely depended 
cc :::ie number of people available each day. varying from two to fo•n. Visual 
i:-.s?=crors were on the alert primarily for nonmetallic artifacts, such as bone, 
~·~ .• -... ::.. gbss. stone, or cultural featu::es such as fire-altered rock. 

Recovery. The recovery crew excavated artifact locat~ons marked by 
;::.:ilags and left the artifacts in place for recording. The team consisted of 
cT .. :::zvators and metal detector operators, the number of operators and ex
;:;-~. ·:::tors varying from day to day depending on the workload. 
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Figure 10. Metal detector line working in the Willows. 

Excavation procedure was based on the concept of artifact pat
terning. a central tenet in the research strategy. Provenience data the loca
tion in space and the position in the ground of each artifact, were consid
ered of primary importance. We therefore excavated 'With great care so as 
to expose each artifact \\<ithout disturbance. To this end every recovery crew 
member was thoroughly briefed on artifact patterning and the need for ex
posing anjfacts in place. Techniques for doing so were also demonstrated. 

We used hand tools, such as spades, trowels, and dental picks, to ex
pose subsurface artifacts. Excavators were assisted by metal detector opera
tors to ensure in-place exposure. Detector operators provided pinpointing 
and depth information to the excavator. thereby allov.ing a careful and accu
rate approacn to the artifact. In some instances accidental disturbance of the 
artifact occurred. Information to that effect was left at the artifact location to 
alert the r~Lording crew. Artifacts were rarely found at depths that exceeded 
six inches. 

Certain provisions were made for discontinuing excavation at an arti
fact Jocatioil . Recovery team members were briefed on these provisions. 
We required that excavation cease at any location where bone, leather, 
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wood. or ofh'.!r sensitive or perishable artifacts were encountered when a 
metal object wa'\ being exposed . 

. 4.ftcr e;xposure the pinflag was left upright at the location to signal the re-o:.rrding 1 .w. (};: some occasions the recording crew laggtd behind the 
rea:J".·~· team, and it '-'· ·a.s impossible to re.cord and i::oIJect the exposed arti
facts tx:fore the end of the workday. In these instances we assigned a temJX>rary alpha or numeric designation to the artifact and r~spective pinflag. We 
then :ecordcd the provenience, bagged the artifact. and placed it with the col-
1.e~i0-n for ~ccurity purposes. The fol1owing day the specimen position was 
record·~d. 

Recording. The recGrding crew assign~d field specimen numbers, re
c.i:;:-.:C::: artifact proveniences, and collected the specimens. Recorders back
filled 2.rtifact-location holes upon completion. The crew consisted of an insrru.n:,::-m operator, a rod person, and one or t\l.'o recorders. Artifacts were 
as.si~ ,ed sequential field specimen numbers beginning at 1000. Records were 
coded ~ the SDR33 data collector and a hand-~Titten fielct specimen catalog 
wa.; ~l: r:- kept as a backup. The locationaJ and catalog information was trans
ferre;.:; fr-om the SDR33 to a laptop computer daily. 

Each ill1:ifact marked by a pin.flag was piece-plotted as follows. The insrr-:;;ment was set up at an established datum point. Distance, azimuth, and 
coorcE..'1.a!c point readings for each artifact location were recorded electroni
cdly. Distance was read to the nearest one-thousandth of a foot as well as tbe ::-n ;ch and east coordinate. The instrument operator transmitted this inf v r ....la ti on to the recorders by portable two-way radio or by unaided voice. 
Reo:r.ders idemified the artifact to the instrument operator who entered the appropriate artifact code in the SDR33. The recorders also entered the 
in.for, :;.ation in the catalog, and noted the depth of the artifact and its orien
tation to the cardinal directions and declination from the horizontal. This 
inf or::nation was used to determine bullet trajectories and fields of fire. Ori
enta:icm and dedination were not recorded for surface specimens. For 
cert.ai:; types of artifacts this information either was not determinable or 
was ronsidered superfluous to patterning studies. Examples were nails. bu tto:::s. suspender clips, coins, horse trappings. leather goods, cans, and 
a.mo:. /bous metal fragments . In the main, orientation and declination were i::::;x;:-:3nt cons;jerations in recording projectiles (e.g., bullets arid metal p:-oj e..:-: ile points) and cartridge cases. 

L~nderwaler Investigations. The historical dO\..-umentation indicated that 
bo:I: :he army units and the Nez Perce utilized the river. Both combatants 
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:-:ossed the river during the course <:"f the fi~h:. and the army disposed of 
~r1me firearms bv throwing them in :he river during their retreat from the 

.; - -
\.illagc. Two detector operators \\ :.•:-:.; chest "' adt:rs and walk<.:d the river 
::r.Jm near it'i junct1~:-i:: with the park", ca'>t:.;rn b<iundary to the southern end 
·.f the Village site. They dl'.tt..:cr::.:c :;;;.: river";, Ul1Jr'>e for metallic objects 
r·li.:UTC 11 ). - . 

Two archeologists accompar:::;d the <>pt.::-atur'> and. using diving masks 
::.:-:id snorkels. excavated cach ()f tht :.::r:..:ct' f, >Lnd :n the river. ~1ost of the 
::-::::~allic debris \Vas related to moderr:·:;'.":: :-cLTt.:c1::r,1r:::l fishing activities. Hov.·
-:-. ;:r. a few period cartridge cases "" ;;::-;.: !1 :unJ ::nJ ::-eccwl:reJ. The locations 
·.;.~re tl:.:ggcd and the targeh reco\e:--:-.: :::;J cJ.:'1>1;;.:J according to the proce
::...:res followed on lanci. 

Test units wt.:rc all thn.:c-~i'. -::-::-cc-ton: ·.:xcJ.-. auons or an cighteen
:r::h-wide. eight-foot-long tn:nch frJ~ :~.c ~:!kp1 : . .-\:J :est unit locations were 
:-::corded with the total sIJtion tr::::< :::r:d b:.id:.:1ll;:J upnn completion of in
-. :;5-:igations. Crew members im1 ):-. ~ _.: :r-: cxc::::-. :.:::c1n-, ~rnJ other tests were 
:..;x0·1,ed bv an archi.:ologist at ::::: :.:::~-.. 
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Before exc.'.:<l\·ations commenced at any unit, we inspected the sur
face \isually and subjected the unit to metal detection. Each unit was exca
vated with hand tools after vegetation and sod had been removed with skim
ming shovels. AlI soil from the excavations was screened through one
quarter-inch hard~rare cloth as it was removed from the excavation unit. 
Artifacts were left in place as they were found. Field notes were taken Jur
ing the excavation. appropriate excavation forms were filled out, photographs 
were tak1,;n, and the excavation was mapped. 

lABOR-\TORY .\fETHODS 

The methods employed in cleaning the artifacts are the standard labo
ratory procedures of the Midwest Archeological Center. Essentially they con
sist of washing the acA-"Umulated dirt and mud from each artifact and then de
termining the condition of the artifact to see whether it requires further clean
ing or conservaticm. \fost cartridge cases that were subjected to firearms iden
tification procedure~ required a treatmer.t in dilute glycolic acid to remove 
ox.ides that had built up on them during the years they were in the ground. 
After it was cleaned a..."1d stabilized. each artifact was rebagged in a self-seal
ing, inert. clear plastic bag \ti.1th its appropriate FS number on the bag. The 
artifacts were then identified. sorted. and analyzed. 

The identification. sorting, and analysis consisted of dividing the arti
facts into classes of like objects and then subsorting the artifacts into further 
identifiable discrete types. For example, all the cartridg~ cases were placed 
together and then subsorted into their respective types, such as .45nO-caliber 
Springfield rifle cases or .44-caliber Henry rimfire cartridge cases. Some arti
facts were sorted to even more discrete levels if warranted, such as the .44-
cal iber Henry cases into long and short cases, headstamped and not 
heads tamped. and paired firing pin marks and multiple pairs of firing pin marks. 
Sorting and identification of the artifacts were undertaken by personnel expe
rienced \\lith artifacts of this period, who compared the artifacts with type col
lections and \\lith standard reference materials. The pertinent reference ma
terial is cited in the discussion of the particular artifact. 

Selected a..rtifacts, the firearm, the trowel bayonet, and some belt 
kn.ives. were treated in an electrolysis bath. The bath removed the oxidation 
from the metal. One-e the oxidation was removed, the metal was washed in 
distilled water. dried. and coated \t.ith a clear microcrystalline wax. Leather 
items were stabilized using Lexol leather treatment. All artifacts were cata
loged in accordance uith the National Park Service Automated National Cata
loging System requirements. 
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At the time of this '-"Ti ting. the artifacts and original supporting notes, 
records, and other documentation are held at the National Park Service's Mid
west Archeological Center. The artifacts will be returned to Big Hole Na
tional Battlefield for their collection, display, and use in further scientific re
search when the park requests. 

Firearms Identification Procedures 

The comparative study of ammunition components is known as fire
arms identification analysis. Firearms, in their discharge, leave behind dis
tinctive metallic fingerprints or signatures on the ammunition com?Qnents. 
These signatures, called class characteristics, allow the determination of the 
type of firearm (i.e., model or brand) in which a given c-1.rtridge case or bullet 
was fired. This then allov1s determination of the numlJ\:r of different types of 
guns used in a given situati~m. 

Further, they allow the identification of individual weapons by com
paring the unique qualities of firearm signatures, called individual character
istie5. This capability is very important because, coupled with the precise arti
fact locations, identical signatures can be used to identify specific combat ar
eas. This can be done v.ith cartridge cases and bullets even though the actua! 
weapons are not in hand. Vlith tb..is information, patterns of movement can be 
established and sequences of acmity can be more precisely interpreted. 

The means to this end is reasonably simple in concept. When a car
tridge weapon is fired. the firing pir. strikes the primer i..;ontained in the car
tridge, leaving a distinctive imprint on the case. The primer ignites the pow
der, thus forcing the bullet do :lt!l the barrel. , l"he rifling in the barrel imprints 
the lands and grooves on the bul1et in mirror image. The extractor also im
prints the spent case as it is removed (extracted) from the gun's chamber. 
These imprints are called individual characteristics. Individual characteristics 
are also present on projectiles fired from muzzle-loading firearms like flint
locks and percussion weapons, even smooth-bored guns. 

Law enforcement agencies have long used the investigative technique 
of firearms identification as an aid in solving crimes. Two methods commonly 
used by police departments include comparisons of bullets and cartridge cases 
(Harris 1980; Hatcher, Jury, and Weller 1977) to identify weapon types from 
which they were fired. Police are routinely successful in matching bullets and/ 
or cartridge case individual characteristics to the crime weapon simply by dem
onstrating that the firing pin, extractor marks, or the land and groove marks 
could only have been made by a certain weapon. In the event that weapons 
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used in a crime are not recovered, police can say with certainty, on the 
basis of the individual characteristics from recovered bullets and cases, 
that specific types and numbers of weapons were used. 

The comparison microscope is criticaJ to the analysis of ammuni
tion. Simp:y, the microscope is constructed so that two separate micro
scope tubes are joined by a bridge, with prisms mounted over the tubes. 
Two separate images are transmitted to the center of the bridge, where 
another set of prisms transmit the images to central eyepieces. The eye
pieces arc divided so that each image appears on one half of the eye
pieces_ Movable stages allmv the objects under scrutiny to be manipulated 
so that they can be directly compared for class and individual characteris
tics_ 

All ca.rtridges, cartridge cases, buHets, and other ammunition compo
nents were analyzed utilizing these firearms identification procedures. The 
specific results of the analyses are discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 4 

TEST EXCAVATIONS 

The research design identified test excavations to be undertaken in 
two separate areas. The Village was slated for one set of excavations to 
ascertain if tepee sites could be identified archeologically. The tests were to 
also determine if the tepee sites had any internal structure or pattern, and 
they were to determine if later agricultural activities had affected the integ
rity of the site. 

The second area to be tested archeologically was a riflepit in the 
Siege Area. The purpose of the riflepit test was to determine the amount of 
erosion or deflation that had taken place over the years, essentially a condi
tion assessment. In addition, the test was to determine riflepit construction 
techniques. The riflepits were initially dug under fire on August 9 by the 
soldiers and civilians. Some were dug with trowel bayonets and some ~ith 
expedient tools. The riflepits were improved during that evening and per
haps again on the 10th. 

One riflepit was selected for excavation after the metal-detecting 
inventory was completed in the Siege Area. Initially one tepee location was 
to be identified. However, the metal-detecting inventory identified a dense 
concentration of metal items in a tightly circumscribed area which was not 
'"'1.ithin the tepee locations identified by Ye11ow Wolf (Figure 12) to L V. 
~kWhorter (1991) in the early part of this century. The concentration was 
thought to indicate a possible undocumented tepee site, and it seemed ap
propriate to test this location. A second village test area was selected on the 
basis of McWhorter's mapped tepee locations. The one selected for testing 
was identified as a burned tepee location, although metal detecting yielded 
very few artifacts in its immediate vicinity. 

In addition to the planned tests, there was an unanticipated discov
ery of a human burial in a fired-rock feature. 'The feature appears to be a 
camas oven, and limited excavation was undertaken at this location to re
cover the remains for reburial elsewhere on the battlefield at the request of 
the l'"ez Perce tribe. 
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Chapter 4 

Possible Tepee Location 

A large concentration of .360-c.aliber cartridge cases was found 171 feet 
';1.'e.-S:: of McWhorter's mapped location of Te-.,ee 2 in the northern portion of the 
vi.17.:cge:. This area is near the WilJows from whidl the army attack originated and 
is at !he Village's historically recognized western edge. The area was first found 
by K-~t Edmonds during hjs study of the site in the 1970s. Edmonds recog
nize;::i :be concentration's potential significance. He marked the location but did 
not o~I>\-ise disturb the site. The significant concentration of targets was differ
e~: ::-om the dispersed artifact pattern noted in the rest of the Village Area. Be
c:G:X:..C 0f the artifact concentration it was deemed appropriate to conduct formal 
e-.-~"-:;.a:ive excavations at this site. The area """'3.S intensively metal-detected, and 
a &-:.:.·~fo, lt excavation unit was laid out over the densest concentration of metal 
ta:?":S.. The southeast and northv.:est quadrants (3-by-3-footsquares)were desig
r.:.a~.d Test Units 2 and 3, respectively (Figure 13 ). Only these units were exca
... -1..te-..: 'for evaluative purposes. 

The units were hand excavated using shovels, trowels, and other hand 
tro.5.. The upper four to six inches of the fill ~-as the humic root zone. This sod 
1.a-ye: contained many edible roots including cam.as and cous. Below the root and 
sod layer was a dark-gray silty loam. The excavations ceased at 12 inches below 
pres.en: ground surface. The recovered artifacts were found Vvithin the first two to 
fou= i::lches of deposition. Only one area of soil color or compaction differences 
v.-as noted. This was in the southeast unit near its southern edge. It may have 
bee:l a krotovina (rodent burrow) . 

. .\lthough no culturally affiliated features were noted, the upper two 
to four inches of fill y!elded numerous artifacts in Test Unit 1. Only two 
ar:facts were recovered in Test Unit 2, also at the same depth. A total of 
thi..-r:·-five .360-caliber cartridge cases (Figure 14), ten bullets, and two prim
ers and anvils were found in the units and by metal detecting .,Nithin a ten 
foot :-adius vf the excavations. Two concentrations of seed beads were lo
ca;-=-..d in Test Unit 1. One area, approximately 8 inches in diameter, yielded 
se-•-:::--c.l beads. This small c::mcentration is at the northern edge of the unit. 
T"'-u.e 5-econd concentration, approximately 14 inches in diameter, yielded the 
re;-- :-j '1der of the glass trade beads found. The second concentration was not 
ror.pletely excavated, as it continued beyond the unif s eastern boundary. 

The shallowness of the artifacts. as well as the variety of nearby 
m2.:~als, unfired cartridges, trade beads, a fork, and a knife or fork handle, 
s~ggests the artifact concentration·s origin was a cultural feature. The ap-
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Te~t Unit 2 
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Fi.gure 13. Test excavation units at the possible tepee site. 
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pr ,...._..Umately 20-foot- diameter area for the artifact distribution, and the concentra
tco of most materials in a 3-foot square (Test Unit 1) suggests the items were 
oc':::inally confined by some cultural feature. However, there is no indication of 
tr-.:ie type of feature. The feature may ha:ve been a pile of material that was gath
ced by the soldiers for destruction. Another interpretation is this group of arti
f~-:::s represents the site of a Nez Perce tepee. Although there is no physical 
e""·-}dence to confirm a tepee site, the location at the northwest edge of the Village, 
:..~ types of debris, and the spatial distribution of the artifacts in a relatively 
co.::ifined area suggest a feature like a tepee might be the source. 
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Figure 1-t. :\ .360-calixr cartridge case found in the tepee test excavations. 

A second tepee location was also evaluated with testing (Figure 15). 
T.cis lo.:::ation is the site of Mc\Vhorter's Tepee 40. It is about 50 feet north of !he 
site 0f the presumed post-battle blacksmith shop. Yellow Wolf ieported to 
.McWborter that he recalled this location to be a tepee site where the soldiers 
b::...-::ied a tepee. No concentration of rr:eta1 !terns was located in this area; how
e:v-cr. it seemed appropriate to conduct test excavations to determine if any evi
&..~ce of a burned structure remained A twelve-by-r"'elve-foot square was gridded, 
a::d w.1en sub-divided into three-foot-square units. Two units were excavated. 
Tes: Cnit 4 was located in the northwest corner and Test Unit 11 on the eastern 
~e of the larger grid. 

Excavations fol1owt::d the same methods previously outlined. The 
s-:x.ls •vere similar in profile. Tuer,~ was no evjdcnce of burning or of a cul
r:::-al feature in the excavation . The only artifact recovered was a piece of 
to~-._.-ut iron scrap. It probably is associated with the blacksmith shop opcra
tio:J and post-datt:s the battle. 
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!est Cnits 4 and 11 yielded no artifactual or otht'.r evidence of a tepee 
kx:::.:;r.;n. There were no soil discolorations nor other c\·idcncc of burning to 
s:.:.~,g~s: i! :i:=p;e had been destroyed at the sit::. If a tep~c was burned at this site 
::::;;::-:: s!-10L:ld have been some charcoal inttrm1xed in tne fill. The absence of 
:.::::.:'::.:·:s 2.nd other t:vidcncc suggests that th:'> may nn~ be the site of a burned 
::::?"'.::::. YcllO\\· \\"olfs memory of pn.:c..isc tqx:c Jrx:atiom :nay have ht.:cn faulty, or 
:::c :.~.•.:.:ct:11..'n~ ~mapped may h2sc bt:cn inrnrr:::ct. .\1c\\"hurter's staked locations 
v.;;::-::: :-.:.:s: :n3ppt•d by a U.S. Forest Scr-.:ic-.: ~r:T?loycc. F1uyd Henderson, in 1937, 
;:-:--~·~:::.jly by compass and pacing. In the iritcr\cning :-::<::.rs the locations were 
::-.::.:::;:'lcj r: c:::.tck. Then they were rcmapr~J ::nd th-: r:-:.:qs correlated by Aubrey 
t-1:::..::-,::~ ! 0?:-;;.on3.l communic:rnon Fcbura.ry .:._~. l '~93) <::..' :-:-::Jch as possible. Errors 
· .. ---·~ ..,~ -··,i.:in0or1·n th·· ~·1nn1·n,, ffi"\ .i· i... .• n" ., ·-· '· ... ·-·-~-~l ·~"· .":-Lua-... ... .i. ,:::;-• •l"- .il~ t't' ::;: i. i.... ........ L'\.... t .1.C-: .. <.: .... 

11-::: <,01! profiles in both kst cxc;:i., :.:.::c~m arc ii'> •J·.::c-rmincd that no plow
::-.;:-...:::...: ~::.1 umductcd in the \"iilagc :\n.:::.. Ti1:: cHUfa:..:-: :-::co\·cryt.:fforts carried 
· ..:.: 2..:.:-::-.~ :h:..: metal-dctccrrng imcntory ~l~r; "1.1ppor: :'.-.Js conclusion. There is 
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Chapter 4 

absolutely no evidence to suggest the sod has ever heen broken hy the plov.·. 
Bioturb::i.tion aside, there is little likelihood that the artifacts recovered at 
the Big Hole have been disturbed from their original context hy agricultural 
a c .... .:..•i ty. 

Riflepit Test Excavation 

:\ single isolated riflepit r Fig--ure 16 ). r,;)nh of thc main Sic:;c Area 
r:fiepit concentration, was selectt:d. for cxca\·a~i ' ;n. Thc feature \vas Jdined 
as :::: shallow depression approx1mately thr~c f;.;;.:: irmg and two L:l't wide. It 
was ori~med northwest to southeast. .-\ two-:1y)r -·,i.ick ~ind c1ght-!1)ot-long 
test ::rench (Test Unit 1) was 
laid out diagonally across the 
deD:-:::ssion. 

The excavation re
·.-e21;;.d that the first five inches 
of f:1J consisted of a pine duff 
? ... nd humus layer. Immediately 
t>elcr,,...· the duff and humus the 
?it ca: .. nline was evident. The 
sten1e soil surrounding the pit 
v.a.s a decomposed bedrock. It 
was ·.·ery light in color, and ap
pc2.::-ed to be a sandy loam 
:-:::x:::d with gravels and 
·.::ob-oles. The pit was distin
guished by its fill. The fill was 
2 =:0ttled brown sandy loam 
a.r:~ hL<mus. The pit was dug 
i:::o the native soiJ (Figures 17, 
lS> tbl-ee to six inches and was 
-· . . I d 14 . h -:: 1 ::lcnes ong an _ me es 
?.i ce. The eastern end was 
n.e2.:-ly straight walled with a 
de?:h of six inches. The west
~!.". t'.nd was only three inches 
deep and the floor gradually 
:-ose from the eastern to \vest-
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?-:E="":J7e 17. Profile of nfleplt as seen after excavation. 

-:::-::: end. The feature floor undulated slightly. No artifacts were found in the 
::: 2. ture. 

The riflepit"s excavated dimensions follow field fortification con
s::-.Jction guidelines used by the army during the Indian Wars and Spanish
_.\.:.--::Jerican \Var (Figure 19). Tne lJ.S .. .\rmy published few field manuals for 
s::::::.11-unit tactics before the beginnjng of the 20th century. Two of r:hem 
C:.:e-:-tly relate to riflepit construction and specifically to the use of the trowel 
C'Z::yonct (Rice 1874; Anonymous 1960 ). In addition. a number of practical 
g:-.::d-:s for officers were privately published throughout the century to bridge 
:~:e f:ap ldt by the lack of official guidance available outside the West Point 
c:~assrnom. One of the most used guides "':as ~uountain Scouting by Captain 
S...~·3rd Farrow. Farrow was an instructor at \Vest Point when he v .. Tote his 
;:-:-:::1.-ric:1J guide in 1881. He had seen active field service during the Nez 
?::-:-.:x campaign of 1877. Farrow ( 1881 :2-+3) noted. "The history of all battles of 
:c:~ years has shcmm the expediency of makin_s use of natural shelter or construct
::--~_;::, fie Id intrenchmcnts. ·· 
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8tg Hole Battlefield 

Farrow ( 18.81 :244-5) describes how to dig a riflepit or, as he terms it, 
a she1ter-pit. He appears to have borrowed heavily from the 1874 and 1875 
manuals both for iHustrarions and wording. 

A.II soldiers. and especially recruits, should be frequently exercised in 
throwing up shelter-pits and sbPlter-treocbes, on grounds of variable 
contours, and where there is no 11atural cover. 

A very slight parapet of newt-· excavated earth is sufficient to protect men 
from the effects of rifle balls. Experiment shows that the penetration of 
the ball ( senice rifle) ar a range of 10 yards is 20 inches. and only 10 
inches at 200 ~·ards. 

After a little practice, each soldier will ascertain the form of pit that best 
suits and protects him. The depth need not be uniform, bur should be at 
least ten inches where the body rests, and six inches elsewhere. With a 
view ro lessening the effect of the enemy's fire. the soldier should lie 
down well under and behind the cover.. .... Many are the instances re
corded whi;re it was impossible to forward the intrenching tools to the 
front until after the exigency for their use had passed, ar.d the men were 
compelled to use tin plates, tin cans, fragments of canteens, knives, sticks, 
etc .. in order to get temporary shelter from the enemy's most galling 
fire .... . I am an advocate of Colonel Rice's trowel bayonet, after several 
practical tests of its merit 

Although Farrow was not at the battle of the Big Hole he was with 
Hry.;,·ard's com.nand and saw firsthand the value of the trowel bayonet. A 
pia.n and profile dra'Wing accompany his discussion and illustrate an L-shaped 
pit ~ith a lunate mound of earth thrown up to its front. The plan and profile 
mdicate the pit should be si.1= inches deep on the long axis and about four feet 
loa~ the dirt mound to be thrown up toward the enemy. A space of six 
=-=..:bes should be left between the pit and the mound, and the mound should 
:-..zve a height of fourteen inches and a basal width of eighteen inches. 

The late 1870s were a period of experimentation ard development 
fa;- army equipage as a result of the extensive Indian fighting in the west. 
One experiment at Springfield Armory included testing belt knives, a hunt
iz:g knife (later adopted as the Model 1881 Hunting Knife), and an entrench
i::; t00l for their reliability in digging hasty entrenchments. The October 15, 
: s-9. test involved four soldiers digging riflepits with the various tools to test 
:.::.e~: efficiency · Hardin and Hedden 1973:4-8). The pits dug took from eight to 
~ i::~·ven minutes loc..onstruct. They were all about four feet long, thirty-two inches 
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Chapter 4 

wide, 12 inches deep, with the spoil dirt :=ound up at one end of the long 
a~s. and essentially the same as riflepits empk~·ed during the Civil War. 

The e~-cited riflepit feature clearly meets the expectations of hO\V 
a shelter trench should be configured based on the historic documents. The 
impression Jeft from studying the historic source materbl on ritlepit con
struction and the pits still extant at the Battle of the Big Hole is they were 
constructed in the hea1 of battle and were hasty and expedient affairs. In a 
sense this is true. They were hastily constructed, they were expedient, and 
they were temporary. But this does not mean they were haphazardly cun
structed. The a.rnlj' obviously did train their personnel throughout this pe
riod, and a pa:-t of the training was in the construction of earthworks and 
rifl~pits. 

It appears the riflepits used at the Big Hole are typical of entrenchments 
used throughout the TI-ans-Mississippi West. They appear to have been dug \\ith 
a prescribed pattern in mind. The pit excavated in 1990 did not appear to have 
suffered sigr.ificant erosion or deflation. The pit backfill appears to have eroded 
and slumped back into the pit itself. Undoubtedly some soil was washed or 
blO\vn away, but the pit itself appears stable and in good condition. The 
excavated depression provided a sense of what lay beneath the surface. It 
corresponded ra..1~hly in size and shape to the actual pit. It may be assumed 
that the other remaining riflepit depressions will provide the public with d 
sense of their shape and purpose. 

Camas Oven and Human Burial 

by 

Melissa A. Connor 

A fire-cracked rock feature (Figure 20) and associated human burial 
were found during the metal-detecting inventory west of an abandoned river 
meander s1tu.::.ted between the west side of the Village and the North Fork of 
the Big Hole River. They v.ere opposite Tepee 5 on the L V. McWhorter 
map (Haines 1991: 166 ), which is identified as the maternity tepee. There is 
no historically identified tepee in the feature's immediate area. 

The human remains were those of a teen-aged Native American 
female. Full documentation of the excavation and description of the re
mains can be found in Connor (1992). 
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Figure 20. Plan view of the camas oven feature. 

An overflow channe! of the North Fork of the Big Hole River is to 
t!-_e ~ast of the featurr.. It was dry in August. but apparently had been active 
ea:-'::.ier in the year. There was a large~:- __ u1al long bone fragmer.1t, uniden
~f.,..:.le to specie!:, in the middle of thi..<; channel. The fragment was oriented 
in ~ direction of water flow, and there is no e'.idence that it was associJtea 
<;i;;J: the burial. The exterior of the bone showed signs of e~'treme weather
ir..g.. mcluding cracking throughJut the piece and a hard, white color. f;
!~ of coloration and C0ndition. the piece was not com i-=tent "With the hu
m-;.;- :-emains. The fragment is probably a part of an animal bone washed 
d.cr.;.-:: the river in the spring floods and is considerably more recen: ~ha..., the 
:Y ...... ~cl. 

The feature and the human remains were cove! ~d <with four to six inches 
ot :z. 5.ne-grained, alluvial soil. This is probably a loam. although samples for 
p:-.:...-:Jde-size analysis were not taken. There """<b a thick cover of grasses, includ
::::-~ 2.3..i"Tias and other edible roots, over the soil. and large '"'illows were scattered 
t."-::r.i.ghout the area. 
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The remains lay on top of a large rock hearth about six and one-half 
feet in diameter. Hearths '-"ith a similar construction arc ethnographically 
documented as used in roasting camas and other root crops (Steward 1938). 
The size of the earth oven varies with the size of the group utilizing the oven. 
Ethnographies describe a range betwee~ 1.8 square meters and 7.4 square 
meters (Spinden 1908). The large ovens involve cooperation among several 
women for preparing large harvests. 

The mead<:YW· around the camp presently contains large amounts of 
camas. yam pa, and other root crops. Wounded Head's wife, Penahwemonmi, 
recalled that on August 8th many women dug camas and baked it overnight ... 

.. . many women who had camas were killed. Their camas were left where 
they had baked it when we had to leave. (McWhorter 1991:371). 

This feature undoubtedly is a camas oven that had been in prepara
tion during the days previou~ to the battle. The human remain5 found on 
tbe rocks of the oven show no signs of charring, so it is unlikely that the rocks 
w~re hot when the remains wc:re deposited. The sequence of camas process
ing often called for digging the earth oven and gathering the wood and rocks 
one e\·cning, then lighting the fire to start heating the rocks the next morn
ing. as the fire needed to be fed frequently during the first twelve hours 
(Do-...ning and Furniss 1968 ). The oven was probably prepared the day be
fore the battle and the fire may never have been lit. A small amount of 
charcoal was found i.n the excavation. This amount may have become mixed 
in the soil from charcoal in the oven working its way up through bioturbation. 
in which case the oven was lit. However, it may also have become mixed in 
the soil follov.-ing post-batLle grass fires. Only by completely excavating the 
oven would the question of whether or not it was fired be answered. The 
excavations undertaken were to salvage the human remajns, and the oven 
re.self was only uncovered to its margins. 

The location of the body confirms the historical accounts of burial of 
remains inside camas ovens. Throughout the village, the soil is fine-grained and 
difficult to excavate. In addition, the thick grass cover is difficult to cut through. 
Thus, it is unlikely that people in a hurry would dig a large hole when either the 
riverbank or the cama5 ovens were available. That the time was taken to ensure 
burial, even under the pressing circumstances, emphasizes the importance of the 
burial of the remair1s in the ~ez Perce culture. 

T'ne human rernair~ are those of an unidentified young girl in her 
late teens. The skeleton wa<; on top of a camas oven, which is consistent ~ith 
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histoncaJ accounts of the disposal of some of the bodies from the battle. 
The body showed evidence of extensive post-mortem mutilation. The arms 
had been cut off and laid below the pelvis, one leg had been detached and 
'14-a.5 not with the remains, and a minimum of three hatchet marks were found 
on the ventral side of the vertebra. The extensive post-mortem trauma is 
!)--pical of trauma found at other Indian Wars battlefield sites (Scott et al. 
1989) and is consistent with the historical documentation that some of 
Howard· s Bannock Scouts exhumed and mutilated some of the Nez Perce 
de ad (HCJ\\'-ard 1972). A more complete discussion of the burial can be found 
in Connor ( 1992). 

This individual appears to have been buried ~.Ione, although the oven 
w-as large enough for at least one other body. The historic accounts suggest 
L.~t each family buriee its own members. Perhaps this woman was the only 
member of her famiiy to die in the battle. That this woman was alone might 
also suggest that it was not difficult for the families to find expedient places 
w bury the dead. Several such camas ovens, as well as the riverbank, may 
have been used for burial. 
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Chapter 5 

INTERPRETING TifE EVIDENCE 

Combined here are the historical documentary evidence and the data 
derived from the archeological artifact analyses. Rather than insert detailed 
artifact descriptions and analyses into the narrative, those details are presented 
in Chapter 7. 

In reading these interpretations .. it is appropriate to keep in mind the 
cnme scene analogy presented in Chapter 1. The historical documentation is 
<::.n.alogous to the v.itness testimony, and the archcologica1 data is the event's 
physical evidence. The artifact evidem .. ~ gathered over the years has been 
t!Sed to some degree in earlier interpretations. The 1991 archeological project 
<:.dded significant new data. C ... ombining the new archeological data with ear
:ier artifact finds and interv..·eaving the his torical data creates a rich new tapes
t:-y for interpretation. 

Interpreting the battk through archeological evidence is subject to 
se\·eral biases. Uncontrolled relic collecting over the years has reduced the 
total artifact quantity and has undoubtedly disrupted some artifact distribu
tion patterns.. However. the excellent collecting documentation of Aubrey 
Haines and Kermit Edmonds. as well as the records of Don Rickey and Thain 
\\'bite, has provided an important and substantial documentation on some 
7ast collection efforts. Another bias to consider is that the battle is not the 
only cultural event to have taken place at this location. Construction of fences, 
buildings, and roads, and even disposal of trash have added to the battlefield's 
archeological record through time .. The pre- and post-battle activities were 
generally easily recognizable by datable artifact types. These biases were kept 
in mind as the interpretations were developed. 

The battle of the Big Hole has one of the most extensive and richest 
set: of documentary evidence available in the Indian Wars literature.. How
ever, there are gaps and conflicts in that record, which is one reason the ar
cheological project was undertaken. The archeological evidence does fill in 
some gaps in the story anci in some cases. does clarify conflicting historical 
accounts. It also raises new questions in its own right. 

The interpretations offered here are based on the analysis of the ar
cheological cvidenee-thc artifacts. Artifacts arc the physical evidence of hu
man behavior. They are the material culture remains of past activities. As 
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s:u~ they retain information regarding the nature of those activities. That 
i:.Jormation resides not only in the individual artifact, but also in the spatial 
and contextua~ relationships between artifacts. Whether the artifact is a bul
k! from the battle, a piece of equipment used by a soldier, or a nail used irt 
:::nc.e construction, each helps to piece together the history of human use of 
:::se ttattlefield. 

The Evidence for Oothing and Equipment 

The number of artifacts representing clothing and equipment used by 
:.~ com'batants is relatively small. This is not unexpected given the nature of 
:~-:::e battle. which was a brief affair. Ootrung itself is not likely to survive the 
:a-•ages 0f time, but metal buttons and fasteners, as well as decorative devices 
'io prO'\ide some information about the clothing worn on August 9 and 10, .. .-:-

SOLDIERS' AND VOLU~TEERS' CLOTIIING 

The command's attire has been the subject of exhaustive research by 
1-:.e:::nit Edmonds (n.d. ). He consulted many contemporary records and ac
counts of hattle survivors to develop a comprehensive view of the Seventh 
bfa;irry·s 1877 campaign clothing. He has concluded that the enlisted per
~onne l wore regulation sky-blue kersey trousers over canton flannel 
'..mderdrawers, a coarse pullover shirt in either prescribed gray or older Civil 
\\.~-issue white, and some men possibly wore privately purchased shirts. The 
:nilitary blouse was not generally worn on this campaign according to Edmonds 
Y.Jurces.. altli0ugh a few men may have worn them. The 1874 fatigue blouse 
aypears to have been the choice when worn at all. The foot was covered by the 
~5.sue shoe or bootee, \Vhile the cavalry contingent probably wore the regula
:; o~ boot. The head was covered by either the unpopular 1872 campaign hat 
CJ": one of private purchase. The other clothing item mentioned by Edmonds' 
;o:.;.;ces is the heavy wool overcoat, a sky-blue kersey double-breasted item 
,..-::b a long cape. 

There are suggestions that officers had much more latitude in choos
:ng their campaign clothing. At least one officer wore white corduroy trou
s.e:=;. which he considered conspicuous and tried to mute ~ith an application 
of ::uud (\Voodruff 1910). 

Archeological evidence for clothing consists of buttons, hooks and 
e:·-::s. a trouser or vest buckle, suspender grips and rings, and shoes. Three 
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types of buttons were found distributed in the Siege Area and the Nez Perce 
Village. One is the general service brass but'i.ons, another the trouser fly and 
S"U...<.:pendcr buttons, and the third are two civilian-style buttons. The brass gen
eral service buttons were found in two sizes. The smaller size was commonly 
worn on blouse ruffs and forage cap chinstraps. With one exception the smaHer 
buttons arc plain eagle-style general service buttons. The exception has an -r- in the eagle·s shield. The 'T. or infantry button could have been on the 
cuff of an 1858-pattern frock coat or the blouse cuff or forage cap of an infan
:.-y officer. Five small general service buttons were recovered during the ar
cb-eological project ~ine others were recovered during earlier collecting in 
t2x: Village and one in a riflepit in the Siege Arca. 

The remaining six general service buttons are the large blouse type. 
V. ·hire the specific blouse type cannot be c>.sccrtaincd, it suggests that some 
srJldiers were wearing their blouses or had utilized older blouses modified for 
field use during the battle. Those general service buttons found in the Village 
:nay indicate where some of the men lost buttons in the heat of the battle. 
~-here men were killed, or ",.\:here the ]';cz Perce may have left army clothing 
:aken at earlier engagements or from the dead. All incidents could be the 
:: ii.:.ely source of the buttom. The general service buttons in the Siege Arca 
were probably deposited by the soldiers themselves. Their presence is cer
ta!....-1.ly indicative that some soldiers \vere weariHg some form of a blouse dur
ing the hattle. 

Sixteen iron and white-metal trouser buttons have be~n found on the 
battlefield. Nine were found in the vicinity of the camas oven feature, one by 
\\bit~ (n.d.) at the Willows grave site, and the others in the Siege Area. These 
buttons were used to close the fly and attach suspenders on trousers. These 
bunon types are common on nineteenth-century civilian trousers. and were 
the regulation buttons for army-issue trousers. These button finds suggest 
th.at the men were wearing regulation trousers. 

The non-military buttons may or may not be battle-related. One is a 
~-o-piccc brass 4-holc button. It is similar in style to the trou~er buttons. The 
otber is a plain brass face, loop-shank button. This button could be associated 
~~:h the Nez Perce or \\ith a civilian style shirt or coat. It is a common button 
s:yk for the nineteenth c.entury. Both buttons were found in the Siege Area 
dw.:ring earlier coilecting efforts. 

A few other clothing-related artifacts either corroborate the associa
~:on of other finds or suggest additional items of clothing were present. A 
t:ous.er or vest adjustment buckle adds to the trouser button Jata base or sug-
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gests a vest was present. The presence of seven suspender grips and six sus
pend..:-r rings adds to the trouser data. The grips a:e private purchase types. 
The army did not issue suspenders in 1877, so their association could be with 
t>ither an officer, an enlisted man, or a volunteer. At least one suspender set is 
represented by the two grips and rin~ found in proximity in the willows. Three 
!.rxk or garter fastent::n recovered may or may not be battle related. If they 
an. then sock fasteners arc represented in the Siege Arca. Pouliot (1962) 
a.ho reco\.·crcd two brass forage cap letters, a D and a G during his collecting 
effor-s. 

1\\·o hooks from hook and eye assemblies were also recovered. Hoo~ 
and eyes were used to fz.sten the brim up on the issue campaign hat, on over
coat capes. and to fasten the collar or skirt on the obsolete blouses and coats. 
Thes.;: hooks and eyes are the large variety and were most likely used on the 
ry;.·t:rcoat or the campajgn hat. lbe blouse alternative cannot be completely 
dis:r ... is~ed. however. fr; any case. the presence of blouse buttons or overcoat 
tiut~ons and campaign :--;.at or overcoat hooks confirms the presence of these 
i t.err~ in the battle. 

These button and hook and eye finds are in contradiction with the 
historical documentation. Colonel Gibbon had ordered all unnecessary equip
ment including blank.:t rol!s, overcoats, and blouses cached with the wagon 
~rain (Haines 1991 :51 1- Oearly not all elements of the command complied 
~ith t~e order, given tb;: archeological evidence, and some men wore a regula
tion or an older blous~ modified for field use . 

The final pie..:.;: of soldier apparel represented archeologically is foot
wear. Recovered booc nails and portions of six shoes (four archeological speci
men..-;. one found in the Willows near a depression in 1964, and one found by 
Thain \\inite) suggest :he prc-1872 or 1872 bootee or shoe was the most com
mon fcx.1nvear. A sing.le heel-reinforcing cleat was found by Pouliot (1962): 
howe\·cr. its recovery location is uncertain. 

The archeoiog:lcal shoe specimens were found in widely scattered ar
eas. One fragmentary shoe was found in the Willows associated \\ith the sus
pender grip set and se-.-eral blouse buttons. The ar~ifact assemblage suggests 
this is the site of a sokiier-s death and temporary post-battle burial. There was 
no ob ... iou.s deprcssio~ or other evidence of a grave, but a shallow burial and 
disintt.:rnwnt within a few months might not leave tell-tale signs. 

:\nother shoe was found in the WillO\vs about 100 yards east of the 
Sieg-: Arca. It may a.iso indicate the site of a soldier death during the retreat. 
A :ti:d shoe was found in the forested area north of the Howitzer Area. Cor-
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ooraJ Robert Sale was ldlle.d in the howitzer incident. His body was found, two 
days after the fight, stripped naked and wearing a horse collar (Haines 
1991:75,83). Perhaps this shoe was one of Corporal Sale's '1nd was discarded 
b:-· the victorious warriors.. A shoe heel fragment was found <m the hill slope 
b-elow the Howitzer Area, and it may well be part of Sale's other shoe. 

A few personal items were recovered. A single five-cent piece was 
found near the river and along the Retreat Line through the Willows. Al
:..'lough the date is obscured by erosion, it is of the period and may represent a 
~-1in lost by a soldier during the retreat. Seven pocket knives or blade frag
::nents were also found in the Siege Area, Willows, and Village. Some could 
?'.)St-date the battle, although they could be contemporaneous as well. A har
:::Jonica recd fragment suggests a soldier may have carried a harmonica, losing 
n in the riflcpits in the Siege Area, although it could have been lost by a later 
~i!e visitor. A brass ring thought to be a watch bezel was recovered by Pot..liot 
' 1962) and may represent a pocket watch lost during the fight. 

It is likely tobacco was present at the battle. Four tobacco tags were 
:ound in the Siege Area as well as a rubber pipestem. To.bacco tags were 
devices attached to plug tobacco to identify it by brand name. This indicates 
?hlg tobacco was present at the battle, but whether for smoking or che\'\ing is 
::iot clear. Again the artifacts may also be attributed to later site visitors. 

SOLDIERS' MTI VOLL~'TEERS' EQUIPMENT 

The average soldier carried a variety of equipment during a campaign. 
He. of course, carried weapons, but he also had a cartridge belt with a buckle, 
~rifle, a trowel bayonet (:i~ least for members of two companies), and would 
have had a canteen, mess gear, and a haversack. The officers and the few men 
c.if the Second Cavalry would also have had a holster for their revolver. The J 

Y,....;....--ond Cavalrymen wore carbine slings and spurs. 

The archeological evidence for equipment is limited in quantity, but 
::i'verse. Aside from the firearms evidence, discussed later, perhaps the most 
!,ignificant equipment artifact is a trowel bayonet (Figure 21) found on the 
Retreat Line through the Willows. The trowel bayonet, or more properly ac
routermcnt, holds the distinction of being the first truly American bayonet 
design. Although it was wholly an experimental concept it was issued for field 
:=ials. It was those trials that saw its use in the Big Hole battle. About 10,000 
0f the Model 1868, 1869. and 1873 entrenching bayonets were manufactured 
:or experimental and field trials (Reilly 1990:121). 
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Figure 21. The scabbard fragment and trO"Nel bayonet. 

The Model 1873 trov•el bayonet was designed c:s a multi-purpose tool. 
It w:i.s meant to function primarily as an entrenching tool and hand axe, but 
could J.lso double as a rifle-mounted bayonet. The socket, normally used for 
mounting. it to the rifle, also served as the handle for digging purposes. A 
walnut plug could be inserted in the handle to provide a more secure grip. 
Remnants of this plug handle were found on the archeological specimen. When 
recovered, the bayonet was encased in the remnants of a scabbard, which indi
catt!s the bayonet was carried in its entrenching tool configuration, and not as 
a bavonet. 
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That the trowel jayonet was definitely used in the battle is confirmed in a number of reports: .. Getting into position, the command at once began to 
intrench, and although only two c.ompanics had trowel bayonets, and the sharp
shooters fire was murderously accurate, a sufficient rifle pit was soon thrown up ... " (The New Northwest August 17, 1877, 9(7) whole number 424:2, 
column 2). 

Members of the Seventh Infantry vividly remembered the trowel bayo
net and the service it rendered durir.g the battle. The following is an excerpt 
of a letter from Charles Loynes to L V. McWhorter June 6, 1926, McWhorter Collectjon, \Vashington State University Library Archives, Pullman, copy on 
fiJe Big Hole Battlefield National .Monument. 

Our bayonets were not of the ordinary kind. The 7th Infantry was issued it 
for an experiment what was then known as the "Rice Trowel Bayonet". It 
was not as long as ba}·onets usually are - and with a broad surface at the 
base ·with one edge sharp to cut wood - or anything else - and it could be 
used to dig with - as it had a wooden short handle to place in the socket for 
that purpo~e 

Later Corporal Loynes also recalled a specific use of the trowel bayo
net: ··wnen in the entrenchments .... I was ordered to crawl out foJlowed bv . . Corporal Heides of~!\ Company to cut some small trees with our trowel bayonets- (letter from Charles Loynes to L V McWhorter, June 1940, McWhorter Collection. Washington State University Library Archives, Pullman, copy on fiJe Big Hole Battlefield National Monument). 

Colonel Gibbon had very strong feelings about the tr0"'1.·el bavonet: 
-[Gibbon} was sitting by a bunch ofwilJO'W"S when Major Clark and I walked up 
to see him. Oark introduced himself and said, 'You had a hard fight, Gen
eral·. 'I tell you. Major Oark that we hadn ·t been in that fight but a short time 
•J.·hen I thought it would be another Custer massacre, and to tell the truth, 
there is only one reason, in my mind it was not. \Vhen we left Missoula we had 
trcrwel bayonets issued to us; these were used \\ith which to dig holes into 
which we got for protection. If it hadn' t been for them. none of us, in my .opinion. would have lived to tell the tale:· (Noyes 1914:33). 

In addition. one of the civilian volunteers recalled: "I had picked up a trov.·el bayonet on the battlefield ... It proved to be the most valuable thing I e·•er had in my possession .. :· (Tom Sherrill to A. J. Noyes, 11 C:.:9, The Battle of 
:h~ Big Hole A.s I Sa·.\: It. manuscript SC-739, Montana Historical Society). ·Yellov.· \Volf (Mc"W'horter 1991:121) recalled that wh~n he crossed the river 
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and entered an open space in the Willo~-s he killed a soldier and captured rus 
gun, cartridge belt. and took "his trench digging kmfe." 

Finally a note appended to the Seventh Infantry Company K muster 

roll for the period 30 June 1877 to 31August1877 commanded by Captain J. 
M. J. Sanno apparently sums up the general feelings about the value of the 

tr~·el bayonet: -The experience of this campaign convinces me that the trowel 

bayonet is an indispensable part of the soldier's equipment in the field and 

adds very materially to his effectiveness." The army withdrew the trowel bayo
net from service. and did not repiace it with any type of individually carried 

digging tool until the advent of the Model 1881 hunting knife. 

How did the archeological specimen find its way to the spot in the 

w1llows? Some bayonets may have been dropped by wounded men or tom 
from the belts of others during the retreat through the WillO\VS. The two 

companies issued the trowel bayonet were A and I. Only one individual from 

Company A 'Wa.S killed, Private John B. Smith. Three men from Company I 
were killed. Sergeant Mid1ael H')gan, Corporal Daniel McCaffery, and Pri
vate Herman Broetz. All three Company I men died in the fight in or near the 

\'ill age (Haines 1991 :62). At least eight individuals in those two companies 

were wounded. but survived. The historical accounts indicate two trowel bayo
nets were recO\:ered during the battle, per Tom S.herrill's and Yellow Wolf's 

a.:rounts. It is intriguing to speculate that the archcological specimen may 

well represent where Private John B. Smith met his fate. Perhaps this was the 
~trench digging knife·- captured by Yell<YN Wolf. 

Other equipment items found during earlier collecting efforts include 

an army-issue brass 1859-pattern spur from the Siege Area. A single. private 

purchase, iron spur was also found in one of the riflepits by White (n.d.), and 

it may have belonged to one of the volunteers. Another equipment item re

a::r•ered is a chain ring for the army canteen cork stopper. 

In addition, two army picket pins were recovered; one was found in

side the trench perimeter near the shelter pit occupied by Gibbon and his 

'1djutant, and the second was found driven into the ground below the bluff in 
front of the Sief:e Area. Only one horse, U. Woodruff's, made it to the Siege 

.-\rea where it was killed in the course of the battle. While the picket pin found 

in the Siege Area could be associated with Lt. Woodruff's horse, it could just 

as ~asily be a.s...'Dciated "-ith horses from the command's wagon train or Gen

era) Howard·s relief column. While probably not directly battle related, the 
pins arc certainly associat~d. 
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Four and possibly five other items relate to the army equipment Three 
~·ere found in the Siege Area. One is a knapsack adjustmcn~ hook made of 
brass. This hook was also utilized as an adjustment hook on the 1872-pattcm 
b.;wersack. No mention of knapsacks is made in the historicaJ documentatio!l 
of the battle, whereas haversacks are mentioned. It seems appropriate to as
cribe th!.s hook to the presence of the 1872 haversack. 

A brass open-frame bdt buckle with remnants of c<rn·1as webbing was 
:0und hy Rickey in 1959. It is the buclde to an 1876-pattern cartridge belt. 
Tnis was the first cartridge belt adopted for army use, although many soldiers 
:Ud cartridge belts privately made up for their use on campaigns prior to this. 

A leather percussion cap pouch \\ras found in the Willows along the 
army Retreat Route. The pouch was empty, but still retained some of its lamb's 
-.vool lining. The pouch may have belonged to one of the cavalrymen. The 
:::a.valry often utilized older cap pouches to hold extra cartridges for their rc
">oivers. The army arsenals even rnodi1icd the pouchr:s ~xprcssly for this pur
;x:se (Meadows 1987). The pouch may also have been carried by a volunteer 
'.l~11izing a percussion-fired wea1xm. And another possibility is that it was used 
'.7:• a Nez Perce who discarded it after capturing a rifle and cartridge belt 

Near the pouch. an iron belt or sheath knife was recovered. The knife. 
d small butcher or so-called S{Alper, is iron with brass rivets. The rivets once 
beld a \' -ooden handle or scales on the tang. The knife is typical of belt k:n.iv;'.!s 
of the nineteenth century. Its associarion with the Retreat Line and the cap 
pouch suggest an army or volunteer context; however, a Nez Perce association 
.::an.not be ruled out. 

A brass-pla•ed iron es(.utcheon plate was recovered in the Siege Area. 
It is the same ~; 7e and style as those used on the Model 1874 McKeever car -
:ridge box (MeadOV.'S 1987). 1f this is a McKeever escutcheon, then the pres
ence of the cartridge box is strongly sugg~qed. lt may be possible this cscutch
-eon is a closure for a lady's purse of a much later era. The brass-plated iro11 1s 
:...:nusual for army egnipmenL but it is possible. 1l1c piece must remain of 
~uestionable battle association. 

A few mt:ss items were recovered. An iron hone or wooden handled 
:!-:rce-tincd fork was recovered near the bluff in the Siege A.re: a. Stylistic.ally it 
:s of the battle peri~: however. this style persisted to the end of the 11inc:
:.:enth century: so it could be a later picnicker loss. h may very well also be a 
:·ork used and lost by a volunteer. An 1874-p:i:tcrn army mess :;poon \\-ith the 
:.:nc..:r "F" stampl..'.d on the.: handk was founcl in a ritlcpit near thr. edge of Battle 
Gulch some years earlic;;r. Company f was not issu:;d the trowel bayonet. so it 
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is possible the ~pvon was used as an expedient tool in the constn1ction of a 
rifkpit. 

SL ~fMARY OF SOLDIERS' AND VOLUNTEERS' CLOTHING 
A~l) EQUIP:\.r~r-rr 

The small quantity of clothing- 2nd tquipmF~nt-rel.ated artifacts adds 
so :ne new inform<ltion to the historical documentation, but docs not prove 
<.:~ption1!1y enlightening. The primary value of the archeologicai data, in 
tb.~ cas~. is tha1: it strongly supports the battle's historical information and 
oral tradition.<-. Ther~ are no significant conflicts between the archeological 
anct hist1)rical c~·idence as to the clothing or equipment types utilized by the 
ln ::Je parti c1 p <i. n ts. 

Tnc archcological data does indicate that the officers or Second Cav
al:;-:.n:;i:n wore: spurs, and perhaps some volunteers did also. Haversacks and 

c~teens were present. a5 well as forage caps, as had been indicated by the 
-::•y:npany letters. The percussion cap pouch ma~. have been used for pistol 
o..srridges. and may hove been lost by one of th:.: cavalrymen. It is also clear 
from the archcologir::ii i.Jt~W•n evidence that some members of the command 
~~:d not k3vc their overo ,,., -· ir blouses behind v.ith the wagon train. Consid
c:::::-mg the cool nights vf tl · ;; Hole Valley in August. this is not a surprising 
C.Ccis1on nor an unanticip2 . . erl finding. 

The pn:sence of a possibk: McK.:evcr cartridge box escutc!:leon plate 
is intriguing. If it is part of a McKeevcr box then it.s presence :;uggests that not 
a:: men \t..·ore the Model 1076 cartridge belt. Given the fact that most Seventh 
L:-.tlar.·~· companies had been \\idcly dispersed to different posts in Montana, 
it is likely !r:at not all would have h~~d the opportunity to acquire every item of 
:";~.-.-equipment a\·aiiablc before the campaign started. Thus a variety of dress 
~nd equipment is not unlikely. It is also clearly knawn that only two compa
:-...::;~ c:trried the trowel bayonet for experimental purposes. 

Probable ~ez Perce Personal Items and Camp Equipment 

:\number of personal artifacts can be ascribed to the Nez Perce com-
22.:ants. A brass trade bell was found i;) the ViHage during the earlier collect
:::; efforts. A brass thimble \\.ith a sus;>ension hole and two cone tinklers, one 

·:-:-ass anJ the oth~r iro11. were found in ttie Siege A.rea. An unidl.!ntified brass 
::::m. possihly the backing to a srnP.li mirror was found in the VJlage Area. and 
·.:.:!-" prnh:.!.hly ir.:ft behind by the Na Perce . A prc-1872 hat eagle device was 
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1ound in the Village. Obsolete styles of clothing and headgear were often 

g.rven to Native Americans as portions of an."luity gifts. It may be possible this 

.1 ~L::i was ir1 Nez ft:rcc hands at the beginning of the battle. It is also possible 

:he devic~ was an army item, perhaps part of some obsolete pattern hat uti-

1!.u;.d for campaign headgear by a soldier who did not favor the issue campaign 

Some of the more definitively personal items arc finger rings. Thir

:~.;:.71 brass rings of several different sizes were recovered. Seven were found in 

::::;; Sicgt! A.rca and six in the Village. The seven from the Siege Area were 

t~:s=ntially clustered near the bluff edge. It is possible the rings were collected 

cs ·~::mYenirs. like the thimbk and tin.klers, by the soldiers or volunteers and 

1.-:_ ... :ar.J..:d when they thought they might be annihilated. Another possibility is 

:.::~ rings represent an unrecovercd cache of a woman who was cutting lodg<.: 

p-Jk~ prior to the battle (Haines 1991 :49). Yet another possibility is that they 

8::.:.- be an offering left by later visitcr~ t0 !~e site. The rings are all the same 

style. and if left as an offering it must have been in the nineteenth century. 

~'1e rings found in the ViIIage were probably left behind when the camp was 

abZ::..<'1doncd. !"ez Perce men and womt!n wore various types of jewelry and 

d ·:VJrative devices. Most were removed .'.lt night and the rings may represent 

t!-:o~,.c small item5 that were abandoned during the early morning attack by the 

sold1ers. Thus their presen~ may indicate the general location of tepee sites. 

Two brass conchas have been rea::r1.-ered in the Village Area. One v.-as 

:: ::-.:-::ir.-er.:d try.- Gardon Pooii<Jt ( 1961 l - . ..\ se....'-xxi lit.'25 focmd during lbe zrcbeo-

• <~c:i.1. investigations. Both appear to he handmade from. sheet brass. It is 

0-~=hlc bo~.h were in the sa.-ne vicinity. fuu1iof·s dex:ription df the find sug

ze-:--s n-w~ m ihc ·.v1cin-ft\ ai ~fut: a-rin:en1om~l. ~tirncrl. 3.i sn. -mcri ~ :twl" 
- .., - "t-- ' ' 

p1eres may have been part of the same artifact. Pouliot's concha is broken. 

H~ believed it may have been struck by a bullet. The archeological specimen 

is i:.-omplcte and still has a p<:>nion of a buckskin thong tied around the center 

ba: . These conchali may have been parts of a belt, decorative de,.,ices on doth

::::ig.. Jr horse trappings. 

Several artifacts were found in the Village Area that are probably 

~-np items lost or left behind by the Nez Perce in their hasty departure. Among 

:he items is the bowl of a brass spoon. It was broken into numerous frag

r:'!en:...-.. and may have heen crushed in the melee of the battle. The camp also 

yielded a bone-handled table knife during earlier collection efforts. In addi

::<::'n. three other fragmenrarv iron table knives were recovered durin2 the ar-- . ..., 

cr.-;!ological in\'cstigations. One was a handle only, with brass rivets for the 

::-ca.ics. It was found in the pr0hablc tepee site where trade beads were also 
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recovered .Another haJ :e:-,mant wooden scales. Fragments of an iron three

tined fork were found near the river at the north end of the Village. This same 

area also _:.ielded a part of an iron skillet or pan when the river changed course 

and cut off an old meander. An iron ski!let handle was recovered at the north 

end of the ViHagc du:ing the archeological investigation. Whether the two 

are associated is uncertain. Another artifact recovered in the north end of the 

Village is po5.sibly :1 handmade fishing spear. 

:\ prC"oiously recovered artifact f vund in the Village is a fragment of 

bar lead. Generally associated v.ith the making of lead balls or shot for fire

arms. this fragment has the letters '·L.G.A. W'' cast into the bar. The source of 

the ba.~ k:.1J has not been identified . 

. -\n assemblage of glass trade beads was recovered in the possible te

pee sitt: .J~ar the north end of the Village. The beads arc seed beads in a 

number or different sizes and colors. Whether they repre~.ent a single item 

destroyed \t..ith the tepee or several beaded artifacts cannot be determined. 

They do represent the loss of one or more decorated items near where the 

att2ck on :he Village first occurred . 

. -\ belt or camp knife was found below the modern visitor center well 

south of th~ 'iillage. This is believed to be an area to which some of the Nez 

Perce may have escaped during the attack on the Village. The iron knife had 

a bone or wooden handle, and is marked with a maker's logo. The mark indi

cates the knife was made by Lockwood of Sheffield, England. The mark is 

definitely a nineteenth-century type. Knives of this typt. were common items 

in the Ind.Jan trade. 

Two step or offset iron awls were found in the Siege Area. These awls 

were also a common item in the Indian trade of the P.ra. Similar awls have 

been four.J in many hist -..,ric trading post and Indian village sites. Their pres

ence in the Siege A:ea suggests they may have been souvenir items discarded 

by the soldiers. They may. along -with the finger rings and other Native Ameri

can ~rtifa.:ts. also represent a pre-battle occupation of the pine-covered allu

vial toe th.:H became the Siege Arca. 

\\'"eapons at the Battle of the Big Hole 

Bullets. cartridges, cartridge cases, arrowheads, and knives are the 

direct e"idcnce of the weapons used during the battle. Combining thz direct 

physical c\idence with the available historical documentation allows, in ex

panded detail. examination of the role of weaponry in the battle. 
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~ON-FIREARMS WEi\PONS 

Weapons other than firearms used at the battle are limited to cutting 

and crushing implements. These include knives, spears or lances, bows and 

arrows, and war clubs. The number of nun-firearm artifacts is few. 

Historical accounts indicate the bow and arrow played an insignifi

cant role in the fight. Oruy one Nez Perce, Five Fog.<,, is identified as having or 

utilizing a bow and arrO\\."S during the battle. He was killed early in the fighting 

at the Village·s southern extreme, thus we did not expect significant evidence 

of bow and arrow usage . 

Earlier collecting t:fforts recovered a single iron arrow point at the 

base of a boulder in the Siege Area. The archcological investigations located 

another iron projectile point and a brass point. Both were also recovered in 

the Siege Arca. Two explanations are posited. One is that earlier Nez Perce or 

other Indian camps occupit:d the Siege Arca and may account for the arrow 

point deposition. The second explanation is that more bows and arrows were 

utilized in the fight than were recalled by Yellow \Voif ( Mc\Vhorter 1991: 119). 

Five Fogs·~-. quiver, and several arrows were found on the b~ttle

field and acquired by S. G. Fisher, leader 0f the Bannock scouts in General 

Howard·s command. The bow, quiver. and arro·~-s passed into the hands of 

Colonel Frank Parker, a scout, and then to L V McWhorter (1991:119). The 

items are n09w· in the colkctions at Big Hole National Battlefield .. Mc\Vhorter 

described the bow as sinew-backed \\ith a sinew bowstring. It is 32 inches 

iong. The 26-inch-long quiver is half-tanned deerskin and red flannel \\-ith a 

short fringe on the unde: edge. Ten arrows were in the quiver when acquired 

by McWhorter. They ranged in length from 24 to 33 1!2 inches, v.ith the three 

shortest tipped v.ith iron projectile points. The remaining arrows "'.-ere heavier 

in constructic:i tapering to a flattened point. All were fletched v.ith eagle or 

hawk feathers. 

Two belt knives. one possibly a soldier's and the other ~ez Perce re

lated, were found . Knives do not appear to have played a significant role in 

the fight. The little hand-to-hand fighting was apparently rough and tumble. 

but still decided with a gunshot or a crushing b)O""·with a war club acc0rding to 

Yellow \\'olf (McWhorter 1991 ). Milton (Bunch) Sherrill recalled having car

ried a scalping knife. which he used as an entrenching tool in the Siege Arca. 

Although sharp when he began his digging to entrench, the knife looked like a 

··saw blade- the next morning (A. J. Noyes. 1916. page 4. Montana Historical 

Society mam.:_;,,:npt SC-739). Andrew Garcia (196 i). visiting the site in 1879. 
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found an iron-tipped lance which he hid away in a tree. Many years later he 

went back to the site and recovt..~d the lance. All the historical accounts are 

consistem in one respect. and that is, that firearms were the primary weapon 

in the fight. 

F1RE~M TYPES 

The different firearm types and their quantity arc a central point to 

:.he study of the Big Hole battle. From the firearm types we can begin to 

~ppreciatc the variety of arms used by the combatants. Both the historical 

documents and the archeological record provide some insight into the range 

;Jf weapons available and used in the battle. 

The historical documentation identifies a number of fi~earm types 

:hi:t wer~ present at the ban1e . Cr.,.ilian volunteer Riley Cooper is reported to 

;,;:·. t= carried a Henry rifle. serial ni;mbcr 6775 (Big Hole National Battlefield 

~~arch Files), duri :1g the attack. Tom Sherril had a cap and ball re·;olver. 

a;;d Lt. Jacobs' servant. \1tilliam \\°<XXlcock, is known to have carried a shot

~un whik at the wagon train. 

:\s noted earlier. the infanL~· contingent carried the Model 1873 

Sy.mgficld rifle. while the cavalrymen carried the Model 1873 Sr.>ringfield car

? me. &th arms were AS-caliber. the rifle .45/70 and the carbine .45/55-cali

xr. Offo .. -crs and the cavall')men would have arso carried the Model 1873 

Colt revol\·cr in .45-caliber Long Colt. Some officers may have used privately 

;:n.irchased firearms. as well. 

The Nez h:.rce arms are more difficult to identify, although there is 

~ome Jocumentation available. Yellcrw- Wolf stated he utilized a 'Winchester 

\.fodel 1~66 rifle, although he did capture several soldiers' weapons during 

the bank. At Big Hole he reported killing a wounded soldier with a war club 

and taking a government rifle and belt (McWhorter 1991:117). Yellow Wolf 

~ecailed several other battle episodes involving firearms, including the one 

:-:.: latt:d earlier involving the capture of a rifle and trowel bayonet (McWhorter 

: 991: 121 ). 

Yellow Wolf also remembered that when he returned to camp from 

·.:-i:.: \\'1111.,\\-S fighting he found several dead soldiers. He took their guns and 

:ound ~a('on and hardtack on or near them. He ate the food (Mc\Vhorter 

: 991 : 1 :~-q ). He further reported that in the fighting near the south end of the 

·.1Jlagr;: ten warriors firing from shelter killed several soldiers and captured 

:hrcc:: ~ns and ammunition <~k\\"hortcr 1991:120). 
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Prior to the Battle of the Big Hole the Nez Perce engaged in two 

significant battles and several skirmishes during the 1877 war. A few obseIVa

tions regarding the role of firearms in those fights are valuable as insights into 

the firearm types used by the Nez Perce at Big Hole only a few weeks later. 

During the initial raids, before the initial battle at Whitebird Canyon, arms 

and ammunition were taken from the settlers by the Nez Perce (McDermott 

1978:6-15) .. ..\!one ranch house the warriors took a Henry rifle and a shotgun 

from P.Jtrick Brice and George Popham (McDermott 1978:16). 

The \Vhitcbird Canyon battle documentation contains several obser

vations on firearms. Sgt. John P. Schorr. First Cavalry, was of the opinion the 

Nez Pt:r1.."t: were well supplied \\'ith magazine guns (McWhorter 1986:235). 

Sgt. 1\tichael .\kCarthy had a much more personal observation about the Nez 

Perce firc2.rms. McCarthy. who tried to hide on the battlefield from the victc

rious Nez Perce, recalkd seeing an ol~ man and two women looking for him. 

They came so close that !\fcCarthy remembered looking into the bore of the 

man·s sm1)othbore musket (McDermott 1978:107). 

The next major engagement was at the Oearv.·ater. General 0. 0. 

Howard sent a telegram to J. C. Kelton at Division of the Pacific Headquar

ters on July 2B. 1877. after the Clearwater battle (RG 94 No. 5117- 77 cited in 

BrCMn 1982: 195-6 ): 

The fact of several hundred rounds of metallic ammunition being found in 

the hostile camp. it is rendered certain that the Indians are largely if not 

entire~ a!"Tned with breed· loading rifles of the foll~ing description Henry. 

Winchester. U.S. Springfield Carbine Cal. 45, U.S. Springfield Rifle Cal 45 

and apparent~· some long range rifles name unkn~n . 

Apparently not all the Nez Perce were armed ~ith breech-loaders, as 

'Yellow \\"olf remembered fellow warrior Toohoolhoolzote had a muzzle-loader 

at the Oe~~·ater battle ( ~cWhorter 1991 :87). 

FoilCJ\.\ing the Oeanvater episode the Nez Perce moved across the 

Lolo Pass. ..\fter crossing thev were observed bv t'.wo Deer Lodge volunteers 
...... .. .. ..... .. 

who spied on the ~ez Perce camp. John DeChampe and Bob rn;ne told news-

paper editor James Mills on August 5 they counted 250 guns. many of which 

were Winchester Eruns and cavalrv carbines taken from deau soldias. Thev 

also noted the am; uni ti on belts ~ere full (Brown 1982:234 ). " 

\\rule not directly related to the Big Hole battle, the observation of 

Colonel Selson A. Miles after the last battle of the Ne;~ Pt!rce War. the Bear 

Paw, is interesting, as it may reflect some of the arms used In the earlier fights. 
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Miles n:poned to General Alfred Terry that the Nez Perce were armed princi

pal~· ;i.ith Sharps, Springfields, and Henrys, which is wnsistent with Howard's 

earlier observations. Miles was also very concerned that the Nez Perce had 

used e-xplosive bullets, wounding several of his men (Brown 1982:412). 

Some direct evidence of firearms is available. A few relic firearms 

were found during the earlier co11ccting activities. Thain White (n.d.) de

scri~ a relic Model 1866 Winchester found on the battle site about 1880. 

The rebc consists of a barrel and frame. Originally the sideplates and numer

ow occr parts were present, but they were lost in subsequeni: years. White 

notec :hat a partial serial number of .. 1307 .. ··was present on the remainder of 

the k.,...-er tang. An unusual feature is pre~ent on the gun. A brass oval with an 

"0- s::a."!lped in the center has been let 1uto the upper barrel flat about 1/2 

inch a.:iead of the frame. 

Two Remington-made firearms are also described by White (n.d.). 

One :::s the frame of Remington ~<-...,,.. Model army revolver. It was found in 

193.~ :.:: L~e river bank near the old bridge. The other Remington is a barrel 

and action of a rolling block rifle. It is reponed to have been found about 75 

to 8fJ yards northeast of the soldier monument located in the Siege Area. A 

serial ::m ... -nber of "8125- was found on the cleaned gun. It is repo:-ted as both 

a .5<J·-~iber and a .43 Spanish caliber. If the latter, the gun would post

date 6e battle. 

The final relic gun is a U.S. Rifle Model 1841(Hicks1961:70) found 

duri!lf the 1991 archeological investigations (Figure 22). With the exception 

of the ..._-alnut stock the rifle was found nearly intact and still assemblec in an 

old slough at the edge of the \Villows just east of the northern part of the 

v'iUage. However. the rifle's heavy brass hutt plate and two iron butt plate 

scr~--s were not located even after a very thorough search of the area. 

The patch box cover was found near the trigger guard and in an open 

position. The cover was hinged away from the stock, and the trigger guard is 

slightl:-· 't°'ent. This leads to the speculation that the rifle's stock may have been 

smashed or intentionally broken at the V.Tist. A radiograph of the rifle's barrel 

(Fig11::e 2..~) indicates it was double loaded at the time it was destroyed. 

During the soldiers' retreat from the Village they gathered up rifles 

from :.":lcir dead and wounded comrades and other weapons found in the Nez 

Perce Village. In the retreat the surviving soldiers broke the stocks, and re

ported.J:.· threw them into the river (Haines 1991:72) in order to avoid having 

them used against the command. The Model 1841 Rifle may be one of the 
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weapons destroyed during the retreat. It may also repre~ent a gun used as a 

dubbed mu."ket, which could r~sult in a broken stock. 

This type of rifle (Figure 24) was first patterned and constructed at 

Harpers Ferry Arsenal and approved by the Ordnance Department in 1841, 

thus the model designation of 1841 (Gluckman 1965:182). Harpers Ferry 

. .\rsena! and five private contractors produced 70,796 rifles of this model bc

r-~ ·een 1846 and 1855 (Flayderrnan 1980:445). 

The archeologica1 specimen was altered from its original arsenal con

figuration. The front si;ht is missing, although the sight's dovetail is still evi

dent. The rear sight has been moved forward five inches from its original 

Jrx:ation. The original do"·etail is filled in "'ith an iron piece. The present rear 

~ig.ht is tl'\O badly corroded !o determine if it is the original military sight or a 

replacement. Both sling ~ivels 011 the stock·s underside have been removed. 

rne s\\ivel on the trigger guard is missing, although the mounting stud is still 

present. The mGunting stud rm the from barrel band has been entirelv filed 
.... 

- -' . 

The front trigger guard screw is missing and, as noted previously, the 

gli2Id is bent. A small piece of lead, crudely shaped to fit the front tip of the 

trigger guard, was found near the trigger guard. The lead piece retains a small 

iron wood screw. This lead piece is apparently a repair patch meant to hold 

the trigger guard in place en the stock. 

Two scre\\"S originally held the lockplate secure to the stock. The for

ward screw is missing. There is no damage to the Iockplate or the sideplatc 

t1""..r0ugh which the screv.· passed. so it is likely the screw was deliberately re

mcrv·ed some time before the gun was lost or destroyed. The butt plate and 

screv.-s are completely absent. 

The regular army troops. Seventh U.S. Infantry and Second U.S. Cav

aLry. were armed \\ith the regulation shoulder arm during the battle, the Model 

1813 Springfield rifle and carbine. The volunteers were issued breech-loading 

~fodel 1868 .SO-caliber Springfield rifles (Haines 1991:36-37: Kermit Edmonds, 

p-.:rsonal communication March .:.1. 1993). The Model 1841 Rifle was obsolete 

by tb.is time and there is vt.ry little likelihood it would have been issued to 

volunteer troops. The Anny·s Ordnance Department would not have issued a 

muzzle-loading rifle to regular troops for combat, although some were kept at 

·.;r.·estern posts for hunting and for use in stretcher drills (Kermit Edmonds, 

perSDnal communication March 4. 1993 ). 

The modifications found on the rifle would not have been allowed 

even if it was issued to the volunteers. The modifications, along with the knowl-
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edge of the arms of the regulars and volunteers engaged in the battle, lead to 

the conclusion that the Model 1841 Ritlc found in the slough was one of the 

Nez Perce guns. At least one other Model 1841 Rifle was also present at the 

battle. A Model 1841 Rifle ramrod, identical to the specimen found in the 

slo:..igh, was recovered several years ago near the Howitzer Area on Battle 

Mc,untain (Haines 1991:82). 

Th~ historic record is dear that a 12-lb. Mountain H~itzer was used, 

alben ~riefly, during the battle. The howitzer, a bronze tube mounted on a 

wooden carriage. had started from the wagon train a! daylight on the morning 

of August 9. It was accompanied by a six-man gun crew recruited from various 

infantry companies. and possib!y two civilians. The civilians. a black servant 

of Lt. Jacobs and Joseph Blodgett. a guide, were leading a pack mule \loith 

2JlfJ rounds of extra rifle ammunition for the command and may have bet.:n 

.,.,ith the howitzer or below it on the Dry Creek Trail. About the time Gibb<.m's 

;nen reached the Siege Arca th!; gun reached a point overlooking the Village. 

The crew apparently ·~.-ent into action and was able to fire two rounds before 

the ~a Perce overran the po~ition. dismounted the tube, and disassembled 

the carriage. One soldier was killed and the others escaped under fire (Haines 

1991 :75-83; Shields 1889:68 ). 

The gun ·s ammunition limbers carried sixteen roends. The rounds 

comi5tcd of ten spherical case ( l:xplosive rounds triggered by a Bormann fuse), 

four shell (also explosive rounds triggered by a Bormann fuse), and two canis

ter. Since the battle there have been at least seven known cannonball finds 

(Haines 1991:77-79). The balls were found near the stream at the base of 

Howitzer Hill, near the presumed site of the Howitzer Emplacement. in the 

Villa~c. and in the dra\\· behind the Siege Area. The one found in the 'Village 

may have been one fired by the gunners. One of the other balls fou~d in the 

draw behind the Siege Area is in the possession of Mr. Leslie ~1olcs. This ball 

was examined by the author. It is fused \t.-ith a Bormann fuse. The fuse is 

uncut. 

Kermit Edmonds (personal communication August 18. 1991) stated 

he had recovered several fragments of iron s~bot strapping near the presumed 

iocation of the hov..itzer. Sabot strapping is meant to hold the ball, fuse up. on 

'1 w01...xi sabot or block for loading into the gun's bore. Finding the sabot strap

pin~ in the area is :o~istent with the reports of finding two balls in the same 

area in 1928 (Haines 1991 :79 ). Edmonds also mentioned that there had been 

~me unauthorized metal detecting in the Howitzer Area by unidentified per

sons ~cvcral years ago. It is his belief these individuals mav have found several 

friL~:ion primers. used to fire the gun. 
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Gibbon·s men found the disassembled gun after the battle and, placing 
i! in a wagon, took it ~ith them to Deer Lodge. It remained at the Territorial 
f7i_<-0n for manv vcars. until it was transfcrn;d to the U.S. Forest Service about , , . 

l 936 and then to the National Park Service. The carriage has been restored, 
~.nc the gun is part of a prominent display at the Big Hole visitor center. 

In addition to the relic arms mentioned there is a substantial body of 
:'i:-earns evidence in the form of the archcologicaliy recovered cartridge cac;es 
<!nd bullets. The archeological specimens are the physical evidence of actual 
:1.rearrn use. The artifacts certainly expand the historical data base re!ating to 
fl:::c.rm:- t~pc~. Tnt:re v.a:- an a.stnunding array of arms represented in the 
:.:.::--~~d~c cases and bullets re-:0".-er~d. Many clearly post-date the battle. Only 
:t':.)5-e that can be reasonably associated \Vith the battle. either because the 
'Y?('lo~ical f~aturcs indicate an 1877 association or they arc found in a clear 
~.::::le context. arc discuss(.;d her(:. 'The identifications were hascd on the prcs
::::;~-e of specifically idc:ntifiabk firing pin imprints on the cases. size and shape 
';f :h~~ hulkt, and land and groove mark.<; on the bullets. 

Muzzle-loading weafXms are definitely represented in the collection. 
n,;:5-~ arc represented by a . .!5-<:ali!Jer round ball, a rifle percussion cap .. 54-
c:::.il~er round balls. !.he relic :\fodcl 1841 Rifle, and a .58-caliher musket ball, 
for a tt,tal of four types of muzzle-loaders. A variety of shot suggests shotguns 
·.i.·ere likely in use as well. Tne sabot strapping and relic cannon baHs confirm 
t.he :.isagc of the !\.fountain H~1tzcr. technically a muzzle-loading wt:apon. 

Cartridge guns dearly predominate over the other firearms types. The 
. ..:.5 -o-calihcr bullets and cartridge cases confirm the use of the Model 1873 
rrf:r: and carbine. A few cases were found which had the paper tuN: liner 
i::d1c.ating a carbine load. The numerous .45-caliber. .:105-grain kad hullets 
<..is.o support the use of the rifle and carbine. Colt re\'olvcr cases and bullets 
;:-1d1cate the \1odel Vf73 Col: was present as well. The Springfidd Model 
l ~6'3 01 187U .50 "70-calibt:r was identified by bullets and cases. as was the 
ShJ.rps .50/70-caliber rifle or carbine. 

Other Sharps present included a .44 or .45-calibcr rifle and .40-cali
~-==- :-porting rifles. The Remington .50:'70-nlibcr Rolling Block rifle is identi
:'i:!~k from unique extractor marks on several cases. TI1c Spencer .56:50-cali
:---.::::- rimfirc carbine is also prcc;;.cnt . 

The many cases and bullets in .44-calibcr indicate the rimfire Model 
: '~ \Vinchcster and or the Henry rifle were utilized. The .44-rimfirc cases 
.::.:~o demonstrate that the Colt ;vfodcl 1860 con\'crsion revolver was present as 
·:..di as the Colt \-fockl 18"."2 Open Top. 
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Two foreign or express rifles were also noted. A single cartridge for a 
.500 express rifle was found several years ago. The bullet appears to have 
been cut dov.-11, perhaps in an attempt to make it fit a .50/70-caliber rifle. 
~umerou5 .360-caliber explosive bullets and case heads (Figure 25) were also 
recovered. None have been fired, and aJl were found concentrated in a single 
locale. The Term ··explosive bullet" was used in the nineteenth century to 
identify both i.fue explosive bullc~s, those with an explosive charge, and bullets 
v.foch expande1..-~ 'ipon impact, the equivalent of a hollow point bullet. 

\Vt: tt ::; ~ave nineteen types of fireann.s represented by the cases. 
bullets. 3.nd sal':-0t ~trapping. Seventeen types, four muzzle-loader calibers, 
one cannon. one 'ih. ,tgun type, a~d eleven breech-loading firearm types. were 
definitely used in combat. Thrrc is little doubt th£;r th·. army used the howit
zer and the ~odd 1873 1if1~ ,rnd car~ine, as well as the Colt Model 1873. The 
civilian \Oluntccrs probably used the Model 186.~ or 1870 Springfield rifle. 
Those same types and the remaining types were used lJy the Nez Perce. 

Two express calibers were present at the battle, but the archeological 
data do not indicate whether or not they were really utilized. Lieutenant Charles 
Coolidge and Private Holmes Coon both believed and reported the Nez Perce 
U.')Cd e:x.-plosive bullets during the battle (Haines i 991 :88). Colonel Nelson 
~1iles did report the u.se of explosive bullets at the Bear Paw battle. As noted 
earlier. :'.files was to send several examples of those bullets to higher author
ity. He or his senior medical officer did this. The cartridges are described and 
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Figure 25 . . 360-calibcr 
cartridge components. 

reported ac; a footnote to the use of explo
sive bullets in the Civil War in the Afedical 
and Surgical History of the U'ar Of the Rebel
lion. 

The volume published 1883 contained this 
footnote: 

Thc1 c are. howcH:r. on exhibition several 
specimens of centre-fire metallic cartridges 
for a breech-loading rifle .35 caliber. loaded 
with explosive bullets contributed by Ma
jor-General ~t. C. Megis. Quartermaster 
General U.S.A. and Surgeon H. R. Tilton. 
US A. and found in the camp of Chief 
Joscph·s hand of ~ez Pcrccs, in 18ii. after 
their surrender to General Miles. The pro
jectile is represented in Fig. 387. A copper 
shell nearly three-fourths of an inch in 
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length, loaded with fulminate, is enclosed in a boring at the head of the 
btlllet: the end of the she!J projects sufficiently ro act as a percussion i;ap by 
..,. hjch the missile is exploded. The following extract from a letter from 
Surgeon H. R. Tilton, U. S. A., give some intcres!ing facts in connection 
-.... ·ah this and another form of explosive missile: .. Fort Riley, Kansas, April 
3. 1881. Surgeon D. L. Huntington, USA, \\-3.shingr.on, D.C. Dear Doc
tor: In reply to your note of enquiry about explosive balls used by the Nez 
Perce. I "ill give you such information as I have. During the siege, which 
La.sred five days I was disposed to doubt that the ~ez Perce's had any explo
,,,~·c balls. although several men insisted that they had been struck by them, 
a:. rhey distinctly heard the explosion. One man of the 9th Cavalry was shot 
through the thigh in front of the femur: the skin was di!>COlored, and the 
hole large enough to admit the thumb: there Y.'1.S only a bridge of skin. Af
r.:r rhe surrender and discovery of explosive ball" in the village, I was con
-. meed that a number of wounds had been caused by e:r.plosive balls .. I was 
.:-urious ro know how the Indians had obtained the:;e 1:xplosivc balls and 
'.i;;:ard upon t:nquiry that in passing through Ida:10 tht:~· had made a raid 
upon a ·ranch· of an Englishman who had hunted in all parts of the world, 
a:Jd was well supplied with rifles and ammunition. indu.ding explosive balls, 
and the Nez Perces had captured his outfit 2lthough he: escaped ... (Otis and 
Huntington 1883:702 note). 

Contact with the National Museum of Health and Medicine (Armed 
Forces Institute of Pathology, Walter Reed Army HospitaJ) confirmed they 
stiI1 had two of the cartridges in their collection. 1Ibis collection is from the 
former r-\rmy Medical Museum. The canridges are not .35-caliber as noted, 
but the .360-caliber. One cartridge is intact and the other has had its bullet 
pulled. The paper-wrapped brass cases both have penciled notations stating 
:hey arc from Chief Joseph. These cartridges are identjca} to the archeologi
caJ specimens recovered from the Big Hole battle. 

The English gcn~;eman referred to in the medical footnote is identi
fitd by General 0. 0. Howard (1972:138-40). HOQ.·ard stated in his account of 
t.'.-'i:: ~a Perce war tha.t a Mr. Crosdaile had put a nice farm under cultivation 
;Jear :\tt. Idaho. Idaho. Howard also noted Crosdaile had a beautiful young 
w·ife 0f refinement and culture. Howard dined v.ith the Crosdailes and others 
at \tr. Rudolph·s in Mt. Idaho. 

BrO\\-n (1982:413) concluded that M.r. Crosdaile was a former British 
c. ffi~.cr who settled near Mt. Idaho. McDermot: ( 1978:40) says he was ex
Roy:.il ~a'-·y and that Crosdaile superintended the building of the defensive 
stockade at ~1t. Idaho. Howard also noted that the Englishman helped build 
th,: <:-tockadc. :\fr. Derck Batten. a British volunteer on the archeological 
prc ;cct. kindly pcrform..:d some rcsca:-ch regarding ~fr. Crosdaile. He was 
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a.i.~k to determine that Henrv Edward Crosdailc was commissioned a Sub-. 
Lieutenant in the Royal Navy on June 17, 1867. He served on a number of 
British naval vessels and was promoted to Lieutenant on October 22, 1870. 
He retired from the Royal NaYy indefinitely on May 17, 1872, as there was no 
OP?Ortunity to utilize his sen.ices. Mr. Batten compiled this information from 
rte Record Book at the Public Records Office, Kew, England, and from pub
E.~ed Navy Lists. 

FL"tZEARMS QUA~TITY 

The ability to identify firearms types is a useful analytical tool, and 
:i:.i;; ability to determine the minimum number of individual guns present and 
~:'.Jere they were used in the battle can be a powerful interpretive tool. The 
~ans to this firearms identification has been taken from the realm uf the 
'-· .. .inal investigator. The technique of firearms identification has been dis
c . .:s~ed in Scott and Fox ( 1987). and has been summarized in Chapter 3 of this 
c;o;ume. 

Here again, the historical data base provides useful insights regard
i:-~ the numbers of firearms in combatant hands. The soldiers and civilian 
·.-o:unteers were all armed. There were 154 officers and soldiers of the Sev
c=:h Infantry and Second C.avalry engaged in the battle. Some officers may 
not have carried the Springfield rifle or carbine, although some undoubtedly 
did .. A reasonable estimate for army firearms. based on the presence of seven
:een officers, nine Second Cavalrymen, eight mounted infantrymen from Com
p--~y E and 120 other infantrymen. is at least 145 Springfield rifles, nine Spring
E-;;id carbines. twenty-six Colt revolvers, and one Mountain Howitzer. The 
..... ·ilian volunteer~ :otaled thirty-seven, including the servant Woodcock. Given 
t:Je assumption the volunteers tA-'cre armed \l.ith Springfield .50170 rifles or 
?=:-sonal weapons, then approximately thirty-four Springfield .50/70s, one 
He.:rry rifle, one other magazine gun. a cap and ball revolver, and possibly one 
sb::itgun comprise the volunteers• armament. 

The number of Nez Perce arms is more difficult tq determine. At 
lc-2:.St one shotgun and one Henry rifle were captured by the Nez Perce as noted 
t::::lier. Analysis of the documentary evidence from the Whitebird Canyon 
~d Oearwater battles, as well as several other skirmishes, provided some 
:::-;:'ormation on potential numbers of captured firearms in Nez Perce hands. 

Brown (1982: 196) indicates that four Springfield rifles were captured 
e:.: :he Clearwater and perhaps as many as 33 carbines were captured from 
P;:-rry·s command at \Vhitebird Canyon. Thr.: primary Nez Perce informant, 
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YeU~- \\'olf, told of capturing at least 2 rifles and belts of ammunition at 

Vihi~et-!.rd (McWhorter 1991 :59), and he recalled that 63 guns were captured 

in tOl.o '· .\frWhorter 1991:61-2). YeIJow Wolf also noted he had used a 16-shot 

rifle (~k~1mrter 1991:78). A Model 1866 Winchester rifle purported to be 

Yei!r;'.~· \\.olf's is in the Big Hole National Battlefield collections . 

. .\.t \Vhitebird Canyon, About Sleeps and No Leggings On recovered 

pis"!!."Y,.s._ \\.ounded Head also captured a carbine from a soldier he killed. He 

left bct:LJd a cap and ball pistol as a gift to the conquered foe (McDermott 

197~:: (1 2-102). Yawishekaikt said the Nez Perce recovered some 35 or 36 

w:::~po~ a: \\'bitebird, although Yellow \Volf remembered it was 63 and Ycl-

1()'".t. BG :hought upwards of 90 (McDermot 1978: 104 ) . 

. .\.n Army Court of Inquiry into the \Vhitebird Canyon battle 

t~k!X:-:::iott 1978:174-5) indicates the Company F men were armed with re

vol-•e=-~- v.-hile in Company H only the non-commissioned officers, trumpeters, 

and. o3.:er had revolvers. Given the deaths in Companies F and H, at least 26 

r:::-.or•.::-s could have been lost. Carbint; losses were at least 35. By army 

;;;st;;-r,-c.:;:-:- L'f-ien, around sixty weapons may have been Jost. 

On July 4, 1877, Lt. Rains· party of ten men was annihilated near 

ti-.i<:!.: can:p at Cottonwood, Idaho. The ~ez Perce warriors took the guns and 

a...""!i.mu-:1::il~n (Mc\Vhorter 1986:283 ). Follov.ing the Oearwater battle Colo

nel ~l2....'0n 's four Indian scouts, in pursuit of Joseph. were intercepted and lost 

their a.-ms to lhe Nez Perce (Howard 1972: 169). 

The historical record is incomplete on the total numbers of firearms 

usec ~- either side. However, it does prmide hints at the numbers present. 

Cer..2.L. .. 1ly the 210 soldiers and volunteers were all armed. The army believed 

the ~ez Perce were armed primarily with the magazine rifles. The historical 

record does confirm that some Winchesters and Henry magazine rifles were 

;r;deed in Nez Perce hand-,. The army records and Nez Perce recollections 

~ug,g~-s: that somewhere between sixty and ninety army weapons and an un

¥~-i~-n quantity of ammunition were captured by the Nez Perce prior to the 

Big Hvk battle. In addition, the Nez Perce purchased or seized other ammu
niti0:: during their movements through the Bitterroot Valley. 

The bullets and cartridges recovered during the archeolog1cal investi

g.<!::c:::s form the core of data on which the analyses to determine the mini

mu~ :;un1ber of firearms present were based. The site yielded 79 cartridges, 

f.3,~ ~ _, idge cases, 230 bullets, and some fragments of cannonball sabot strap

p1:-ig... T.1e .44-caliber Henry and Model 1873 Winchester cases represent only 

axt.:: ~<;:·of the total; the Springfield .50/70. 5.90%:: and the .45/70 Model 1873 
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Springfield cases account for the majority at 82.1 %. Corrc~ponding bullets 
were found in sirrular quantities with 6%, 18%:, and 57%, respectively. The 
sheer number of these cases indicates the Model 1873 Springfield. the Spring
field .sono, and the Winchcstcr"manufactured repeating firearms played a 
prominent role in the battle, accounting for over 92% of all cartridge cases 
and 817c of all buHets found. 

The firearms identification analysis has found evidence for at least 
14 7 individual guns among the nineteen firearm types used in the battle (Table 
1 ). The archeological data provide the direct physical evidencf! of the guns 
used -.m the banlefield site. This is a conservative estimate in that we have 
count~d only those c.artr1dges and bulJets which can be sorted and identified 
with c.:rtainty. Groups of balls such as the .45- and .54-calibcr, as well a~ the 
shot. were counted as representing only one gun in each type. There is little 
question that if these round balls could have been sorted and identified fur
ther. the tally of individual firearms would have mounted considerably. We 
arc well aware that the firearms court represents only those cartridge cases 
and bullets found during the archcolog, :;al project and \.\'ithin the formal battle
field boundary. and by no means represents all of the possible firearms used. 
The figures represent only a minimum number of firearms that can be identi
fied from the archeological evidence. No doubt, many more were used by the 
combatants. 

The largest number of indi\-idual guns is represented by Springfield 
Model 1873 .45170-caliber rifles (Table 1 ). For convenience the Springfield 
.45-caliber cases are assumed to be .45/70s. Carbine cases cannot be discrimi
nated from rifle cases unless the tube liner or paper wad is present. The car
tridge cases indicate a minimum of 90 Springfield rifles were present. The 
second largest group is the Springfield .50i70 \\-ith a minimum of t\Vcnty-four 
guns. \\-ith the Henry and Winchester Model l 866s represented by at least ten 
repeating guns (Table 1 ). Four or five different Sharps, tv.·o Remington Roll
ing Blocks, and three Model 1873 Winchesters were also identified. 

The Colt Model 1873 army revolver cases indicate'.! minimum of two 
were used. The remaining bullets and cases account for a minimum one addi
tional firearm each. The cartridge case evidence totals 92 individual firearms 
associared \\ith either the Model 1873 Springfield army rifle or carbine or the 
Model 1873 Colt army revolver. 

The army firearms account for 62.5% of all individually identified 
guns. The Hen.rys and Winchester Models 1866 and 1873 repeating firearms 
amount to only 8.81'.;( of all firearms and 23.6r::c of the non-army firearms. 
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Ta:.iie 1. Archooogical evidence of firearms types and quantity. 

~~ Type Cartridge 
Cases 

St-...ress . 360 35 
S!-er.ps .40 
~.44 26 
w:rchester M 1 873 4 
Cot ::onv .. 44 1 
Cot M187i .44 1 
Cot M 1 873 .45 2 
Scrn;field 
v-::?'3 .45 524 
si-a-os As 
:::.e-irngton .50 2 
s.~2r05.50 2 
So--ngfieid .SO 38 
ScP--"i~r 56/50 2 
E:t-~ .500 
~rlOWn 

~ .. 45 
::ar: ca .. 54 
::::nical ball .58 
s.-otgun 

V.-0;.rntain Howrtzer 

638 

Bullets 

10 
3 

14 

3 

131 
1 

41 
1 

1 
11 
1 

13 

230 

Minimum Number of 
Guns Represented* 

1 
1 or possibly 2 

10 
3 
1 
1 
2 

90 
1 
2 
2 

24 
2 
1 

1 
2** 

1 
1 

1*** 

147 

Where no cartridge cases were present. bullets were assumed to repre
sent a minimum of one firearm for that type . 

.....,. The individual balls cannot be identified to a specific gun; however, the .54-
caliber Model 1841 Rifle and the additional ramrod find are minimally 
counted as representing two .54-caliber firearms. 
One cannonball is in the Big Hole collections. arid one additional ball was 
examined. As many as seven have apparently been collected. Sabot 
strapping for a least one round was also reccvered. 

The historical documentation indicates that Gibbon's command may 
'.:-2-•e had about 154 Asno rifles and carbines. The Nez Perce may have cap
::.=ed about 63 Springfields in previous engagments. Thus there may have 
~J.::J about 217 Springfield .4500 guns at the Big Hole. The archeological 
~.:a indicates there were at least 90 .45nO Springfields. The archeological 
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:e-covery rate is 41 % of the expected quantity. This recovery rate is slightly 
rug.her, although consistent with the archeological identification/historical 
&-.x:umentation ratio found during the archeoiogical investigations at the little 
Bighorn battle (Scott et al. 1989). Therefore, the archeologically recovered 
firearms sample is representatrve of weapon types present, and is a significant 
s..ample of the total potential firearm quantity. Since the cartridge case and 
f:Jo.Jllet distribution data is patterned, it can be viewed as representative of the 
combat actions occurring in various parts of the field of battle. 

The ability to identify individual weapons is an important achieve
:-:1ent in the study of the battle. It helps to address questions on the minimum 
:mm~rs and types of armament of the Indians. But, coupled with the piece
piotted data, locating precisely where cartridges and bullets were found, this 
capability becomes even more important by allowing us to trace individual 
r.:Jeo.·ements during the battle and to reinterpret a number of specific questions 
related to firearms and to the overali chronology of events of that short span . . 
01 t:Lrne. 

TiiE QUESTION OF EXTRACTION FA1LlTRE 

Cartridge case extraction failure has been blamed for the army's de
feat at the Battle of the Little Bighorn (Graham 1953:146-147). There the 
archeological e1-idence suggests the army experienced about a six-percent fail
ure rate, while the Indian firearms showed nearly the same rate of extraction 
probkms. Historical (Hedren 1973:66) and archeological evidence (Scott et 
al. 1989) indicate that even though carbine cartridge case extraction failure 
7.a,s a factor, it was not significant to the outcome of the battle. 

Since the Big Hole battle occurred only thirteen and one-half months 
after the Little Bighorn and involved some of the same men who had assisted 
in the burial of Custer's dead. and the archeological evidence demonstrates 
the same weapon and ammunition types were stiJJ in use, it is a useful exercise 
to examine the cartridge extraction failure rate to determine its effect at Big 
Hole. 

The historical documentation is silent on the army's extraction prob
lems at Big Hole, if any occurred. Examination of the archeological cartridge 
cases shows the same types of cartridges were used at Big Hole that had been 
used. and apparently caused problems, at the Little Bighorn. 

The army cartridges. at both battles, had Benet primed copper or 
Bloomfield Gilding Metal cases. These copper cases were fairly soft and prone 
:o development of verdigris (copper acetate) when carried in leather belts. 
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They were also prone to sticking in the chamber if the gun barrel was cx
::cmely hot, which caused the copper case to expan<l and jam. A comparison 
·_,; the cases found at both sites demonstrates both battles used the so-called 
h .. :iort crimp to hold the Benet rxp primer in the case. No long-crimp varie~ie~ 
i;,/ere identified on either battlefield. This indicates that the ammunition lots 
-.. ie:-e manufactured prior to mid-1877. 

The primary difference betv;een the two battles is in the presumed 
::::anner in which the cartridges were carried by the ir.divdual soldier. At the 
:_,_,:tie Bighorn the s.:>ldier probably carried his ammunition in a Prairie belt, a 
~~nally fashioned leather belt ~ith leau.11er loops to hold the cartridges. If 
-::::"J::: c::a.r-uidges were not regularly deaned. verdigris could develop and become 
~ ::.c:.:.ise of extraction problems. By the time of the Big Hole battle the army 
.:~~d adopted the canvas Model 1876 cartridge belt (McChristian 1982; Dorsey 
~ 392;. This canvas belt also had canvas cartridge loops. The Model 1874 
)·1:Keever cartridge box was leather but had canvas loops to hold the car
~;d£es. Thus the problem of verdigris development had been nearly elimi-

How the Sioux and Cheyenne carried their ammunition is not known. 
S:.cept for notations that the ~ez Perce captured some army cartridge belts, it 
.:) not kno\\n how they othe~ise carried their ammunition. Very few Big Hole 
:::cbeological cartridge cases exhibit any e\idence of extraction failure. How
::-.·eT. three cases fired in two different .5070 Springfields have torn heads that 
~:lggest extraction probkms. Two .45;70s are split, indicating they were fired 
:.:= 2 .50 70-caliber gun. In this case it was also a Springfield. In all probability 
:_~e split cases caused some extraction problems. Thus we have three different 
-5(.J-0 Springfields \1.ith apparent extraction problems. This translates to 13.6% 
·_if the Springfield .50/70s that had some type of extraction problem, at least as 
:.t:en in the archeological sample. 

One .45170 case has a torn rim. This probably occurred during ex
~ac:ion. If so, the extractor would not have fully extracted the cartridge from 
:..1:: chamber, thus requiring its removal by hand or with the gun's cleaning 
=- :.>d. In any case it would have required the soldier to stop fighting to clear the 
.:.:.~a::nber. Several other cases were located that \Vere fired in this same weapon, 
::..:::,c no others exhibited any evidence of extraction problems. 

Thus while there is evidence of extraction problems at the Big Hole, 
.~doc~ not appear significant. The .45 70 cases exhibited only one instance of 
~xt:~ct1on problems. The .50 70s on the other hand, and probably those in 
>~t:z Perce hands. exhibited over a 130 extraction failure. Th'.! army appears 
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to have solved their extraction problem with the issue of the canvas cartridge 
belt. The Indians still had a few problems, but not enough to cause them to 

Jose the battle. 

EVlDENCE OF SOLDIERS' OR VOLUNTEERS' PERSONAL 
Fl REARMS 

The Nez Perce certainly utilized personal firearms during the engage
ment. Yellow \Volf is known to have used a Model 1866 Winchester as well as 
captured army firearms. fi,.·e \Vounds was given a magazine gun of an uniden
tified type when he began his suicide charge into Battle Gulch (Haines 1991 :85). 
Tbe soldiers and volunteers were issued the Springfield rifle in .45/70-caliber 
and .50/0~liber. respectively. It is also knuwn that at least three volunteers 
used a per.-onal firearm rather than the issued one. Riley Cooper used a Henry 
rifle rather than the .sono: John Shinn utilized a magazine rifk of some type, 
probably a \Vinchester (Haines 1991 :89); and Tom Sherril used a cap and ball 

revolver. 

The archeological .50i70-calibcr cartridges cases indicate two 

Remington Rolling Biock rifles were used in or near the Siege Area. One 
cartridge ca...~ for a Remington .sono was found near the northeastern corner 

of the ritlepits several years ago. This string of riflepits is knov."!l to have been 
used ny \·olunteers, and the cartridge case association with the riflepits sug
gests a volunteer may have used a Remington rifle. A second cartridge case 
fired in another Remington was found to the east of the rifiepits, but in the 
area kno~n to have been used by the Nez Perce. The historical base maps of 
the site also shov• numerous tree locations knov.11 to have been used as cover 
by the soldiers and volunteers, as well as the Nez Perce. This second Remington 
is not clearly &Ssociated with a soldier or Nez Pe.rce position: however. it was 
found near two other .50/70 cases that can be shown to have been fired in a 

gun that was used on the initial soldier attack line of the ... illage and on the 

narrow spit of land that was originally in a river meander. That C!Ssociation 

suggests the second Remington may well have been a volunteer weapon as 
well. 

At least one other individual weapon was used by a soldier or volun
teer. A single .44-caliber rimfire cartridge case fired in a Modd 1860 Colt 
conversion was found near the northeastern riflepits occupied by some volun
teers. It \vas in the same area as the Remington .50/70 case. Although the 
archcological data and historical documentation are limited. there is evidence 
for at least three and possibly four personal firearms being used by the volun
teers during the battle. 
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Movements and Actions at the Big Hole Battle 

To interpret the t.-vents that oa"11rred during the battle by utilizing the. 
archeological evidence it is necessary to break the battle into a series of dis
crete elements. Tnese breaks are artificial, in a sense, as they are diS(.Tete 
elements identified for discussion purposes only. The battle was a continuous 
and evolving situation that only in retrospect had discrete and definable ele
ments. Certain things happened simultaneously, but for description and dis
cussion purposes they are broken into a variety of discrete actions or elements. 
The following interpretations combine the archeological evidence with his
torical documentation .. .\greements and disagreements between the data sets 
are noted, and where disagreements are found, a reinterpretation is offered 
based on both set: of evidence. 

TI-fE ATTACK OS TI-IE VILLAGE 

The opening salvo of the Battle of the Big Hole was fired by Lt. 
Bradley's men in the preda\.\<n of August 9. Colonel Gibbon sent several com
panies of his command through the swampy v.illows during the night to take 
positions just inside the Willows and opposite the sleeping Nez Perce villag
ers. Bradlcv ~itb his dismounted detachment and manv of the volunteers - ~ 

crossed the river. and concealed themselves in the Willows near the north end 
of the Village. Captain Sanna '-"ith Company K apparently also crossed the 
river to the south of Bradley and took position in the Willows. Captain Comba 
"'ith Company D was on the southern, or right, end of the line. Comba 's men 
were concealed on the west bank of the river, in the thick Willows opposite the 
southern end of the village. When the attack began, they were the only group 
that had to charge across the river to reach the Village. The firing began. the 
historical documents indicate, \I.Ii th three volleys fired by some elements of the 
attacking fora;; before they entered the Village and drove the Nez Perce out. 

The at12ck at the Village's north end faltered when Lt. Bradley was 
killed in the early moments of the fight. There is a suggestion that this ele
ment did not actually reach the Village, but was pinned down by Nez Perce 
fire at the edge of the Willows. However, Sanno and Comba, initially sup
ported by Logan's Company A and later Companies F, I. and G, did enter and 
hold at least the southern portion of the Village. The N'ez Perce were abJe to 
regroup and drive the soldiers from the Village after several hours. The docu
mentary sources suggest there was initial confusion in the Village, but fierce 
resistance by several determined warriors caused the soldiers problems. Fire 
may have been sporadic as the Nez Perce retreated from the ViJJage. Once 
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the Nez Perce were able to regroup, they were exhorted by several leaders to 
re-double their efforts and force Gibbon's commam;:I out of the Village and 
back across the river. 

Presumably the attaclrJng elements of Gibbon's command attempted 
to deploy in proper skirmish order~ required in the tactical manuals of the 
day. Skirmish intervals were about 15 feet ;,etween men, although the terrain 
could dictate wider or more dosely spaced intervals as necessary (Upton 1872). 
A normal skirmish line had the sergeants placed about 30 feet in the rear of 
their sections, the lieutenants 75 feet behind the line, and the r..ompany cap
tain 240 feet behind the line. At the Big Hole most companies had only one or 
two officer:; present for duty. L"ndoubtedly those officers modified their loca
tion relative to the line to be in the most effectjve place to observe and com
mand the skirmishers. 

Charles \lioodruff (1910:107-108), the command's adjutant, stated 
that Rav.n. Browning, and \ViIIiams v.-ith their respective companies were in 
line behind Cornba and Sanno, while Logan \\·as on line and ready to strike at 
the extreme right. Woodruff is not precise about the location of the reserve 
companies. H~·ever, tactics manuals (Upton 1872:97) state that the reserve 
company '.Nill be posted about 150 yards from the attacking line. In addition, 
the main reserves should be posted about 400 yards from the line, where the 
ground is favorable to sustain that formation. 

Upton's tactics manual established ideaily how men were to be de
ployed and rules of engagement. For maneuvering in the field, a command 
was dl1-ided into Armies, Corps. Divisions, Brigades, Regiments, Battalions, 
and \Vings. Gibbon's command was too small to be divided or maneuvered 
except by battalions or wings. Given the strength of the command, ma.neuver
ing by wing is the most plausible for the Big Hole battle. 

\Vings. as defined by Upton (1872), were fluid organizations. Two 
'"'·ings. a right and a left, were composed of the available companies. The right 
\\-ing was made up of the odd companies and the left of even companies. The 
odd and even concept is unique to the military and is based solely on seniority 

of the company oommanders (Fox 1993). The company commander with the 
greatest seniority, appointment of r.:nk at the earliest date, is number 1. The 
remaining company commanders then follow in numerical order based on their 
date of appointment. The wings are then established by company commander 
seniority ranking v.ith number 1 as commander of the right Vving and number 
2 in seniority as commander of the left wing. Number 1, being senior, could 
also take command of the entire unit if the overall commanding officer be-
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came incapacitated. This ranking structure wa'~ known to every officer so that 
he could assume command of any command clement at any time based on his 

seniority ~rithin the command. 

Within the Seventh Infantry, company commander seniority, based 

on an anc.Iysis of Heitman ( 1965 ), was Rawn of I number 1, Comba of D num
ber 2. Browning of G number 3, Sanna of K number 4, Williams of F number 
5, and Logan of 1\. number 6. The right \l.ing was then c.omposed of Compa
nies I. G, and F: while the left \\ing was made up of Companies D, K, and A. 
This posited organizational structure is consistent with \Voodruff's (1910:107-
108) description of company association and deployment during the attack. 

The attack on the Village utilized Bradley \\ith his scouts and civil
ians on the ldt. Comba with Company Don t.he right, and Sanno with Com
pany Kin the center. Comba. Sanno, and Logan made up the left wing, if the 
organization postulated is correct. The historical ace.cunts suggest Logan's 
Company A came in on the right to suppor"t Comba fairly soon after the firefight 
began. If this is correct. then the left ~ing made the initial attack. Logan's 
c.ompany may have been in reserve in the Willows during the initial attack. 

The right V1.ing may have been held in reserve on or just below the 
Trail v.ith Gibbon. The distance between the attacking companies and this 
posited reserve is nearly what was required in the period tactical manuals. 
\\'hen Gibbon saw the fight in the Village escalating and perhaps swaying in 
favor of ttc Nez Perce he committed his reserves, the right wing. Rawn and 
\Villiams "'ith Companies I and F respectively supported Comba and Logan 
on the right near the somh end of the Village. Br0'>\11ing v.ith Company G 
supported Sanno in the center or what by that time may have become the left 
of the line as Bradley's men moved to join Sanno when they lo...;t Bradley near 
the north end of the Village. 

This posited deployment is consistent with a battalion-sized maneu
ver for commands in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Tutherly 
0898:215-217. 262-268) explains ideal battalion-sized deployments, for fa
vorable terrain. as skirmishers or advanced party deployed on line with initial 
reseives arrayed in line of squads about 500 yards to the rear. Additional 
reserves are deployed 600 yards to the rear of the supJXJrt line. Gibbon's 
known deplo:-ment fits Tutherly's criteria as adapted for Jess than ideal terrain 
conditions. Assessment of the tactical manuals of the era demonstrates Gib
bon did not haphazardly organize his men or companies for battic with the 
~ez Perce . He appears to have divided and deployed tis command 'based on 
~he standard and approved military tactics of the day. Gibbon's command 
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structure was well organized according to the manuals of the day, at least for 
the initial stages of the attack on the Village. 

Before discussing the individu;-.l firearm evidence from the Village it 
is useful to cstabli.sh the potential number of attackers. The folIClwing num
bers are based on Haines ( 1991) history of the battle. Bradley's command 
consisted of his mounted detachment and citizen volumeers. The number 
would be 38 or fe~rer men. There wue eight Second Cavalrymen and up to 30 
volunteers that could have been with Bradley. However, some volunteers, 
perhaps five, and a few soldiers were detailed co capture the Nez Perce horse 
herd. The number of individuals involved ranges from five to 20, depending 
on the source ·s mernorv. Therefore, a maximum of 38 is used for Bradlev's . . 
command. 

Captain Sanno·s Company K had 21 effectives according to the ros
ters. and Comba·s Company D hod 20 effectives. Logan·s Company A had 
only 13 men avajlablc , although his command may have ncen str..:ngthened 
~ith the addition of four men present as casuals from Comp2ny H. The initial 
attack may have been composed of between 82 and 101 men. Gibbon·s re
serve companies. F. G, and I. had 21 , 27, and 18 effectives according to the 
rosters. Company G had the Jargest contingent, and it is suspected that at 
least one eight-man squad was detached as a reserve, as argued in the discus
sion on the Trail episode. Thus the reserve companies were composed of be
tween 58 and 66 men. The officers, guards left \\oith the wagons, and the how~ 
itzer crew make up the remainder of Gibbon's command. Aubrey Haines 
(personal communica.6on Feburary 29, 1993) estimates the effective attacking 
force to have numbered 113 with 49 in reserve. 

The Village Area, that area east of the river. accounted for several 
hundred .45/70-caliber cartridge cases. The minimum number of indi\idual 
guns identified is 58. One gun fired sixteen shots in the Village and five more 
in the Willows west of the ri\"er. Four guns demonstrate movement from the 
Village to the \Vill~"'S and to the Siege i\rea. Six guns also demonstrate move
ment from the Village to the Siege Arca. 

The Village e<:.n be di ... ided into two segments, north and south. based 
on the concentration of artifact finds . ·n1e cartridge case data shov.'S that 49 
guns were used in the north Village Area and 21 in the south (Figure 26). 
Thirteen guns were used in both areas. 

"Most .45.--0s used in the Village have one or more matched cases. 
There is clear e ... idencc for movement of firearms between linear groups of 
cartridge cac;cs, which appear to be firing lines. At least five separate lines can 
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Figure 26. Map of .4Sno cartridge case matches. 
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x distinguished west of the Village. Much of the case movement noted is 
x!Ween firing lines. Many of the guns fired a shot or two on one line, then 
~ppear to have moved a few yards or tens of yards and fired one or more shots 
';'=3 that line. 'There is some evidence of individual movement along a given 
:;:ie as demonstrated by matching cases found distributed over tens of yards in 
·Cat line .. 

The spatial distribui.ion .')f the case matches in the northern Village 
_.5...;-ea appears to have more order than that of those found in the southerr 
?"~~..ion. The southern area case matches appear more randomly distributed, 
..... ::h v.ide dispersion of matched cases. This may be interpreted as meaning 
··'h:;.r the initial attack was more orderly in the northern area, those areas com
-~nded by Bradley and Sanno: that Comba's charge across the river at the 
\ "illage ·s sou them end may have been more chaotic, thus requiring the re
~e::·ves to be deployed in that area; or that Comba's understrength company 
::ie: significant resistance from the Nez Perce in this area. Such a supposition 
~ supported by other archeological evidence. At least six Her.ry or Winches
:.::-: :iiles were used by the Nez Perce at the Village's southern extreme. Stiff 
resistance, as is suggested in the historical and archeological record, may have 
::::::os.ed Comba's attack to falter and required the early commitment of Logan's 
=-~serve company followed by Gibbon's commitment of the remaining reserve 
o:rnpanies as additional support. 

There is definite evidence of movement from the northern areas to 
:be south, where there appears to be more mingling of men. The historic 
s.ou.rces note that men assembled toward the southern end of the Village and 
a::ernpted to burn the tepees. Such an action suggests more intermingling of 
z:=eu from the various companies. 

Captain Browning is supposed to have moved to the east from the 
\ illage in attempt to rout the Nez Perce from their firing positions on the 
:-luffs. There is no clear archeological evidence to support this movement, 
2J:bough his charge may have taken place be10nd the current boundary fence 
:::re. The few .45nO-caliber cartridge cases (Figure 27) found to the east of 
&x: Village Area match to cases found in the northern group and to cases in 
:.::.e southern end of the Village. The more easterly distribution of cases shows 
:fo:rr or five groups roughly alignt!d north to south. The four southern groups 
a:e spaced about 50 to 60 yards apart. Each case group represents two to five 
i::i..fuidual guns. This suggests the sh::>0ting to the east of the Village was more 
h.2..phazard than previously supposed. Perh·1ps these case groupings on the 
s-Y..rtheast, center, and northeast represent picket deployments or more ran-
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dom wane ~rings of men looking through the Village. The nmth to south align

ment mignt stiggest pickets posted to maintain an eye on the Nez Perce while 

the bulk of the command attempted to burn the ViIJage. Such a postulated 

deployment is in agreement with tactical manual recommendations for a halt 

under fire. 

The most ;10rtherly cartridge case group may represent a picket post 

or Nez Perce-utilized captured weapons. This intriguing group of six .45/70 

c.ases t Figure 27) was found in the north loop of the river, at the northeast 

edge of the Vi!lagc. The river shifted its course several years ago, and this 

loop is n'-"'I'\". an abandoned meander. Several cases were too eroded to con

sider in rhe anaJysis. but the others indicate at least three .45'70 rifles were 

iJ.sed in this area. Tiic three all match to cases in the north Village group 

'>1>ithin suspected soldier positions. 

In addition, six .50/70 cases (Figure 28) were found in this area as 
well. All si.-r. c.a.scs match to a case found in the northern area. as well as to a 
:ase found ir. the Willow~ retreat area and to two cases found in the Siege 

Area (Figure 29). This combined evidence may suggest that some of Bradley's 

or Sanno·s men moved about 125 yards to the north,. perhaps engaging some 

~ez Perce warriors in the process. ..A..n alternative explanation is that these 

cases represent the movement of the group who unsuccessfully attempted to 

caprure the horse herd. If so, the cases represent their movement from the 

north to ~e south and suggest they were under fire as they made their move

ment to join the men in the Village. 

The northern end of the Village, east of the Willows, is nearly devoid 

of .4)/''.'0-caliber cartridge cases. It is tempting to speculate that this indicates 

and verifies that Bradley's command was stalled at the \Villcr;a.'S afte- ~e was 

k.iiled. However, such an interpretation must be made carefully. The absence 

of cartridge cases in this area may also be due to intensive relic collecting 

efforts in the past. Thain White's photographs of find areas suggest he con

centrated his collecting efforts in this northern area. Thus the relic finds he 

made may have biased the archeologic.al sample recovered in this area. There 

were also numerous .45/70-caliber bullets found in this same arr:a. In fact, the 

distribution of .45no bullets shows a higher concentration in the northern end 

of the Village than clse\vherc (Figure 30). The same can also be said for non

_..:5 -:-o bullets. This certainly suggests there was combat in this area, and it 
~hould be pointed out the non-.45/70 bullet distribution is more random than 

that of the .45/70 bullets. The .45170 bullets are not found in the Willows but 
almost exclusively in the Village, to its ea.st, as well as south of the Village. 
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Chapter 5 

The presence of buI!ets in the north end of the Village confirms that 
combat occurred there. The absence of cases in the same area does i~.Jt con
firm that Bradley's command was stopped at the edge of the Village. Aubrey 
Haines (personal commurucation Feburary 29, 1993) suggests Bradley may 
have actually attacked the camp from the north as well as the west. H(J\Jlever, 
be may not have been able to secure his position before being killed, and his 

men may have been pushed back to the Wi1Jows line on the west side of the 

camp. Relic-collecting efforts may have been biased toward cartridge case 
recovery. Unfortunately the question cannot be easily resolved with the avail
able evidence. 

Another factor to take into account in these interpretations is the 
¥".no\\11 fact that the Nez Pere-e had captured .45nO-caliher firearms in their 
possession at the beginning of the battle. Some of ihe recovered cases may be 
associated \vith the Nez Perce combatants. However, the cartridge case spa
:ial distribution and matches suggest the majority are army related. This is 

::specially true in viev.ing the distribution of .45/70 bullets in the Village (Fig

u:e 30). Most can easily be postulated to have originated from the soldiers' 
firearms. 

Given these parameters, the archeological evidence suggests that the 
initial attack may not have begun at the edge of the \Villows as thought, but 
doser to the river. Assuming tbe northern group of cartridge cases represents 
Bradley's charge, the central group Sanno's, and the southern group Comba's 
::nen, then the follov.ing scenario can be posited (Figure 31). 

Bradley"s northern group may have halted about 33 yards east of the 
~~•er. A linear arrangement of cartridge cases in this area suggests the initial 
5.ring took place in this area. Cases from this group match to cartridge cases 
in a second linear alignment 66 yards to the east of the river. This second line 
:ends to be more clustered than the first and third lines. The third line was 
located at the edge of the modern day v.illows and about 88 yards from the 

:?.·er. This line is more extended and shows more intermingling of cartridge 

case matches with those immediately to the south. Several cartridge cases on 
:be ~xtrcme northern end of the third line match to cartridge cases located in 
:be river's north bend, which is now a cut-off meander. Those cases are 125 
yards from the northern end of the line. 

Captain Sanno ·s postulated movement also begins east of the river, 
but about 150 yards south of Bradley·s first line. The linear array of cartridge 
cases is aligned northwest to southeast about 37 yards east of the river. A few 
s.cattercd cartridge cases were found betv.·ecn this line and a more easterlv line - . 
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75 yards w the east. Sanno's movements appear to have been in two stages 

i~ of the three suggested for Bradley. 

Sanno's second line is roughly aligned with Bradley's third line at the 

edge c{ :i.~e modern v.rillows (Figure 32 ). Cartridge cases from Sanno's first 

line :-ra:.ch to cases in the second line as well as to cartridge cases found in 

B!·?,ri:;::.-· s third line. 

There is no clear evidence of Comba's charge into the Village or even 

of 2 f o;:::nal skirmish line such as those seen to the north. This suggests that 

C:1:3Jca·~ '""barge was chaotic and/or broken by determined Nez Perce resis
ta.."'J::e as discussed earlier. This area of the Village is also the site of a post

b~xe :-:~cksmith shop, and such activities may have contributed to the disr.up

tic.rn c:rf 3.!JY patterning. In any case the cartridge case and bullet distribution 

s•'-s.ges:::s. less organization in this area. There are also thirteen individual guns 

:e:;::•res.e:::ed by cartridge cases found on the northern Jines matched to cases 

~r;*:.;J:::. = the southern area. Again, no clear linear or formal alignment of 

ti:c~ .:a5-es was noted. These matched cartridge cases were randomly inter

wi-r:~icd among the other cartridge cases found in the southern end of the 

\'<li 2g:-;:_ This appears to be consistent ~ith the historical documentation that 

L ... ~ me::: :ra"itated to the southern end of the Village after Bradley was killed. 

Th~ documentary sources suggest that the Nez Perce continued the 

tg_c~: L. ·OW the north and south. The .44-caliber rimfire (Henry) cartridge cases 

as ~-eil as the Sharps, Spencer, and .50/70-caliber bullet distributions indicate 

;-.;¢z Pe:-ce fire came from the south, north, and east (Figures 33, 34, 35). The 

a.=cheo:og:icaI and historical data sources are certainly consistent in the loca

tio::lS of the Nez Perce defenders. Yellov.· Wolf and other Nez Perce warriors 

0-kV. borter 1991) repeatedly identify heavy fighting at the south end of the 

\/i11ag.e. The Nez Perce took cover along the river bank and in the Willows to 

reru:n rhe soldiers' fire. The cartridge case evidence strongly supports these 

reo::>lie...--tions. The .45nO-caliber bullets were also found to the south and east 

of :Ji-e \ill age. The distribution confirms the historical accounts of the sol

die-rs returning fire. Many of the .45;70 bulk ts were found to the east of the 

\ zJ.ag::= proper and near the park's eastern boundary fence. That distribution, 

a'! 7. e L: as the same type bullets found to the south of the Village, supports the 

s~ .. ;p?c""Si:ion that the army was firing toward Nez Perce who were east as well 

::-:::s s.ot::;-; oI the Village. 

Several .45170 bullets were found impacted to the southwest of the 

\ ::1ag..e a.,-,d along the river bank in the general location where Kermit Ecimonds 

G..."':-d ±.:$project recovered .44-caliber Henry or Model 1866 Winchester car

:.-:.:ige cases. This location is about 200 yards south of the southern end of the 
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\ '-tllage. This pattern suggests Nez Perce warriors armed with repeating rifles 

took rover in this area and exchanged fire with the soldiers in the Village. 

If the posited movements are correct, then the intermingling of car

tridge cases in th<:! southern end of the Village suggests an overall breakdown 

o.f ~mand structure in this area. This suggestion is also consistent with the 

documentary sources. Captain Logan and at least eight other men were killed 

i:: Lrus area. Colonel Gibbon was wounded here as well. Nez Perce fire from 

th:: east and south appears to be the cause of the command breakdown. 

After Gibbon realized that the Viilage was an untenable position, he 

or&r~d a retreat to the point of land they had seen earlier. Gibbon suggests 

:::..: men were not well ordered at the beginning of the retrograde movement 

try-the comment ... The men were therefore, collected and orders given to move 

b-,ad:-(John Gibbon, The Battle of the Big Hole, Harper's JVeekly, December 

:.~- 1895, page 1235). 

~fOVE~fE~lS IBROUGH THE WILLO\VS 

Although covered~ Captain Rawn's Company J, the retreat from 

th..;; Village was somewhat chaotic, and tv10 men were lost along the way. The 

retreat required the command to recross the river and move through the Wil

k:.JV."S to the timbered alluvial fan (Figure 36 ). A retreat in battle, while per

haps not desirable, was a recognized military maneuver. Tactics manuals pro

vided for such a v.ithdrawal, and the men were trained to execute a retreat in 

an orderly fashion . Upton's (1872:111) description of a retreat required the 

s.ki-rmishers, on command, to leave the line and move to a new position where 

lbe officer in command would call a halt. The men were then to face the 

enemy and fire. The men were to hold a position as long as possible to give the 

oilier elements of the command who were retreating as much covering fire as 

?0S5ibJe. \libere skirmishers were on the edge of woods or where the terrain 

~.--as, favorable they were to hold "to the last instant. .. ~fore the enemy arrives 

,.it.'lin too deadly range.' ' 

The archeological evidence (cartridge cases, bullets, and equipment) 

s:iggests that the men crossed the river "1.ith some semblance of order, but 

.. ::Gee in the \Villows the organization dissolved. The Willows were thick, as 

::..~ey still are today, so there would be no easy passage through the dense stands. 

:\r1y group tf)ing to pass through the Willows is required to break formation, 

:! supposition supported by the metal-detecting inventory. No line could be 

cpt straight and orderly for more that 25 or 30 yards. 
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Eg:-:.rre 36. Posited third phase troop movements during the battle. 

The archeological e\lidence of .45;70 cartridge cases (Figure 26) indi
:a.:es there were at least sixteen Springfields involved in the retreat. Eight 
g'.i.~ fired only one round each, while one fired three rounds, three fired four 
roi:~ds each, two five rounds each, one fired six rounds, and one fired eight 
:at:nds in the retreat. The three-round group includes one round that re
:ai:led a cardboard tube liner indicating it was a carbine round. These cases 
al~:i match to cases fired in the Siege Area. If this case represents a carbine 
±.:::? jt may identify one of the Second Cavalry soldiers' movements. 

Of those guns used in the retreat on the west side of the river six were 
al.so used in the Siege Area. These cases und0ubtedly represent guns used by 
tti:: wldicrs during the retreat and in defense of the Siege Area. 
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Other combat-related artifacts from the retreat include a trowel bayo
net, a percussion c.ap pouch~ a belt knife, and a possible soldier's burial place 
indicated by a shoe heel, several uniform buttons, and suspender parts. 

Six .45no bullets (Figure 30) were found intermingled in the retreat 
area as well as ten .so.no bullets, a single .44/40 bullet, and three .sono car
tridge cases. One .50;70 case matches to a c.ase found in the Howitzer Area. 
The case from the retreat area may represent a Nez Perce gun used in both 
places or a volunteer gun lcs: to the Nez Perce in the retreat and used later 
during the hov.itzer episode. One of the .50170 cases was found at the toe of 
the slope be lov.· the Trail and the other east across a slough. This may suggest 
locations where Nez Perce. firing at the retreating soldiers, sough: cover. 

Immediately west of the river bend across from the southern end of 
the Village is a line of six .4500 cartridge c.ases (Figure 27). These cases may 
represent Capt. Comba's initial line of attack into the Village or Capt. Rawn's 
company as they covered the retreat through the \\'illows. Certainly two c.ases 
match to others found in the Village. One case found in the river itself matches 
a case found in a bunched group west of~ linear case group nearest the river. 
Two cases in that first line aho match cases in the bunch or in a line still fur
ther west. 

The east line may represent the first halt of Capt. Rawn's Company I 
as they covered the retrec:.t. Rav.n's understrength company consisted of only 
eighteen men. At least three of those were killed in the fighting in the Village. 
wnen Rawn covered the retreat through the Willows on the west side of the 
river he had, at most, an effective strength of fifteen men. Interestingly, the 
total number of Springfield5 represented by the cases is sixteen, including the 
carbine round group. Whether all sixteen were soldiers· guns or some were in 
~ez Perce hands cannot be ascertained with any degree of certainty. but the 
~idence is definitely intriguing. 

About 50 yards west of the first line of six cases is a bunched group of 
another six cases representing four Springfields. Cases representing tv.·o guns 
in the bunched f!:"OUp match to cases found in a line about 25 yards further 
west. This line of five cases represents four guns. One of those guns is next 
matched to two cases 150 yards further west, and then 200 yards west to a c.asc 
found near the Siege Arc.a access point. Another Spnngfield from this line 
aJso matched to a case in the same area, but there are no intermediate matches. 

About 90 yards west of the line just discussed is a group of four cases 
representing only t\\10 guns. Both guns have matches in the bunched group 
and one match to a Springfield in the Siege Area. The percussion cap pouch 
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and a belt knife were found between these two lines. This general vicinity 

constitutes the Jocale where voluntt=er Alvin Lockwood was killed after he had 

killed Rainbov.r. 

~fovements west of this line appear broken and unorganized. The 

cases recovered generally indicate one or two individuals clustered together, 

fired from one to three rounds, then moved to the west or north. There are 

also matches from guns on the easterly retreat lines to cases found substantial 

distances to the north. Some of these northerly cases then match to cases in 

the Siege Area. 

In general , the retreat movements on the west side of the river (Fig

ure 36) appear to have been orderly and in formation initially. At least six 

soldiers crossed the river and provided covering fire. Some soldiers, including 

at least r-a.·o from the frrst line then bunched and fired several rounds. The 

third line may represent a reformc:d line to the west of the river, which con

tains case matches from the first line and the bunched group. 

Moveme~ts after the third line appear to be more individually ori

ented and less disciplined. Some men moved westerly through the Willows 

tO\lt·ard the Siege Area and some angled slightly to the south. Others moved 

north toward the Trail. The northerly group of individuals, perhaps three or 

more, may have attempted to join their comrades on the 'frail. but they do not 

appear to have reached it. Instead they turned and moved southwest to the 

Siege Area. A combination of factors may have caused the turnabout. One 

was the limited movement allowed by the dense wiliow thicket and deep pools 

in the sv.·ampy ground may have been impassable. Another possibility is that 

the Nez Perce warriors may have hindered these individuals' retreat as well. 

Yet a third possibility is that the northerly cases, representing at least three 

individuals, could be the sharpshooters Gibbon sent to silence the Nez Perce 

marksman ensconced at the T"'in Trees. It was also among these northerly 

cases that a tx>SSible soldier burial site, represented by the shoe heel, buttons, 

and suspender parts was found. 

Two of the three Springfields represented in the northerly group of 

cases match to cases in the Siege Area. The other Springfield in that group 

matches to several cases found clustered about 50 yards east of the Trail and 

about 200 yards north of the Siege Area. This case group represents three 

guns. The trowel bayonet was found in the immediate area of these cases. 

After the initial orderly appearance of the retreat or at least of the 

CC\'ering fire offered by Capt. Rawn's company, the unit breaks down. The 
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b:.mching of men as seen on the second line west of the river, reordering in the 

third line, then bunching and dispersing afterward is not without precedent. 

Bunching is welJ known in battle situations and the archeological evidence for 

rt was also seen at the Little Bighorn battlefield Rem.>-Benteen defense site 

tScc>tt et al. 1989:132). There the officers were able to re-order the men and 

faJl back to a position where they entrenched. That situation, under control of 

z:J officer, appears very similar to the archeological data in the Willows at the 

Big Hole battlefield. 

The men appear to have broken into individual groups after the first 

3)0 yards of the retreat. Undoubtedly the thickness of the willows was a factor 

::: the breakup of organized units, but the: pattern of movement suggest panic 

a::ld a tactical disintegration of order and military discipline. Fox (1993) has 

demonstrated the archeological expression of tactical disintegration to be 

~esent at the Little Bighorn, Custer battJefield. The Willows retreat episode 

z..: Big Hole consistently follows that pattern, and such an ii.1terpretation is 

o:msistent with the hi.;torical documentation of the retreat. The retreat, as 

ooserved and recorded in the Nez Perce accounts, particularly those of Yellow 

V.:-olf, seem to demonstrate a haphazard and unorganized affair. Gibbon's 

reports and recollections suggest the retreat was more orderly, although order 

bi:-oke down toward the end. Witness Gibbon's statement as it appeared in his 

Harper's Weekly article "The Battle of the Big Hole" which appeared in the 

v....cembcr 28th issue of 1895: 

Every one knows the demoralizing effect of a retreat in the face of an 

enemy. We had to pass an open glade in the valley, where the Indian sharp

shooters posted on the high ground had us in plain view, and here sever21 

of the party were shot dO'Nn. As we reached the foot of the bluff and 

cor.irnenced to rise toward the timber, a young corporal cried out, in a loud 

voice, "To the top of the hilJ - to the top of the hill, or we're lost!" I have 

never witnessed a more striking instance of the value of discipline than was 

now presented. To the top of the hill was the last place I wanted to go, or 

could go, and I called out to the corporal to remind him that he was not in 

comma11d of the party. The men about him burst into laughter. Amongst 

regular soldiers the height of absurdity is reached when a corporal attempts 

to take command of his colonel, and the incident had a good effect by 

calling attention to the fact that the commanding officer was still alive. 

Although Gibbon did not concede outright that a tactical disintegra

::ion of command structure had occurred, he did so tacitly in his remarks. There 

i.~ llttle doubt his remarks imply that the men were rushing headlong for the 

alluvial fan. He was able to restore his command authority as they reached 
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tbe foot of the fan, through the unwitting opportunity of the unfortunate 

Ct"JC'?Oral's outburst. 

TI:lE 1WIN TREES INCIDE~1 

When the command began to retreat. the Nez Perce warriors pressed 

fr~ b:ittle. The so1diers appear to have bunched up, causing a halting retreat. 

/u j~ast one Nez Perce marksman took position at a location that has become 

~~TI as the Twin Trees. The Twin Trees are located on the steep hillside 

a:t·::r.·e the Trail over 250 yards from the river. This marksman harassed the 

re::-e.at from the \'!llage and through the \\iiilows until Gibbon had two of his 

~.2..:"ksman return the fire. The soldiers \lo.'3.}ked their shotc; up the hill at a 

re:'f:i-e of 400 or 500 yards until the fire was effective. The warrior fell and 

;-r/-1ed to the base of th~ hill (Haines 1991: 72 ). 

Amcde Bessette, who visited the battle site, and wa'\ the author of the 

T-.:n "frees story cited above, stated in his 1902 article in the Dillion Examiner 

tr.at be found eleven cartridge cases near the Twin Trees. Kerrnit Edmonds 

fry..md a single .50-caJiber bullet north of the northern tree in 1972. Although 

-::o cartridges were found during the archeological investigations near the trees, 

fr•:: A5./f0 bullets were recovered. One bullet was found immediately below 

tl:c trees and four were found about 150 feet dovmslope from the trees. 

The pattern of deposition is interesting (Figure 30). The lower four 

f:r.;h.krs arc roughly aligned as one goes uphill and spaced 75 feet between the 

fi:-s: and last. The fifth bullet. the or. · closest to the trees, is entirely separate 

a::d is 150 feet above the lower group. The bullet pattern certainJy suggests 

r.r::r.: or more individuals fired at the trees. The linear arrangement of the 

br:.;llets suggests a good marksman v.'ith enough knowledge of trajectory to ·walk 

his. shots up slope until he found the correct range for his sights. While the 

a.rcheological evidence does not directly identify a Nez Perce marksman posi
ti-O:l. the indi:cct evidence of the bullet patterning does suggest there was a 

reason shots were fired in that ·.-icinity. Thus the archeologjcal evidence and 

:tr- historical sources are in agreement that a firefight occurred at or near the 

T·.-.-:n Trees even though the area is known to have been heavily relic collected. 

DEPLOYMEl'-rf AND MOVE\1Ei'-r-r o~ THE TRAIL 

Prior to the dawn attack on the Village Gibbon had situated his com

r::and on a steep hillside above the swampy ~illow-covered land west of the 

:.•er. This area is northeac;t oi the Siege . .\rea. The Nez Perce Vi11age, about 
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250 yards east of the Trail, was arrayed in a slightly V-shaped line along the 
east side of the river in a camas meadow. 

The position taken by the soldiers effectively separated the Village 
from the some of the Nez Perce horse herd, which was gra?ing on the steep hill 
above the Trail. About four o'clock in the morning of August 9, the order was 
given for two companies, K and D, and the volunteers with Lt. Bradley's de
:achment to advance through the Willow Swamp to the edge of the Village. 
Presumably Gibbon, his headquarters staff, and the right ~ing companies re-
1:lained near the Trail as reserves. 

After the initial attack on the Village, Gibbon rode into the Village 
-..1th some of his staff. Prior to that time he also committed the right wing to 
:he rattk. Company G supported Company Kin the attack on the Village's 
a::nter. and Companies A. F, and I went in on the right flank in support of 
Captain Comba's Company D. 

The archeological evidence appears to contradict the assumption that 
ell reserves were sent into the fray. The Trail Area to the north of the Siege 
A:ea yielded nineteen .45t70 cartridge cases, four loaded cartridges, one fired 
.9) '70, but only a single impacted .50/70 bullet. The .45r70 cases and car
:.-idges w-.: re arrayed in a line running parallel to the slope of the bluff and just 
atxr.·t: th~ current interpretive trai!.. which apparently follov..'S tl1e old trail fair I;• 
close Iv. 

The fired .45/70 cases indicate that at least seven Springfields are rep
:-esented (Figure 26). One gun fired at least si.x rounds, one four. two three. 
and three one round each. The matches indicate there was movement among 
:hese individuals. All matches indicate a movement back to the Siege Area. 
T:le movement appears to have been made at intervals. The men fired, then 
::::rcved to the southwest about 100 yards, stopped and fired, then moved 75 
yard:; and fired, and finally made a break over the next 100 yards for the Siege 
_.;.;ea, apparently without firing. 

Three sets of matches were made \\ith guns used along the Trail to 
:hose in the soldiers' position.sin the Siege Area. Presumably the firing along 
:he Trail to the Siege Area was done in support of the troops retreating from 
::ie Village through the Willows. 

It appears that at least seven soldiers and perhaps one volunteer were 
:s-:at1oned on the Trail. If the number of cases is indicative of the total number 
of men left on the Trail. then a squad-sized unit can be postulated. Tactics 
~anuals of the 1870s (cf. Upton 1872) identify a squad as eight to twelve men. 
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If dri:s is the case, then it can be suggested these cases represent a non--com

rr.tiss.ioned officer, a squad of at least six enlistedmen, and perhaps a volunteer 

~tio :nay have been left behind to cover the command's rear. 

At or about the time of the retreat through the Willows those on the 

L.-ail may have effected a movement to join their comrades. It appears they 

fcl.Jorwed standard infantry withdrawal tactics in their movement. It is sug

gested they provided supporting fire for their comrades in the Willows retreat. 

T~- also appear to have effected an orderly movement down the rr:lil, halt

ing to fire at proper intervals at the first and second halts. At the third halt the 

case distribution suggest5 bunching up occurred, perhaps the men were under 

fue tbemselves or concerned about their retreating comrades. In any case, no 

-additional .4Sno cases or matches were found until those located in the Siege 

.~ea. suggesting a disintegration of tactical organization occurred at this point. 

It is possible, but unlikely, that the Trail movemePt reflects that of the 

voh.mteers involved in the attempt to capture the Nez Perce horse herd. M. F. 

5necill (Haines 1991:60) recalled there were 20 in the group who tried to 

capt::re .he herd, although QuilJer Wilkerson remembered only five, probably 

on.:· those personally known to him. The group appears to have been com

posed of five volunteers and an undetermined number of soldiers. Sherrill's 

recoDectiom; indicate that he and at least two others fired at the Nez Perce 

v.ilo successfully stampeded the herd away from the volunteers. Sherrill's de

scription of the herd location and the fight suggests that it was further north 

rb2;, the area of the finds along the Trail. Also, it appears that after the failed 

ar...empt to secure the herd the "'olunteers in the detail joined the command in 

tbe Village. There they assisted in the attempt to bum the tepees. These men 

retreated through the Willows to the Siege Area and thus could not have been 

on De "frail during the retreat. 

DIGGING IN AND FIGff!D(G IN TIIE SIEGE AREA 

As the command reached the old alluvial fan, several Nez Perce were 

al:e:ady there and began to fire. The soldiers charged up the fan's steep toe 

a.X pushed the Nez Perce across the gulch that dissected the fan and up the 

hii; .; on either side of the fan. Upon reaching the fan, Gibbon deployed his 

:ne:J in an area about 100 feet on a side near the eastern edge of the fan. As 

5'..~e men began dragging in logs to form firing positions, the men of the two 

ccopanies issued trowe1 bayonets began to dig riflepits (Figures 37, 38). Oth

e:-s used knives and make-shift tools to create cover. The Nez Perce in the 

tiri'ber on the south side of the fan as well as on the hillslopes above the sol

chers continued their fire. 
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The Indians' firing into the Siege Area caused some casualties. Lieu

tenant Woodruff's horse was used to cany a wounded soldier in the retreat. 

Tbe wounded man was killed upon reaching the ~ and the horse was wounded 

and had to be destroyed. Lieutenant William English was badly wounded, 

dying later. 

The physical evidence of the entrenchments or riflcpits dug by 

Gibbon's men is dearly evident in the Siege Area today (Figure 38). There 

are "isJOk signs of 2t least twenty-three riflepits of different sizes in the Siege 

Area (Figure 37). They are arranged in a roughly shaped rectangle. There 

are several isoJated pits, three along the sides of Battle Gulch and one to the 

northeast of the main group. An old prospect pit west of Battle Gulch W:ls 

also used by some volunteers (Haines 1991 ). 
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Figure 37. Map of the Siege Area shmving the bluff line and ritlcpits. 
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Figure 38. One of the Siege Area riflepits TWith interpretive devices. 

When mention of entrenchments occurs in the Indian Wars literature 

they arc often referred to as hastily dug entrenchments v.ith a mound of earth 

thrO'.l.'TI up for protection, or a shallow riflepit. Such statements leave the im

pression of a haphazard construction to meet an immediate and life-threaten

ing need. These references also convey a feeling of unpreparedness on the 

part of those constructing the earthwork; they imply a lack of familiarity, train

in ::. or knowledge of the purpose or use of a earthwork beyond that of turning 

a few bullet<; in the immediate engagement. Non~ of this could be further 

from the truth. 

The common perception of military engagements in the West is one 

of a running fight betv.·een antagonists or hit-and-run tactics of Indians versus 

the Euroamcrican encroacher. A review of the historic literature relating to 

the Indian Viars era demonstrates that various types of earthworks were used 

in combat situations bem·cen Indians and Euroamericans. A.n interesting side

light is that Indians did construct and utilize several types of entrenchments in 
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much the same manner as the Euronmerican combatants. Limited archco
logical investigation (Scott 1974:303; Bray 1958; see also discussion of the Big 
Hole riflepit excavation) of earthworks in the trans-Mississippi West demon
strates that the earthworks conc;tructed by Euroamcricans, specifically soldiers, 
were not hasty or haphazard as is the common perception. They were con
structed according to procedures outlined in various military guides of the 
period 

The American classic, and one that guided the construction of 
earthworks in the Mexican \Var and the Civil War, is D. H. Mahan's 1836A 
Complere Treatise on Field fortification. with the General Outlines of the Prin
ciples Regulating the Arrangement, the Artack and the Defense of Permanent 
Works. Hasty fortifications were defined as those constructed so that troops 
could take better advantage of the opportunities of natural cover (Mahan 1847). 
Nevertheless, hasty entrenchments were not to be the rule. American and, for 
that ma.ner, European military thought was dorninat.cd by the concept of massed 
frontal assault. The tJSe of entrcnd~ments was to play a defensive role. 

Dennis Mahan's treatise on field fortifications was uniquely Ameri
can, in that it recognized that most American wars would be fought by militia 
anci only the few regulars would be the most disciplined. If defense was neces
sary then the militia could build and occupy field fortifications strong enough 
to resist the enemy·s frontal assault until a well-organized counterassault could 
displal.~ them (Hagerman 1965). 

~ot until the latter part of the nineteenth century did military theo
rists begin to formalize the concept of small-unit tactics. Small-unit move
ment. essentially the squad level, was first introduced in Emory Upton's 1872 
Infantry Tactics, but these were not small-unit fighting tactics , only mechanical 
movements. 

Unfortunately the U.S. Army published few formal field manuals for 
small units before the beginning of the 20th century. However, a number of 
practical guides for officers were privately published throughout the century 
to bridge the gap left by the lack of official guidance available outside the 
West Point classroom. One of the most used guides was Mountain Scouting by 
Captain Edward Farrow. Farrow was an instructor at West Point when he 
VvTote his practical guide in 1881. He had seen active field service during the 
Nez Perce campaign of 1877 and was v.ith Howard when he arrived at the Big 
Hole. Farrow (1881:243) noted, "The history of all battles of late years has 
sh0\lt11 the expediency of making use of natural shelter or constructing field 
inrrenchments.'' 
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Military manuals of the early 20th century are more stmctured than 
Farrow's instructions, but they describe essentially the same procedure for 
diggingriflepits and trenches in the face of the enemy. Moss (l '118:385-387) is 
a good example of such a work, and provides some clear definitions of the 
purpose of such works. 

Moss (1918:385) states that the object of field fortifications is two
fold: first, to increase the fighting power of the troops by enabling the soldier 
to use his weapons vi.ith the greatest possible effect; and second, to protect the 
soldier against the enemy's fire. While the military objective might be stated 
in th2t order, the doughboy might have reversed the priority order. 

Although "-Titten nearly forty years after Farrc~r's 1881 pubfr;:ation, 
the Moss description of entrenchment methods and types is very similar. It 
can be argued that riflepits or hasty entrenchments, those meant to be con
structed in the face of the enemy, did not change in type or need. Even the 
World \Var II ""foxhole," as desc..Tibed in the manuals of that pericxi, does not 
differ significantly in purpose or construction from that advocated by Farrow 
in 1881. 

The strong similarity in size and construction method of the archeo
Iogical examples of riflepits at Fort Dilts (Haury 1989), Big Hole battlefield, 
and the Reno-Benteen defense site (Bray 1958) to die methods of entrench
ment described in the pericxl manuals emphasizes that the term "hasty en
trenchment" does not mean "'haphazard."" Hasty entrenchments were a real 
type of earthwork that were constructed in a prescribed manner. Organized 
forces requiring ha.sty entrenchments to be dug in the presence of the enemy 
were trained and disciplined, and thus dug their hasty entrenchments in the 
manner in which they had been trained. The Big Hole Siege Area riflepits are 
the physical evidence of that training, and perhaps more than the trowel bayo
net, it was that training that saved Gibbon·s c.ommand from annihilation. 

The Siege Area contains significant archeological evidence of the com
bat that occurrl!d there. The Siege Area is also the site that received the most 
intense post·battle usage and that has undoubtedly affected some of the ar
cheological patterns related to the fight. At one time there was a USFS barn 
and a museum building on the site, as well as associated water and electrical 
lines. The Forest Service and later the Park Service also maintained resi
dences and associated outbuildings to the west of the site. In addition, there 
was once a parking lot and a number of picnic sites situated in or adjacent to 
the Siege Arc~ .. Even with all the impacts. the archeological data has survived 
surprisingly well. 
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Buttons, pfe.ces of equipment, cartridge cases, and bullets were found 

in the Siege Area. Fifty-nine Asno cartridge cases were recovered in the 

area. These case3 represent 26 individual Springfield firearms. The majority 

of cases cross-matdl with others. Eleven gun~ had only a single case repre

senting their use in the battle. Five guns were represented by two cases each; 

six guns, three cases each; two guns, four cases each; and two by six cases each. 

One case retained a cardboard tube liner indicating it was a carbine round. If 

this case represents a carbine then it may identify a firing location of one of 

the Second Cava!!)· soldier~. 

Whereas most .45no cartridge cases were found on the eastern edge 

of the point of land that makes up the Siege Area or actually within the riflepits, 

there is one exception. A single .4Sno cartridge case was found southwest of 

the riflepits and in the timbered area known to have been utilized by the Nez 

Perce warriors. HO'>Jt't.""er, the case matches to a case found among the riflepits. 

The .50/70 cartridge cases found in the Siege Area entrenchments 

tend to concentrate in the western riflepits. This distribution is consistent 

with the historically documented location of most of the volunteers during the 

latter stages of the battle. A single .44-caliber rimfire cartridge case fired in a 

Model 1860 Colt Conversion was also found in this area, as was a .sonO-cali

ber cartridge case fired in a Remington Rolling Block rifle. 

The cartridge case matches exhibited only limited movement in the 

Siege Area. There is some evidence that cases found near the lip of the allu

vial fan match to some cases found in the entrenchments. This suggests that 

once the soldiers entrenched, there was little movement among the various 

she l tt. .: pi ts. 

Bullets of various calibers were found in and around the entrench

ments, as well as in the areas historically identified as Nez Perce positions. 

The .45nO-caiiber bullets were found throughout the Siege Area. A few were 

found among the entrenchments, but most were outside the entrenchments 

proper. A large roncentration was noted on the northeastern edge of the fan, 

and smaller concentrations to the south and upslope about 250 yards to the 

west. 

The other caliber bullets, those more likely associated with the Nez 

Perce have a similar distribution. H0wever, more lead scraps (unidentified 

bullets and bullet fragments) and .sono-caliber and .44-caliber bullets were 

found among the entrenchments than ASno bullets. Many of the other cali

ber bullets were found embedded in the fan edge or to the northeast. 
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The Siege Area occupation is exceptionally weJl documented in the 
source materials. Not only did surviving soldiers and volunteers identify which 
shelter pit they occupied, they also pointed out trees and other areas where 
the Nez Perce took shelter. 

The Nez Perce also vividly recalled the names of the warrior partici
pants ar:d which individual trees they utilized for cover. This makes the Siege 
Area one of the most thoroughly d0<..--umented battle sites in the west. The 
archeologicaJ evidence is somewhat biased due to the intensity of post-battle 
occupation and site use that has occurred, but the archcologica.I data does 
agree with the historical documentation. The distribution of .45/70 cartridge 
cases demonstrate that the army gained the Siege Area under fire and then 
entrenc.t J. There wlS little movement of (ht: ·~Idiers and volunteers after 
that episode. 

The Nez Perce-related cartridge case and bullet distribution indicates 
the soldiers were definitely under fire from m~t directions during the remain
der of the battle. While extensive, the Nez Perce fire appears to have origi
nated from a limited number of firearms. There may have been four different 
.44-caliber rimfire Henrys or Model 1866 Winchesters used at the Siege Area. 
One or more Sharps, a Spencer, captured .45170 army weapons, and .50/70 
Springficlds. as well as at least one Remington Rolling Block rifle are also 
indicated by the cartridge case and bullet evidence. 

The army believed they were under fire by numerous Nez Perce dur
ing the latter part of August 9 and during August 10. However, the Nez Perce 
indicated. in their chro~icling of the battle, that Jess than fifteen warriors kept 
the army at bay during Augus~ 10. The cartridge case e"idence suggests at 
least eight firearms used by the Nez Perce were employed against the soldiers. 
This number represents about one-half the number of Nez Perce identified by 
Yell°"'· \Volf (Haines 1991 :99) and is certainly in agreement with the Nez Perce 
accounts. It is also consistent \\ith the percentage of army firearms repre
sented in the archeological record as discussed pre .. iously. 

One of the more dramatic accounts of rhe battle. from either side, is 
the d'!ath of Pathkatos (J.vyeen (Five Wounds) during a suicide charge up 
Battle Gulch. The location is commemorated today with a wooden feather 
interpretive device (Figure 39). Two concentrations of .4SnO-caliber bullets 
(containing six and five, respectively) were found embedded on eastern side of 
Battle Gulch. The group of five is within fifteen feet of the feather interpre
tive device. and the group of six is about twenty-five feet from the marker. 
Either group could be associated with the :lea th of Five Wounds or some other 
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.r1gurc 39. The interpretive de1rice indicates the area where Five V/ounds is 
L'1ought to have been killed during the battle. 

episcxic in the battle. Ho\\:e;..·er, the proximity of the bullet concentrations to 
tb~ historically documented location of Five Wounds' death site is another 
i:.mriguing example of archeological evidence 2.nd history converging. 

H0\\1TZER INODE~! 

Ai; the soldiers were digging in at the Sie~e Area, a 12-lb. Mountain 
Hov.itzer mounted on a Prairie carriage and drawn by six mules went into 
::..::tjon. It fired two rounds before it was overrun by the Nez Perce. Of the 
cev.; of six, one individual. Corporal Sale, was killed; two others were wounded; 
~;d the remainder beat a ha.sty retreat back to the wagon train. 

Archeological e"idence of the howitzer episode consists of a military
s~·Je D-ring from a saddle girth, a lynch pin from a cannon carriage wheel, and 
cartridge cases and bullets found high on the slope to the west of the Siege 
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Area Fragments of sabot strapping for the explosive shells were recovered by 
Kermit Edmonds and a few additional possible fragments of strapping were 
found in 1991 in the same area. 

The most conclusive evidence of combat action in the area is the fire
arms data. Twenty .45nO-caliber cartridge cases (Figure 27) were found clus
ter~d in the vicinity of the Howitzer Area. These cases represented five differ
ent Springfield guns. One gun fired eleven of the rounds; one, four rounds; 
rv-io guns.. two rounds each; and one gun, only one round. 

Other firearms-related artifacts (Figures 28, 32, 34, 36) found near 
the H()9.itzer Area consist of unidentified bullet fragments, .45no bullets, .50/ 
70 bullets, .40 Sharps bullets, a .44 or .45 Sharps bullet, and .44 Winchester or 
Henry ballets. A variety of cartridge cases were also found. These include 
nine.~ rimfire cases that rep:-esent five individual Henry or Model 1866 Win
chester guns and fourteen .sono cases that represent eleven Springfields. Two 
of those cases, fired from the same gun. are .45nO-caliber and have split upon 
being fired in the larger caliber gun. In addition, a single percussion cap and 
the ramrod to a Model 1841 "Mississippi" rifle were recovered in the vicinity. 

:\s there were only six soldiers 'With the howitzer, it may be logical to 
< .. ssume that the .45no cases represent the soldiers and their position. If the 
ammunition mule attendant and the civilian guide were near the howitzer, 
then a total of eight men were in the vicinity. The ammunition mule attendant 
may have been armed with a shotgun. If the non-.45nO cases are assumed to 
represent the Nez Perce combatants, then at least eighteen different Nez Perce 
fired on the soldiers. Eleven were armed with .sono Springfields, five with 
. 44-caliber Henrys or Model 1866 Winchesters, and at least one each v.ith a 
.40-caliber Sharps and a .44- or .45-caliber Sharps firearm. It is also necessary 
to co!l.Sider that some Nez Perce were armed with captured .45no Springfields 
and perhaps some of those cases actually represent additional Nez Perce in
stf ;;.j of one of the six soldiers attached to the cannon. 

The Nez Perce cases and bullets were found all around the location of 
the soldiers' cases. This suggests the soldiers were nearly surrounded by the 
>ez Perce. There is a limited sugzestion of movement in the cartridge case 
distr.bution. There are five .45no cases, all fired in the same gun, that run in 
a line north of the main cluster of cases (Figure 26). These cases were fired in 
the same .45no that fired at least eleven of the soldier cases. Gibbon (Haines 
1991:76) in his official report of the battle states that Sergeants Daly and 
Fred..-ics as well as Corporal Sale made the best resistance possible before they 
were overrun. Perhaps the eleven cases and the evidence of movement of that 
gun represents one of those soldiers. 
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YellCM· \Volfs (McWhorter 1991:149-50) account of the howitzer in

cident identifies six mounted Nez Perce as responding to a scout's spotting of 

the cannon movement. Yellow Wolf and the other warriors had been near the 

Siege Arca when the howitzer was spotted. They rode up the hiJ1 and fired at 

the soldiers, killing one and driving the remainder away. Wattes Kunnin 

(McWhorter 1991:149) was also involved in the attack on the howitzer. He 

describes the incident by noting that two Nez Perce came down the hill to

wards the cannon wrule he rode up the hill. When he arrived at the cannon, 

only one soldier was left. He was firing, possibly over his shoulder, at the 

attackers. He "W-a5 killed. This may have been Corporal Sale. 

YelJorw· Wolf (McWhorter 1991:150-51) thought they had run off about 

ten or eleven sold.Jers in the howitzer and pack mule fight. He also believed 

that about 30 Nez Perce were gathered around the captured ammunition crates 

after the fight. The time interval between tht fight and the interview with 

McWhorter may, in YellO\V Wolf's mind, have exaggerated the total numbers 

of individuals involved. It is also possible Yellow Wolf collapsed two separate 

but closely spaced incidents into a single episode in the re-telling. But, Yellow 

Wolf appears to have remembered the ratio of Nez Perce to soldiers fairly 

well, if the archeological firearms data portray the fight accurately. 

Gibbon (Haines 1991:76) suggested the private soldiers, who were 

recent recruits and fled the howiLZer fight, were cowards who fled without a 

fight. The cartridge case evidence does point to limited firing by three indi

viduals who had .4Sno Springfields. Assuming that all .45no cases represent 

soldiers anc not Springfields in Nez Perce hands, the cartridge case distribu

tion patterns indicate the soldiers were outnumbered at least 2 to I by the Ne1.. 

Perce. The Nez Perce brought to bear, against the soldiers, at least eighteen 

firearms, including five repeating firearms. They also surrounded those using 

the .45no Springfields. The cowardice issue aside, the S<'ldiers with the how

itzer were surrounded by a force of superiorly armed Nez Perce. Their choice 

seems simple, they might fight to the death or retreat in the face of superior 

forces, and they chose the latter. 
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CONCLUSION 

General Observations 

The archeo1ogica1 evidence presented on the fight is supported more 
often than not by the testimony of the soldiers and Nez Perce bat~le partici
pants. \Vi th the eyev-itncss ac.counts available it migilt seem the archeological 
data would be redundant or superfluous, but it is precisely for this reason that 
the archeolo_. :- ;Ji data base is important. The archeological information re
covered from the Big Hole battlefield can be directly correlated with the his
tori c<.:.1 accounts. This correlation of archcolog.ical data and interpretations 
with tne historical accounts provides a means to assess the accuracy of the 
interpretations dra~-n from the archeological record. In essence, if the inter
pretations of the archeological record demonstrate positive c.orrelations v.ith 
the historical record. then the archeological interpretations are strengthened. 
A second point is that wher~ the historical record is incou:plete or even silent 
on individual movements, the archeological data may help to elucidate those 
indivi-iual movements or participation. 

Research Questions 

The archeological inve~tigations were guided by a research design 
developed at the outset of the project. A number of research questions were 
identified that appeared to be reasonable levels of inquiry. The research ques
tions were divided into three sections. The first dealt with is.sues relnted to 
park management the second with historical battle-related questions, and the 
third \\ith questions of particularism and matters of refining archeolngical 
theory. 

MANAGEME~-Y-RELATED QUESTIONS 

The park·s Statement for Management and Resource Management 
Plan, Cultural Component identified a number of specific topics that archco
logical research could address. 
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I. Identification of all archeological resources on the property. 

llus element of the project was a complete success. Aside from the 

battle-related remains, the project recorded evidence of homesteading, min

ing, road developmen4 irrigation projects, and public interpretation of the 

site. Ille battle-related materials are the subject of this report. The non

battle sites and objects are the subject of a future report. 

2. Refinement of the location of various components of lbe battle, including 

location and extent of the Howitzer Capture Area, further clarification of the 

location and extent of riflepits in the Siege Area, lines of attack, lines of re

treat location and extent of the Indian ViJ!age, and extent of the battle area. 

Ques6on 2 was successfully addressed. The lines of attack and re

treat were identified and new interpretations posited on Gibbon's tacticaJ or

ganization as seen in the archeological record. Oearly the archeological data 

expands and enhances the historical documentation. The archeological data 

also demonstrate that physical evidence can be used to identify combatant 

organiz.ation and/or fighting tactics. 

Riflepits, their associated artifacts, and the Howitzer Area were fur
ther identified and refined. The extent of the battle area was defined, except 

on the east side. The battle appears to have occurred mostly within the bound

aries of the park. However, some element of the battle may have been carried 

out to the e3.st of the park bound a.:. 1 • The historical documentation identifies 

the bluffs east of the park boundary as locations where the Nez Perce took 

sr1elter during the battle, and it is also known l:he Nez Perce utilized this area 
as an escape route when leaving the field. 

The location of the Village was refined and was determined to be 
within the boundaries of the park. The archeoiob:.....a1 evidence strongly sug

gests the historically identified location of tepees are only approximations and 

not !Jrecise. There appears to be limited archeological evidence for tepee 

s:tes in the form of "household artifacts" and their related distribution pat

terns. Additional research into this area may prove a fruitful endeavor in a 
future project. 

1-IlSTORICAL QUESTIONS 

1. Where are the attack perimeter J.nd lines? 
2. Where is the site of the Nez Perce Village? 
3. What are the t!!pee l.:x:ations and camp configuration? 
4 What was the area of the camp actually held by the soldiers? 
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5. Where is the soldiers' line of retreat to the Siege Area? 
6.. What is the extent of the Siege Area and number of riflepits dug? 
7. Did citizens and soldiers occupy different portiom of the Siege Area? 
8. Where is the Howitzer C~pture Area? 
9. What areas did the Nez Perce warriors occupy after abandoning the 
camp to the soldiers? 
10. What areas were occupied by the warriors to continue the harassing 
fire into the soldiers' lines while the camp retreated? 
11. Can the indMdual movement of combatants be identified? 

Each of these questions V<-llS addressed by the archeological evidence 
reo::t\-ered. The data and the results are detailed in the previous sections of 
+.i..: report. At least a portion of each question rould be addressed with the' 
dz!a recovered. In fact, most questions were answered with a plethora of 
lid~? The archeolcgical data were abundant for this project and meshed with 
the :ristorical documentation to a significant degree. In addition, the archeo
~~ data identified the l!ail Area as a probable site of a squad of men held 
in reserve. Those resexves may have played a role in covering the rather cha
otic retreat of the main elements of the command through the WillO'NS. The 
2.!'dleological data also demonstrated that combat did occur at the Howitrer 
_tu-ea_ The fighting that occurred there was rather one-sided as the soldiers 
~ outnumbered and outgunned by the Nez Perce during that episode. Fi
nal'.:".)" the archeological evidence supports the Nez Perce assertion that less 
tha:i fifteen of their number held. Gibbon's command at bay for over a day 
~ the army was entrenched in the Siege Area. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS NOT SPECIFlCALLY REIATED 
TO 1HE BATILE 

Feature Construction 

1. Were riflepits constructed differently by the soldiers and the citizens? 

There is no direct evidence that the roldiers' or volunteers' riflepits 
~-e:-e constructed differently. The artifactual and the historical evidence both 
}de'::itify the western pits a'i the site of most of the volunteers' entrenchments. 
1kre is no physical evidence to suggest they were dug in a different manner 
frocn those of the soldiers. 

2. Were riflepits dug according to the pattern prescribed in Edward Farrow's 
1881 guide for officers, Mountain Scouting? 
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The limited testing that occurred fully corroborates that the entrench

:'::J!:"n~ were dug in the prescribed manner. The physical appearance of the 

::::·maining riflcpits as well a.., the test excavations demonstrates that hasty en

::::nchments may have been expedient affairs, but they were dug in a pre

'5•:=-iocd manner. 

?:ist-deposi tional Considerations 

:. \\'hat is the scope and effect of later homesteading and agricultural 

~Jvities on the battlefield component of the site? 

The Indian Camp locale was reported to have been plowed or po~si

:-,_~. disturbed by agricultural activities in the !ate nineteenth and early twenti

;:::j centuries. There is no c\idencc of pl(J\J;ing in the valley area within the 

:;2.:"k houndary. The valley wa5 once a hayfield. and does have irrigation ditches 

~:_::through it, but was not plowed or othcrv.;i~c disturbed subsurface. A home-

3::::ad and a blacksmith shop were located in the area. The homestead site is in 
:::.J.:: \Villows Area west of the river. The blacksmith shop occupies part of the 

y:.:.uthern Camp Area. That area is disturbed. and the artifact patterns may 

bzve been partially disrupted in this area. 

Ba.tt!efield Modeling 

4. What changes or refinements need to be made to the Post-Civil War 

Bettle field Archeology Model as proposed by Scott et al. ( 1989) and Fox and 

5vJtt ( 1991 )? 'Ille model states that indi~idual, unit, and battlefield move

:::Jcnts can ~e reconstructed using pattern-recognition techniques. The model 

2:.1~ pr-:dicts i::crtain types of behavior \\ill be present, reflecting on the cul

:·...?.re. training, and organization of the combatant groups. 

Archcological studies of historic sites are often used in a confirma

:.:on role (Noel Hume 1969). Validation studies have been undertaken to de

:::-:-mine correlation levels of archeological and historical data. Several studies 
· S.:ott 1977; 1973) have shov.n the techniques of archeology to be a valid means 

: '.1 reconstruct events ot the past. These studies have also shown that no pre

:-:~e or onc-to~one correlation between an event's historical documentation 
::..:;d the archcological record is likely to exist. The level of correlation is often 

;:.---xc.:.clknt, hut each of the cv.·o data sources provides information not contained 

::; the other. It is at this point that the value of historical archeology becomes 
~?Parent. Historical archeology can add new details to the story, but its real 
·. :::.Jue is in the fact that it is not history. but anthropology. H?storicai archeol

'··b-Y is a means to study the recent past v.ith an eye toward gaining a greater 
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understanding of social and cultural behavior_ Jn the case of battJcficlds the 

focus of the study becomes cultural approaches to conflict. \\'ith the Big Hole 

as "'-t:il as other Indian Wars battle sites the opportunity is to study the particu

lars ;md general trends of disparate cultures in conflict. 

At the Big Hole the majority of army cartridge cases arc clustered in 

spatially discrete units that arc easily defined. These discrete spatial patterns 

cka:Jy correlate with the historically documented elements of the battle and 

:-ncre importantly, they correlate with specific units knov.:n to have occupied 

those !X>Sitions. 

The archeological data correlates v.ith the historic documentation at 

2.n r;x..::eptional level for the Big Hole study. There is evidence of combat at the 

site 2....'1d it appears to have been conducted bet\l;cen tv.·o different groups. The 

di~ete spatial distribution data, primarily drawn from the matching cartridge 

ca..'C ::..-idcncc, adds a tremendous amount of detail. The di.scrcte spatial data 

correlates with the historic accounts on nearly every point. There arc no sig

nifio ...... '1t conflicts between the tvlo data sets The gross pattern analysis and 

the identification of unit patterns that can be ascribed to identified unit posi

tions validate the archcologiral record's ability to correctiy interpret historic 

e·.,,e:n:s.. In the realm of validation studies the degree of correlation between 

the data set and the historic documentation borders on the incredible. 

In addition the Big Hole study has added ('.l,·o new components to the 

Pos1-Ci\·il \Var Battlefield Pattern: the role of artillery and the identification 

of t.be Nez Perce Village site. In the case of the ho\\itzer there was direct 

e\.id::::ncc of its presence in the form of sabot strapping. Had the area not been 

d.isrurbed by relic hunters perhaps more archeological data might have been 

found. Although limited, the evidence for the use of artillery is present on the 

fidd md can be interpreted. 

The Nez Perce Village evidence is represented by a wide variety of 

pe~nal and camp equipage artifacts. Their presence alone. \\ith0ut the knowl

edge of tepee sites would have alerted us to the presence of a camp or village . 

. .\rchcology has long been involved in the study of prehistoric and historic 

Indian camps and villages. The Big Hole data confirm such a presence can be 

re:cng.r1izcd in a battle. situation. 

Archt:ological investigations at Little Bighorn Battlefield National 

.\11xmmcnt provided a new pcr~pcctivc on the various clements of the Battle 

C'f t!Je Little Bighorn. Those investigations led to the dc\·clopmcnt of a Post

er-.-.; \Var Battlefield Model (Fox and Scott I 991 ). The Big Hole battlefield 

sr.u~y demonstrates thi.: utility of that model. Combatant positions have been 
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!dentified, firearms identified and quantified, and the sequence of events has 

~~n elu"'idated; history has been enhan~ and in some areas revised. 

Archeological investigations are a part of the field of anthropology. 
Tb:: goal of anthropology is to define the culture of man and how man uses his 
e::!l'\'i.ronment, how he interacts with other social groups, and to define broad 

::an.ems or rules of culture. This studv has focused on the historical recon

~-::-uction of bat+Je events using arc:heol~cal methods. In the field of histori
a:J ;rrc!:Jeology this is known as historical particularism. It is a valid goal of 

:-esearch, but it is not the only goal. 

Fox and Scott's (1991) definition of a Post-Civil Wa! Battlefield Pat
~ is predicated upon an axiom basic to archeological investigation. Human 
~ha"ior is patterned. Behavioral patterns are expressed through individual 
~iors that are constrained by the norms, values, sanctions, and statuses 
?:Y1r·erning the group within which the indi\-idual operates. Among standing 
~~es, military groups are rigidly defined and hierarchically ordered; they 

a:=e kss well defined among guerrilla forces, arid individual behavioral roles 
z::re structured accordingly. Thus in \lt<lifare, tactica.1 operations, both defen
~t>: and offensive, precipitate individual behaviors that are carried out within 
~nd on behalf of the military unit to which the individual belong.s. War tactiCSy 

•-±ridl represent .patterned behavior, indude establishment of positions and 
:he deployment and movement of combatants. The residues of tactics in war·· 
ze. artifacts, features, and their contextual relationships, should aiso be pat
:emed and reflect details of battlefield behavior. 

That behavior is clearly reflected at the Big Hole. The distribution of 
.~- <i'.'Jidge cases and bullets attests to the stn1ctmed organization of the 
..,.,iht.rry uni'L at the beginning of the battle. The archeological data was able to 

~· that Gibbon organized his command into wings and deployed and em

?1oyed them according to the prescribed tactics of the day. The archeological 
~·'idence also demonstrates that Gibbon's tactical organization dissolved after 

~ attack on the Village. Some semblance of order was restored during the 
:::itia1 stages of the retreat through the Willows, but that order disintegrated 
::1e deeper into the willows and swampy ground the command retreated. Gib
:xm regained control of the command when they reached the Siege Area. Order 
~tactical resolve are evident in the organization of the entrenchments and 
:.'"le minimal movement of individuals in those entrenchments. 

The archeological data also tell the tale of the Nez Perce. Their com
·::-<.t strategy was much more individual oriented and the artifact distributions 
::lefi."litely reflect this. The firearms artifacts demonstrate the Nez Perce were 
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armed with a variety of firearms, perhaps sixteen different types. Most appear 

to have been cartridge firearms types, but older muzzle-loading firearms, in

duding at least two ModeJ 1841 "Mississippi" rifles, were present in the battle. 

lbe Nez Perce dispersed during the initial attack, taking cover and refuge 

east., north, and south of the Village as the situation dictated. RalJied by their 

leaders the warriors fought from available cover, firing into Gibbon's exposed 

position in the V1Uage. Once Gibbon began his retreat, the Nez Perce pressed 

the attack individually as well as through sniping activities. The individual 

fighting style of the Nez Perce served them well in the combat on the Retreat 

Linc. They were able to keep pressure on the command from numerous sides, 

causing a tactical disintegration of Gibbon's command structure. Gibbon had 

no physically unified enemy to focus his fire upon, thus disrupting the 

command's ability to function in a normal military mode. 

Even \ltith Gibbon's more organized defense of the Siege Ar~a, the 

Nez Perce \\•ere able to keep the command at bay with less than fifteen \ ' :"3.i'

riors through the day of August 10. The archeological evidence identifil!S t~1e 

corrr...mand's position as well as positions of the Nez Perce. The warriors took 

ad\'2.Dtage of the terrain and available cover to fire into Gibbon's entrench

rr.ents. The archeological data demonstrate the culturally prescribed and dif

ferent fighting be~iors of the tv.·o comhatant groups. Thus when inooidual 

patterns are integrated, unit patterns emerge, and this patterning is recogniz

abk on the battlefield. 

The integration of individual patterns provided the basis on which 

unit patterns were constructed. This involved tracing positions and move

ffierits, but at the unit-pattern level. lr1 effect, the deployment of combat units 

~-as identified and trau.,d archeologically. 

The Battle of the Big Hole prO\~des a relevant application of the Post

Cnil War Battlefield Pattern for several reasons. The artifact inventory, in

cluding ammunition components. was readily amenable to the kind of analy

se:; necessary in establishing the pattern. The Big Hole battle furnishes a test 

of the Post-Civil War Battlefield Pattern as it applies to two types of military 

organization virtually at polar c~iJOsites, lhe rigid military structure and the 

comparatively unstructurc0. indiv~dually baseo tactics of the Nez Perce. 

It is also i . .mportan · .c: :tter<.te that t11e'1.. data exist in a recognizable 

form in space on a fick~ 0f b . . ~ 1e the p!;:.-~ when: organization is supposedly 

least likely to eus· ~n ·. . ' --<•-•'-· those 01ganizati0ns and culturally opposing 

forces are recog.-:~:.: _1JJ,• . T.;is study then becomes another step in defining the 

archeological aspect 0f ~i1e a.ithropology of war. 
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Chapter 7 

ARTIFACT DF.SCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS 

The archeological investigations at Big Hole National Battlefield 
yielded a wide variety of artifacts. The majority of specimens recovered 
can definitely be attributed to the battle, while the remainder are mainly 
related to the post-battle era. These latter artifacts represent items lost or 
discarded by visitors to the field, as well as items relating to the early home
s.teading and mining, and to the administration of the site by the Forest Ser
.,.ice and the National Park Service. 

This chapter consists of a description and anaJysis of the artifacts from 
the archeological inventory. The emphasis of these descriptions is or the battle
related artifact~ but the post-battle artifacts are also described. One artifact 
category that includes both battle-related and post-battle items is knives (Fig
ure 40). The majority of artifacts recovered a.ce bullets and cartridge cases, 
and the majority of these are battle-related artifacts. Because of the large 
quantity of firearms-related artifacts recovered, the description and analysis 
emphasizes that artifact type. A number of firearms-related artifacts were 
found on the battlefieid by Don Rickey, Aubrey Hain~ Kermit Edmonds, 
and others. These were collected, cataloged, and placed in the Battlefield 
co!1ections. These were also examined and analyzed in conjunction with this 
project. Where these artifacts are discussed, the Big Hole catalog number is 
given with a "c" appended to the number to identify it as a Big Hole collection 
item. This approach was necessary, since some collection numbers and ar
cheological field specimen numbers numerically overlap. 

Arms and Ammunition Used in the Battle 

The bullets and cartridge ca.:;es from the archeological investiga
tions were subjected to comparative firearms identification analysis in order 
ro determine the minimum number of weapon types present, and the mini
mum number of individual firearms within each weapon type. The analyses 
;xesented below are discussed by weapon type as ide:ntified using firearm 
dass characteristic. The minimum number of weapons within each type 
are enumerated in each discussion. It is important to emphasize that these 
are minimum figures based on the artifact sample :recovered during the 
a:-c.beological work at Big Hole Battlefield. 
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In general, we found most cartridge cases could be sorted to type and 

indi~idual guns, although some, particularly the .4SnO--caliber cartridge cases, 

wen: too corroded to identify beyond type. The bullets, on the other hand, 

were generally too corroded by lead oxides to sort beyond the weapon type. 

Tne process of microscopic comparison of each cartridge case to every other 

can..-idge case of the same caliber, as well as each bullet, is very time-consum

ing. but results are worth the effort as ~ill be seen in the following discussion. 

L . S. RIFLE MODEL 1841, by Dick HMtr.on 

One of the most important artifacts found during the project was a 

ilrearrr. ~ FS 1117) discovered near the northwest edge of the Nez Perce ::amp 

~ite in the roots of a willow tree Jocatt:d in an old slough (Figure 22). 

Tne weapon is a U.S. Rifle Model 1841 (Hicks 1961:70). With the 

::xception of the walnut stock, the rifle was found nearly intact and sdl as

sernbkd. Tht; metal parts included the iron barrel, lock, trigger assembly, 

°t}and retaining springs, ramrod retaining spring, brass barrel bands. trigger 

guard. and patch box cover. However, the rifle's heavy brass butt plate and 

tv.·o iron butt plate .screws were not located even after a very thorough search 

of the area. 

The patch box cx,ver was found near the trigger guard and in an open 

position. The cover was hinged away from the stock. ]ne patch box was origi

nally located on the right side of the stock near the butt. We also observed 

U1at th~ trigger guard is slightly bent. The bent trigger guard and the location 

of the patch box wver lead to the speculation that the rifle's stock may have 

been smashed or intentionally broken at the \\-TISt. 

During the soldiers· retreat from the \ liJlage they gathered up rifles 

from their dead and wounded comrades and other weapons found in the 

~ez Perce Village. In the retreat the sun-iving soldiers broke the stocks and 

reportedly threw them into the river (Haines 1991 :72) in order to avoid hav

ing them used against the command. The Model 1841 Rifle may be one of 

weapons destroyed during the retreat. 

This type of rifle was first patterned and constructed at Harpers 

Fe:-ry .-\rs.:nal 3nd approved by the Ordnance Department in 1841, thus the 

mode l designation of 1841 (Gluckman 1965: 182). Harpers Ferry Arsenal 

and fiYt: private contractors produced 70. 796 rifles of this model between 

1346 and 1855 (Flayderman 1980:4-15). It was first issued to the U.S. Regi

ment of Mounted Riflemen and the First Mississippi Regiment commanded 
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Figure 40. Distribution of knives found during the investigations. 
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by Jefferson Davis during the War with Mexico. The rifle soon proved to be 
an excellent weapon in the hands of the elite Regiment of Mounted Riflemen. 
Jc gained its commonly referred to nickname of"Mississippi Rifle" during the 
famous Battle of Buena Vista where Davis's troops used it with good effect 
(Arnold 1973:14-21). The rifles also saw much service during the Civil War. 

The rifle had a 33-inch barrel with seven-groove rifling. The .54-cali
ber rifle fued a patched spherical ball using 75 grains of black JXJWder. Many 
Model 1841 Rifles were later rebored to .58-caliber with 3-groove rifling in 
order to fire the new .58-caliber hollow-hased Minnie bullets which were in
troduced in 1855. The rifle has always been considered by arms scholars~~ 
the most handsome of the U.S. military shoulder anns ever issued. The fa
mous .. Mississippi" rifle with its bra~ mountings and the brass-framed Henry 
and Model 1866 Winchester were very eye-appealing and highly sought after 
by Indians (Harmon 1987:73). 

In 1877 the army (1879 Ordnance Department, Ordnance Notes 
115) required the various frontier departments to assemble and forward to 
Springfield Armory guns captured from various hostile Indian groups. About 
400 guns were turned in, and a.-nong those were several Model 1841 "Mis
sis.siJJ!)i"' Rifles. Some ~e still retained by the army at Springfield Armory 
National Historic Site and Rock Island Arsenal Museum. A captured Model 
1841 Rifle at Rock Island Arsenal WdS found to still be loaded with a heavy 
charge of black powder, a round bali, and wad of horse blanket when it was 

cleaned in 1960 (Dorsey 1977:40). 

The archeological specimen was alterf!d from its original configu
ration. The front sight is missing, although the sight's dovetail is still evi
dent. The rear sight has been moved forward five inches from its original 
location. The original dovetail is filled ir: with an iron piece. The present 
rec.-:- sight is too badly corroded to determine if it is the original military sight 
or a replacement. Both sling swivels on the stock's underside have been 
removed. The swivel on the trigger guard is missing, although the mount

ing s·~ud is still present. The mounting stud on the front barrel band has 
been entirely filed away. 

ll.1e front trigger guard screw is missing and, as noted previously, 
the ~d is bent. A small piece of lead, crudely shaped to fit the front tip of 
the trigger guard, was found near the trigger guard. The lead piece retains 
a small iron wood screw. This lead piece is apparently a repair patch meant 
to hold the trigger guard in place on the stock. 
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Two screws originally held the Jockplate secure to the stock. The for-
11rard screw ;s missing. 1bere is no damage to the lockplate or the sideplate 
!b!"ough which the screw passed, so it is likely the screw was deliberately re
:::noved some time before the gun was lost or destroyed. The butt plate and 
!C"CWS are completely absent. 

The barrel was radiographed (Figure 23) to determine if it still con
tained a load. The radiograph confirmed the piece is loaded with two super
i:mposed charges. One charge appears to be a conical bullet, and the second is 
a round ball abutting t.'1e bullet. It is not uncommon to multiple-load a mU1Zle
loading weapon during the heat of battle. Numerous Civil War arms were 
~n to have been multiple-loaded in combat situations, sometimes with 
disastrous results. The radiograph s~·ed the barrel and the bullets tc be 
~ily oxidized. An attempt was made to measure the bore and bullet diam
~-~ to determine the caliber. Both were too oxidized to deternilne if the 
?~ is .54 or .58 caliber. The presence of a conical bullet may suggest the 
g:m had been altered to .58-caliber. However, the majority of round balls 
found during the archeological investigations are .54-caliber. Th.is may sug
g=:st the Model 1841 Rifle was not altered to a larger caliber. 

The regular army troops, Seventh U.S. Infantrf and Second U.S. Cav
alr)·, ~-ere armed \\ith the regulation sOOulder arm during the battle, the Model 
1873 Springfield rifle and carbine. The volunteers had been issued the Model 
i868 breech-loading .SO-caliber Sprinsfield rifle (Haines 1991:36-37). The 
~.{odel 1841 Rifle was obsolete by this time, and there is very little likelihood 
it would have been issued to volunteer troops. The Army's Ordnance Depart
ment wouid not have issued a muzzle-loading rifle to regular troops for com
bat purposes. 

The modifications found on the rifle would not have been allowed if 
it ~-as issue'1 to the volunteers. The modifications and the knowledge of the 
arms of the ; ~gulars and volunteers engaged in the battle lead to the con
clusion that the Model 1841 Rifle found in the slough was one of the Nez 
Perce guns. At least one other Mode! 1841 Rifle was also present at the 
battle. A Moclel 1841 Rifle ramrod, identjcal to the specimen found in the 
slo-ugh, was recovered several years ago near the Howitzer Area on Battle 
Mountain (Haines 1991:82). 

CAUBER.360 

The deteriorated fragments of a relatively large quantity of unfired 
_360-caliber ammunition (Figures 14. 25, 41a) were recovered in a slight swale 
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near the northern and western extent of the Village Area. Many of the car

tridges had deteriorated due to exposure to fire, leaving only bullets and case 

heads. Some bullets were melted by the fire. 

Ten buJJets, thirty-five case heads, three primers, two primer anvils 
(Tuble 2), and a numbt: of thin br~ case body fragment; were found. 'These 

components represent an English sporting rifle big game or express cartridge. 

The original c.n trid5re is known as the .360-caliber, 2 3/4 inch boxer. The 
.... .... 

cartridge was dt!veioped in the 1870s and wa..~ originally a paper-covered rolled 

I also incorrectly called foil wrapped) thin brass case with a heavier brass base. 

Tbe cartridge was primed with a boxer-type primer in a battery-style cup. The 

bullet is smooth-bodied v.ith a flat base and a hoJlow point filled with a wooden 

plug (Hoyem 1991 :124). 

The bu!Ict is an explosive typ\!. Explosive bullets were developed 

during the Civil \Var and most involved the use of a ~rcussion cap in the 

D•)Se over an explosive charge. The express bu!lett represented by the 

_.:.6()-caliber, was devel~d for hunting larger game. The purpose of the 

.::r:press bullet was to give greater bullet expansion when it hit its i:1tended 

:.arget. The expansion caused greater tissue damage on impact (Peterson 
I %4:70). During the nineteenth century the term explosive bullet was used 

interchangably to mean a bullet that actually e':ploded on contact or a bullet 

that was dcsigneJ to expand on contact. 

Ta')l.g 2 .. 360-caliber cases and bullets. 

Case Heads: 
2AOc, 849c, 850c, 851c, 2029, 2030, 2031, 2032, ~:; . ~J . :;:'(:<34, ?.035, 2037, 2038. 

·~:'40, 2130, 2134, 21 ~ 2148, 2151' 2154, 2155, :: \ :; ~· I 21 •&;:, 2167 r 2168, 2169, 

~ 1 70, 2172, 2173, 2174, 2175, 2180, 2182, 2185, 2i -~ · ~) 

Bullets: 
54&:, 847c, P48c. 1114, ;,~ ~)36, 21 :>:\ '.2150, 2158, 2178, 2179 

Case p,..;r:1ars: 
2 1 31 .2: ~2 . 2157 

Primer .\r'. vils: 
2 ~ 58, 2183 
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SHARPS .40- A.i'ID .45-CALIBER 

The Sharps firearm, produced in a number of different calibers and 
models,\.\ ,!<; patented in 1852 and remained a very popular military and com
mercial firearm for the next 50 years. It was produced in both percussion and 
cartridge models. Its popularity was due to its accuracy arsd its reputation for 
ha\ing effea..~·e stopping power. Particularly in the larger calibers it was the 
favored gun ot big game hunters on the plains and in the West in general 
(Gluckman 1965:230.268; Barnes 1989:139). 

\\'eapons manufactured by Sharps fired only two of the .sono car
tridg~ cases recovered. These are discussed ·with the .50/70-caliber compo-
:1ents. 

There were three types of distinctive .40-caliber Sharps bullets found 
f Sellers I :ji8 )· The first (FS1353. 1633) has a flat nose, flat base, and three 
cannelures: the second (FS1342, 1865: mt1::.:~.00med at the nose but has a 
hollow ba..-..e and is smooth bodied for a p:tper pa:i:~i~ the thjrd (FS2076) is also 
mushroomed but has a flat base and three knurled cannelures. The three 
bullets have the distinctive Sharps sporting rifle land and groove imprints. 

w Jl I ;a;b a c 
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Figure 41. Various caliber bullets. a .. 360 bullet, b . . 44 
bullet. c . . ~ or A5 Sharps bullet, d.-g .. 50 bullets . 
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There is one .44-
or 45-caliber Sharps 
bullet (FS1864) (Figure 
41 c ). The bullet's diarr,
eter is about .46 ir.:h, 
but it is slightl~ · de
formed. The bul:et has 
a hollow base with a 
smooth body for paper 
patching. '"'..he nose is 
deformer~ by impact. 
The Ian Js and grooves 
indicc '.e it was fired in 
a Sh::trps sporting rifle. 

The bullet distri
bution suggests that 
Sharps were used south 
of the village, fired at 
the soldiers on the 'frail, 
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SHARPS .40- AND .45-CALIBER 
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and used against the Howitzer. While the Sharps sporting rifle bullets are 

few, their distribution is consistent with other calibers. 

COLT .41-CALJBER 

A single holl0\\1-base .41-caliber bullet (FS 1483) was reruvered. This 

bullet retains the Colt left-hand rifling marks. The .41-caliber Long Colt was 

introduced in 1877 (Barnes 1989:242) for the Colt Lightning revolver. Al
though it is chronologically possible that a gun of this caliber could have been 

present at the battle. the fact this bullet was found in the Siege Area where so 

many post-battle cartridge cases and bullets were found suggests it is non

battle related. 

HE~"RY OR WINGIESTER MODEL 1866 .44-CALIBER, by Dick Harmon 

There a::-e twelve .44-caliber rimfire cases (Figure 42a)in the Big Hole 

collection and fOlli-t.een additional cases were recovered during the archeo

logical project (T.Wle 3 ). The 26 cases fall into three varieties. The majority 

are the long ca.3e variety \\-ith a raised " ff" headstamp in a circular depre~ion. 
The other varieties are long case with no headstamp and a long case with a 

raised "'U"' head.stamp. The raised "H" headstamp indicates a Winchester 

manufacture. Th.is headstamp dates 1860 to 1890 (Barber 1987). The raised 

"U'"' V.d.S manufactured by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company. The 

headstamp was only used between 1875 and 1878 (Barber 1987). These cases 

are likely to be battle associated. The .44-ca.liber bullets relating to these cases 

are described in the following section 

The .44-caliber Henry rimfire cartridge was developed in the late 1850s 

by B. Tyler Henry, the plant superintendent for Oliver Winchester at the New 
Haven Arms Company. The company's name was changed to Winchester 

R ~peating Arms Company in the mid-1860s. Herny also developed the first 

successful repeating rifle that would fire this cartridge by improving Smith & 
Wesson's Volcanic repeating arms which was a failure due to the small caliber 

and the extraction problems. Henry's conception of a flexible claw-shaped 
extractor was probably the most important single improvement leading t.o the 

success of the Henry Repeating Rifle and its .44-caliber rimfire cartridge. 

There were approximately 100,000 firearr.1s of the .44 Henry rimfire 

caliber that could have been on the frontier in 1877. The Henry rifle gained its 

popularity during the Civil War but was replaced shortly thereafter with what 
Winchester advertised as the "Improved Henry,'' the Model 1866 Winchester. 
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and used against the Howitzer. \\'bile the Sharps sporting rifle bullets are 

few, their distribution is consistent with other calibers. 

COLT Al-CALIBER 

A single hollow-base .41-caliber bullet (FSl 483) was recovered. This 

bullet retains the Colt left-hand rifling marks. The .41-caliber Long Colt was 

introdure.,j in 1877 (Barnes 1989:242) for the Colt Lightning revolver. Al

though !t is chronologically possible that a gun of this caliber could have been 

present at the battle. the fact this bullet was found in the Siege Area where so 

many P'L"l:St-battk cartridge cases and bullets were found suggests it is non

battle rdated. 

HE'-~Y OR \\'1NCHESTER MODEL 1866 .44-CAIJBER, by Dick Harmon 

There are tv.:eJve .44-caliber rimfire cases (Figure 42a) in the Big Hole 

collection and fourteen additional cases were recovered durin5 the archeo

logical project fTable 3 ). The 26 cases fall into three varieties. The majority 

are the long case variety v.ith a raised ·'H" head.stamp in a circular depression. 

The other vmeties are long case v.ith no headstamp and a long case with a 

raised -r- headstamp. The raised "H" head.stamp indicates a Winchester 

manufacture. This headstamp dates 1860 to 1890 (Barber 1987). The raised 

-i;- v.-as manuf.'.!ctured by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company. The 

headstarnp v.a.s only used between 1875 and 1878 (Barber 1987). These cases 

are likely to be battle associated. The .44-caliber bullets relating to these cases 

are described in the following section. 

The .44-caliber Henry rimfire cartridge was developed in the late 1850s 
by B. Tyier Henry, the plant superintendent for Oliver Winchester at the New 

Haven Arms Company. The company's name was changed to Winchester 

Repeatmg Arms Company in the mid-1860s. Henry also developed the first 

successful repeating rifle that would fire this cartridge by improving Smith & 
\Vesson·5 Volcanjc repeating arms which was a failure due to the small caliber 

and the extraction problems. Henry's conception of a flexible claw-shaped 

exi:actor wac;, probably the 111ost important single improvement leading to the 

success of the Henry Ref.x:!ating Rifle and its .44-caliber rimfire cartridge. 

There were approximately 100,000 firearms of the .44 Henry rimfire 

caliber L~at could have been on the frontier in 1877. The Henry rifle gained its 

populan:y during the Civil War but was replaced shortly thereafter with what 
Winchester adv'!rtised as the "Improved Henry,'' the Model 1866 Winchester. 
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Table 3 .. 44-caliber rimfite cases. 

F.ek:t Specimen Headstarll> Firing Pin Fired in 
0< Collection Imprints Gun Type 

Number 

174c H 2 Henry* 
353c u single Cott 1860 
415c H 1 Henry 
422c H 1 Henry 
424c H 4 Henry 
430c H 2 Henry 
431c H 1 Henry 
433c H 1 Henry 
434c H 1 Henry 
708c none 3 Henry 
715c none 1 Henry 
1342c H 1 Henry 
1033 H unfired 
1044 H 7 Henry 
1045 H 7 Henry 
1260 H 2 Henry 
1291 none 8 Henry 
1292 H 2 Henry 
1293 H 4 Henry 
1294 H 5 Henry 
1354 H single Colt 1872 
1471 u 1 Henry 
1~~5 H unfired 
19~8 H 1 Henry 
2093 u 1 Henry 
2097 H 1 Henry 

• = Henry or Model 1866 Winchester rifle or cart:>ine. 

The "Improved Henry'' was easier to load, lighter in weight, and it was pro
duced in three variations. 

Both weapons were very popular on the frontier during the 1870s and 
highly sought after by the Indians, not only for their rapid firing ability, but 
they were also very eye·a!Jt1CaliDg (Parsons 1955:69). They were often called 
.. Yellow Boy" or "Yellow Frre Stick" by the Indians. 
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Figure 42. Various calibe·r cartridge cases. 
<: .• ..W rimfire Henry case. b . .56/50 Spencer 
:.:ase. c. complete .45no cartridge. d. AS'.10 
:::ase. c .. 50170 case. 

The first Henry cartridges 
were manufactured by the New 
Haven Arms Company. The car
tridge had a copper case, a length 
of 0.82 inch, a round nose lcdd 
projectile 0.443 inch in diameter, 
and a weight of 210 grains, with a 
black powder charge of 25 grains. 
The total length of the cartridge 
assembled was l.363 inches. The 
base of the case had no 
headstamp. In 1862 the company 
introduced another Henry car
tridge and referred to it a~ the .44 
Henry Flat because of its flat-nose 
bullet. It weighed '.216 grains. This 
was the first cartridge case to bear 
the letter H as a headstamp in 
honor of Henry. The raised letter 
H is in a circular depression in the 
center of the base of the case 
(McDov.·ell 1984:35-6). The flat
nose-bullet variation was desigr1ed 
to Jessen the danger of C)..-plosion 
in the magazine tube (Williamson 
1952:28). Manufacture cf this car-
tridge after 1865 was on a wide 

scale in America and Europe, owing to the popularity of the Henry Rifle and 
t..'1e \Vinchester Model 1866, the latter being an improvement of the Hem; 
tHoyem 1981:129). With such a large number of manufacturers the cartridge 
varied in case dimensions and projectile shapes, having at least nine different 
variations (McDowell 1984:63-4 ). 

The tendency for this rimfire ammunition to misfire was a serious 
probkm in the early development cf cartridge firearms. Henry designed a 
double firing pin for his repeating rifle that would strike the rim of the car
tridge at points on opposite sides. The firing pins were wedge-shaped, each 
being located on one side of the breech pin collar. The collar was threaded 
into the breech pin, which was designed to move a fraction of an inch forward 
and rearward during firing. Both the Henry Rifle and its improved version. 
the ~fodcl 1866 Winchester. had firing pins that were exactly alike in shape 
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and dimensions (Madis 1979:97). Tne firing pins were Jess pointed on some 
.\f odel 1866s between serial numbers 24,000 and 26,000 but were changed back 
to their original shape due to misfire problems (Madis 1979:79). 

E.ven ·;.·ith the double-strike firing pin used in the Henry and Win
chester Modei 1866 rifles, these weapons were still ~rone to misfires. If the 
breech pin -w-a.s djrty or rusty, a very hard blow was required before the firing 
pins would penetrate the rim of the cartridge deeply enough to detonate the 
primer. This problem is very evident on the cartridges and cartridge c..ases 
listed in Tabk .3. Eleven cases bear more than one set of the double-strike 
fi.1.~1g pin marks. indicating misfires. One case, FS1291, has eight sets of firing 
pin marks. Two cases (FS1044. 1045) have seven sets: one (FS1294 ), five sets; 
rwo (424c, FS1293), four sets: one (70Sc). three sets; and three (174c, 430c, 
FS1260) , two sets. Some of the cases show the bulging of the head which is 
o.;mrnonly founJ on fired .44 Henry cases. This is the res·Jlt 0f the failure of 
the breech bolt. in either the Henry or Model 1866, to fit snugly against the 
face of the ch.amber; it is not the result of being fired in one model or the 
other. 

The large number of misfires brings up some interesting facts. Spac
ing of the firing pin marks on these cases indicate they were rotated in the 
chamber slightly each time they were fired. This was not a easy task to per
form v.ith loaded cartridges in a Henry and Winchester Model 1366, as ex
perimentation has shown. If the finger le·. er is gently thrCMn down when ex
tracting the cartridge, the case \\ill drop back onto the cartridge lifter and it 
caI1 be inserted by hand back into the chamber. One must also look at the base 
of the c:!.Se and rotate the misfire marks away from the firing pins. This all 
takes time. Th.is leads to the speculation that these misfires were repeatedly 
cii.:-~mbered until they finally were fired at some point in the battle when war
riors had plenty of time for single-shot reloading or they were running low on 
ammunition and tried the misfires t.:ntil thev detonated. 

Five cases (FS1260. 1291. 1292. 1293, 1294) fired from the same 
weapon all have multiple sets of firing pin marks, leading us to believe that 
th.is weapon <v(!S malfunctioning. The same may be true for the gun firing 
CG.~s 42-k and FS1044. These cases have two and seven firing pin marks 

.... ' 
:-e-s:yectivdy. FS1045 also has seven firing pin marks, while the case it matches, 
.t31 c. has oniy one set. 

Two,_ 'the .44-caliber cartridge cases bear only a single firing pin mark 
tTabk 4 ). whjch indicates thev were fired from firearms other than the H<>nrv - . ) 

ch2.mbercd for the .44-calibcr rimfire. The two were fired in the Colt Model 
1s-1 Open Top Revolver (FS1354) and a Colt Model 1860 Conversion (353c). 
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Firearms identification procedures determined that there are ten individual 
Henry or Winchester Model 1866 guns, one Colt Model 1872 Open Top re
volver, and one C.olt .Model 1860 Conversion revolver represented by the 26 
cases. The beads of two unfired cartridges (FS1033 1525) were also noted. 
These heads represent the remains of corroded cartridges. 

The distribution of .44-caliber rimfire cases suggests a Nez Perce as
sociation, v.ith one posgbJe exception. lbree arc:heoJogical cases were found 
east of the Village, six south of the Village, one in the Howitzer Area, and four 
around the Siege Area. The Big Hole collections cases were distributed one 
in the Village, two south of the Village, one in the Siege Area, and the rest 
around the Howitzer Area Cases (FS 1044, 1045) representing two individual 
.44-caliber rim.fire gum were used at the northeast side of the Village. These 
guns were then used in the fight at the Howitzer Area, as they match cases 
found there (FS1044 to 424c and FS1045 to th~ group 415c,422c,431c). Sev-

Table 4 .. 44-caliber r.mfire cartridge case matches. 

Henry or Wli1chester Model 1866 

1. 174c*, 1918•* 
2. 415c, 422c. 431 c, 1045 
3. 424c, 1044 
4 . 430c, 433c, 434c 
5. 708c 
6. 715c 
7 . 1342c 
8. 1260. 1291. 1292, 1293, 1294, 1471 
9. 2093 
10.2097 

Co:t Model 1860 Conversion 

j . 353c 

Cott Model 1872 Open Top 

1. 1354 

* = numbers followed by ·c· identify Big Hole collection artifacts. 
**=these numbers represent archeofogical Field Specimen nurrbers. 
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era! other cases were found in or south of the ViJJage Area. Big Hole collec
tion case 174c, found in the Village, also matches to FS1918 found in the How
itzer Area. Cases 708c and 715c represent two guns used south of the Village. 
ArcheologicaJ specimens FS1260, 1291, 1292, 1293, 1294, all fired in one gun, 
~'ere also found sou th of the Village. FS 1260 was found on the river bank and 
the others in the WilJows about 200 yards south. They were in close proximity. 
FS1471, which matches to this group, was recovered in the western part of the 
Siege Area. Two cases (FSW3, 2097) representing clifferent guns were found 
east of the Siege Area. Cases 430c, 433c, and 434c, which represent one gun, 
~:ere found in the Howitzer Area. At least one other .44-caliber repeater is 
represented in the HO\'ritzer A.r'!a by case 1342c. 

The case (353c) representing the Model 1860 Colt Conversion was 
found near one of the riflepits in the Siege Area. 1l1is suggests this gun may 
r..zve belonged to on~ of the soldiers or volunteers. Finally, the case (FS1354) 
representing the Model 18'72 Colt Open Top revoiver was found south of the 
\-1llage. 111e distributions and cross-matches indicate one :revolver and three 
different .44-caliber repeating rifles were used in or near the Village. One 
re"\.·olver and tv.·o repeatinr rifles were used in or near the Siege Area, and five 
repeating rifles were used in the fight at the Siege Area. One gun used in the 
fig.ht at the Village was also used in the fight at the Siege Area. lbrce repeat
e;-s used in the Village were also used in the fight at the Howitzer Area. These 
Cistributions indicate that several individuals were in-valved at more than one 
location during the battle. These individuals moved significant distances around 
:he field of battle. 

CALIBER .44 BlJLLETS ;200 GRAIN) 

There were fourteen .44-caliber bullets (Figure 41b) recovered. They 
are of the type used in .44-caliber rimfire ammunition, but some of them may 
have been fired from the early .44/40-caliber center-fire ammunition. The5e 
are described separately from their related cartridges and cases, due to the 
fact they could have been fired from either type of ammunition. 

Several builets bear rifling marks clear enough to identify as having 
been fired from either the Henry rifle or Winchester Models 1866 and 1873. 
Toe rifling in thes(; weap<:nis is five-groove right-hand twist. Some Henrys in 
the serial number range of 17,000-22,000 had six-groove right-hand tv.1st ri
fling (Madis 1979:113). At least one bullet (FS1061) has the six-groove rifling 
marks. 
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There arc four variations of bases and cannelures of tile .44-caliber 

b-ullets: sincle cannclure-flat base (FS1567, 1954), tv.·o knurled cannelure-flat 

b-l!tSe (FS1061, 1074, 2077, 2084), three cannelure-raised base (341c, 359c, 

13~.::. l 4 l 6c, FS1545), and four cannelure (FS1137). Seven bu!Jets were de

:u:::::.cd on impact, and on two (FS1568, 1991) the rifling marks could not be 

d.e:er-:nincd. 

Cannelurc distortion, caused by black powder build-up in tte bore, 

z.~ars on a number of bullets. Repeated firing. twenty or thirty rounds, 

-...-::...Y5Jt cleaning the bore causes this build-up to occur. It is not surprising to 

s.ce &.is e\idence on the Henry and \l/inchester battle-related bullets, and it is 

ccr...s-:Stent \\ith the cartridge case misfire e\idencc discussed previously. These 

:--.--D independent lines of evidence tend to support the contention many of the 

:-::;>:::ating firearms were not clean or became fouled during the battle. 

The .44-calibcr bullet distribution sh<N1s three were found in the Vil

~G.£::: Area. nine in the Siege Area, and !\\-·o in the Howitzer Area. The bullet 

c.s::-;::iution is consistent with the .44--caiiber e-0se distribution. The bulJets 

·;.er:: recovered in the same general area as the cases. but not in proximity. 

D:s:a,.'1ces betv.'ccn bullets and cases is consistent ~ith firing from Nez Perce 

7Js1:rons into soldi1ers' positions. 

'~ 1~CHESTER .44/40-CALIBER. by Dick Harmon 

Only five cases of .44!40-caliber ( 479c, 1405c. FS1635, 1892, 92-8) 

·•t:e found at Big Hole. These brass cases are centerfire and were primed 

·.;.~th the \Vinchester-Milbank primer. The .44/40 cartridge was first intro

c -:..·.::.ed in 1873 along with the lever action Model 1873 Winchester Repeating 

R:.fle. There were approximately 25.000 guns of this model shipped from the 

\\.1nchester \i.;arehouse by the end of 1877. all .44/4-0-caliber (Madis 1979:132. 

2i~ ;_ The ~1odel 1873 was a great improvement over the Henry and Model 

;.o//, because it had been adapted to handle the hea\ier ccntcr-·fire cartridge 

•hich could be reloaded. This model was produced in thre..; variations, rifle, 

(;'".:trbint. and rnusket. 

Firearms identification procedures determined that the four cases 

:-epresent four different guns. The gun represented by 479c was used near the 

S:ege Arca. while the gun represented by FS1635 was used along the Nez 

Perce Trail northwest of the Siege Area. The gun represented by 1405c and 

FS 1 g92 was used in two places. Case 14D5c was found near the southern ex

::::-n: of th<;! riflepits in the Siege Area. and FS1892 wac; found near the Howit

u.:r Arca. 
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Both cases 4 79c and FS 1635 have flat heads. Thfo head type is indica
tive of Winches: er manufacture. Cases l 405c and FS 1892 have slightly raised 
cenJal rings on ·j ,.;ir heads. This may indicate manufacture by Remington or 
Union MetaJJk 1\rms Cr .~pany. If so, this may mean these two cases post
date the battle. ~c 92· 8 has a "WRA Co"' heads tamp indi..:ating a post-1877 
manufacture by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company. 

COLT .45-CALIBER 

During the battle. some soldiers and Nez Perce were armed with the 
AS-caliber Co!t Model 1873 Single Action Army Revolver. Two fired Colt 
Benet-primed cases (356c, FS1033) and three hollow-base bullets (250c, 
FS1273. 2177) ·;.·ere recovered. 

Firearms identification analysis indicated the cases were fired in dif
ferent Colt revolvers. Case FS1033 was found in the north end of the Village 
and case 356<:: .,,..as found in the Siege Area. Th!.! ty;o Colt bullets were found 
east of the Village. 

One additional Colt case (FSl 189) was recovered south of the Vil
lage. It is a brass .45-caliber Auto-rim case. It was manufactured for the 
~odel 1917 Colt revolver and thus post-dates the battle. 

SPRINGFIELD .45170-CALIBER 

There were 30 cartridges (Figure 42c) and 524 .45nO-caliber cases 
<Figure 42d) found on the battlefield (Table 5 ). These cartridges were used by 
the army and the Nez Perce in the Model 1873 Springfield rifle and carbine. 
The rifle was the principle firearm used at the battle. although some Second 
Cavalrymen·s and Nez Perce-captured arms were undoubtedly carbines. 

The recovered cases and cartridges are Benet internally primed with 
a 'J.ide basal c..Timp and have. v.ith one exception, no headstamp. The single 
exception is FS1280 which is hcadstamped ·'R!f 5177.- which identifies it as a 
rifle cartridge made at Frankford Arsenal , Pennsylvania. in May, 1877. 

The .-15/55 carbine cartridge does not differ from the .45no rifle car
tridge. issued to the infantry. except that the case was filled '-"ith only fifty-five 
grains of black powder. In order to keep the smaller powder volume com
pacted. ordnance personnel developed a wad for the carbine load. Later, ex
periments L5ed a cardboard tube liner in place of the wad (War Department 
18-;'5). Two of these liners were recovered in their cases (FSl 734, 1798) indi
cating the cavalry load was presf!nt in the battle. Undoubtedly more were 
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:.:y;d, but the tube was generally blown from the case when fired, thus Jeav'rig 
:,.")evidence behind to identify the Jighter cavalry load. 

One hundred and thirty-six .45<aliber 405 grain bulJets were found 
:::. :...1-iree varieties. All have three cannelures, but the bases ha're three differ
!::"Z: cavity sizes, large, medium, and small. There are also several deformed 
'.:-r..:llets that could not be sorted to a specific cavity variety. These buHets had 
:.ieen deformed on impact. All these types are from government arsenal 
s-;;.-agings or from government contract production (Lewis 1972). 

Firearms identification procedures were applied to all cases (Table 
: ; Twenty cases were too oxidized or eroded to compare and were excluded 
.:.. om the analysis, although included in the total cartridge case count. These 
-~7e found in the Village Area or along the Retreat Llne through the Willows. 
T°:Je \/illage Area and the WiJJows east of the river yielded 282 cases. There 
2-:t a minimum of 55 separate Springfields represented by the cases in the 
::o:tb end of the Village and 30 separate Springfields represented by these 
.:.:::::s.es in south end of the Village. One case has a torn rim which suggests there 
=z:• have been a case extraction problem. This case matched to a group of 
::r..rr other cases. This was the only one 'With evidence of an extraction prob-

The headstamped case matches seven other cases found in the Vil
'.-:.ge and in the Willows west of the river. Four groups also match to cases 
:::.;-..md along the Retreat Line west of the river, and four groups match to cases 
:::..-..:..."Jd in the Siege Area. 

-::~1e 5. Springfield cartridges, bullets, and cartridge cases by Field Specimen 
number . 

...J"'f.ffed .45/55 cartridges: (specimens = 30) 

.:24. i03i. 1097, 1187, 1223, 1243. 1393, 1403, 1434, 1596, 1603, 1609, 1622, 
-~, 1631, 1729, 1730, 1n4, 1794. 1e1s. 1836, 1838. 1840, 1890, 1916, 1949. 
·3139. 1971,2006,2184 

:.a~oge cases: (specimens = 524 [nurr.oer 766c has 11 cases]) 
2-4c.215c. 216c,217c,218c,2i9c, 221c.222c,223c,224c,226c,227c,228c, 
229c.230c. 231c,232c,233c,234c,235c.236c,237c.238c,239c,240c,241c. 
2L2c, 243c.244c,245c,246c,247c,248c.249c,253c,301c,303c,308c,309c, 
~-:.-::. 311c,312c,316c,317c.318c.321c.322c,326c,327c,331c,342c,345c, 
~~c. 36ic.369c,371c,372c,374c,376c.377c,391c,402c,406c,407c,409c, 
~-~c. 414c.420c,421c,423c,426c,427c.428c,429c,435c,436c,437c,438c, 
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439c,440c,441c,476c,477c,487c,488c,489c:, 490c, 491c,492c,493c,494c, 
495c.496c,497c,498c, 499c,500c,501c,502c,503c,504c.S33c,534c,547c, 
~. 554c, 557c,558c,560c, 561c,562c,563c. 564c,565c.566c, 567c,569c, 
57Cr-. 571c, 572c.573c,574c,576c,578c,580c, 581c,582c,583c, 584c,5e7c, 
588c.589c, 594c,595c,596c, 597c,600c,601c,605c.606c.607c,608c,609c, 
67;c. 673c. 700c. 703c, 704c, 705c, 707c. 709c, 710c, 713c, 717c, 718c, 719c, 
7Z"°J:. 72ic. 723c. 724c, 725c, 726c, 727c. 728c. 729c:, 730:, 731c, 732c, 733c, 
~. 735c, 737c, 738c, 739c. 740c, 741c. 743c. 744c, 745c. 746c, 747c, 748c, 
74::.:;_ 750c, 751c, 752c, 753c, 754c, 755c. 756c, 757c, 758c, 759c, 760c, 761c, 
7€2:::. 753c, 764c. 765c, 766c, 767c, 768c. 769c. 770c, 771c. 772c, 773c, 774c, 
r.r-:x:. 776c, 777c, 778c, 779c, 780c, 781c, 782c, 783c, 784c, 785c, 786c, 787c, 
788c. 789c, 79Jc, 791c, 792c, 793c, 794c, 795c, 796c, 797c. 800c, 8('l1c,802c, 
806c. 808c.828c.838c,839c,843c,844c,845c. 1221c, 1244c, 1308c, 1338c, 
~3a0c. 1381c. 1383c. 1391c, 1408c, t429c, 1046, 1047, 1051, 1054, 1059, 1063, 
1054. 1065, 1066. 1067, 1068, i070, 1072. 1073, 1080, 1091. 1092, 1093, 1095, 
1~~i. i~13. 1119, 1142, 1145, 1146, 1147, 1151, 1152, 1153.1155, 1160, 1167, 
ii68. i175, 1177, 1179, 1180, 1181, 1182.1183.1184, 1186, 1190, 1191, 1192, 
1193. i195, 1196, 1197, 1198, 1199, 1200.1202, 12~.1205.1206, 1207, 1208, 
i209. ~212, 1213. 1214, 1215, 1217, 1218, 1220.1221, 1222, 1224, 1225, 1226, 
i227. 1228.1229, 1230, 1231, 1232.1233.1234, 1235, 1236, 1237. 1238, 1239, 
12~ . 1241 , 1242, 1244, 1245, 1246, 1247, 1253, 1254, 1259, 1268, 1269, 1272, 
1275. ~279. 1280, 1282, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1300, i301, 1302, 1304, 1305, 1306, 
1307. 1308.1309, 1310, 1311, 1312, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 
1320.1321.1323,, .·:1, 1325.1329, 1330, 1332, 1~. 1334.1335, 1336.1355, 
j 372. 1375. 1378, , ''. ·1, 1408. 1409, 1469, 1474, 1597, , 599, 1600, , 601, 1602, 
i 6C-4. i 605. , 607, 1008, 1612, 1613, 1616, 1618, 1620, 1621. 1623, 1624, 1625, 
1628. 1644, 1646. 17~5. 1734, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1738, 1750. 1758, 1759, 1763, 
, 754. ~ 765. , 766, 1767. 1768, 1771, 1773. 1775. 1776, 1 n0. 1783, 1784, 11ss. 
i 707. 1788, , 789, 1791 ' , '195, 1796, 1798. 1799, 1800, 1805. 1806, 1809, 1810, 
i8~i . i815. 1821, 1822.1823, 1831, 1841.1842.1843, 1844. 1845, 1851, 1853, 
1~ i915 . 1973, 2004,2019,2020,2021,2043,2044. 2045. 2046,2047,2048, 
2<"-"'9. 2050. 2051. 2052, 2053. 2054. 2055. 2056, 2057, 2064. 2065. 2066, 2067, 
2C69.2070.2086.2091,2092,2110,2119,2120,2121,2122,2123,2128,2160, 
2'1 ~- 2163. 2164. 2192, 92-2. 92-3, 92-4, 92-5, 92-6 

l.a-:1e cavity bullets: (specimens = 106) 
2~C~. 220c, 252c.258c,333c, 362c,365c.382c,389c.552c, ~86c. 702c, 722c, 
8G7c. 820.:.830c, i365c, 1392c. 1003. 1004, 1012, 1021, 1040. 1042, 1043, 
1~.1050.1058.1060, 1069.1101, 1107.11i0,1123, 1129, 1157, 1188, 1277, 
i 25i' i 295. i 297. 1341, 1346. 1350, 1351, 1361 , 1362, 1363. 1364, 1365, 1373, 
1374. 1384, 1402. 1413, 1433. 1446, 1551. 1606. 1611, 1637, 1647, 1653, 1658, 
i EaJ. H561. ~ 662. 1665. 1668. 1673. 1674. 1677, 1678, 1705, 1708, 1715, 1724, 
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Table 5. Concluded. 

, 731. 1896, 1898, 1901. 1908. 1911, 1935. '1946, 1978, 1984, 1993. 2003, 2009, 
2011,2018.2023 , 2Cr.26,204~.2042,2063,2075,2078,2079,2082.2090,2094, 
2114, 2127,2161 

~Aedium cavity bullets: (specimens = 6) 
367c, 674c.817c. 1423c,2010, 2118 

Small cavity bullets: (specimens = 5) 
403c, si sc, si ec. 11 so, 1154 

Miscellaneous and deformed bullets (specimens = 14) 
3?Sc, 809c, 136Ct;, 1406c, 141 Bc, 1030, 1036 (melted with bead embedded), 
• '.)86, 11 OD. 1394, 1449, 1712, 1817, 1970 

--- --··-------------

::ID1e 6 . .45;70-caliber cartridge case matches. 

Springfield rifles and carbines 
1. 229c,237c,239c, 562c,592c t29c, 1145, 1180, 1235,2057 
2. 230C. 721 c, 766Hc, 1 191, 1192, 1193, 1194, 1205 
3. 231c. 747c. 1230. 1231, 1239, 1245 
4. 232c. 764c, 765c, 775c, 801c, 1234 
5. 233c, 234c,235c,553c,557c, 718c, 750c, 767c 
6. 236c, 558c.560c,574c, 720c, 751c, 1119, 1142, 1232, 1272 
7. 238c, 704c, 1147, 1151 , 1153 
8. 301c,310c,311c,312c. 726c, 778c, 1380c, 1381c, 1795, 1796, 1798 
9. 303c,322c.327c,371c, 1372. 1766,2163 

10. 308c 
11 . 309c 
12. 316c.317c,372c 
i 3. 31 Bc. 32&:. 601 c, 724c, 732c, 779c, 1047, 1217, 1238, 1240. 1241, 1244, 

1332,2045.2~ 

i4. 321c,342c. 1429c 
15. 331 c 
i6. 345c, 744c, 1318, 1'125, 1973, 1821, 2110, 2123, 2164 
17. 346c.351c.402c 
i 8. 361 c 
i9. 369c.487c 
20. 374c 
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------------·---- --
Table 6. Continued. 
··-·--------------
21. 376c,477c, 1182 
22. 377c,391c, 1375, 1409, 1601, 1608, 1612,2091,2092 
23. 406c,407c,437c,441c 
24. 411c,414c 
25. 420c,421c,423c,426c,438c,440c. 1338c. 1851, 1853, 1854, 1915 
26. 435c,436c 
27. 439 
28. 476c, 1383c, 1378, 1763, 1768, 1 T75. 1800, 2160 
29. 533c,534c,547c, 1195, 1198, 1778. 1783, 1785, 1787 
30. 554c. 10F'.A, 1181, 1236, 1237, 1312 
31. 563c, /70c, 788c, 793c, 794c,8COc 
32. 561c,580c,594c, 750c, 790c, 1046. 1051, 1059, 1146, 1183, 1186 
33. 564c, 576c, 703c, 1152, 1155, 1167, 1168, 1175 
34. 565c,584c, 1246 
35. 56&:, 740c, 743c, 753c, 773c, 774c. 791c, 792c, 795c, 797c,802c,806c, 

1179, 1310, 1764, 1765, 1784, 1788, 1810,2069,2122,2128 
36. 567c,569c,571c, 1309 
37. 570c,581c 
38. 572c, 575c, 727c, 731c, 766Fc, 7003c, 766.Jc, ·1320 
39. 573c, 583c, 587c, 588c, 741c, 745-'.:, 748c, 752c, 755c, 756c, 757c, 759c, 

13 1 3, 1314, 1315, 1319, 1355 
40. 5'78c, 1197, 1193, i 305 
41. 582c, 1323, 1325,2019,2043,2066,2067 
42. 595c,597c,600c, 1247, 1285 
43. 607c, 608c, 769c, 1063, 1066, 1070, 1072, ·1080, 1091, 1093, 1111, 1789, 

1791. 1823, 1841, 1842, 1844, 2004 
44. 609c, 787c 
t".5. 719c 
46. 723c, 728c, 730c, 766Ac, 766Bc, 781c, 1.'300, 1306, 1307, i308 
47. 725c, 754c, 758c, 761c, n2c, 1302,2120,2122 
48. 746c. 749c, 762c, TT7c, 1067, 1160, 1177 
49. 763c, 785c, 1207, 1214, 1215, 1224, 12:28, 1242, 1268, 1329, 1330, 1333, 

1336 
50. 766Cc. 766Dc. 766Ec. 7661c. 766Kc, 7133c,2056 
51. 782c, 784c 
52. 1054, 1408c, 1750 
53. 1065, 1068, 1280, 1282, 1646, 1758, 1773, 1776 
54. 1073, 1113, 1217, 1316 
55. 1092, 1095, 1279, 1284. 1286 
56. 1184 
57. 1190, 2021 
58. 1196,1200,1213 ------
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Table 6. Conduded. 

59. 1202 
00. 1204, 1206 
6i. 1208, 1221, 1229 
62. 1222, 1227 
63. ,233 
64. 1253, 1259, 1275 
65. 1254. 1843 
66. 1269 
67. 1301,1304 
68. 1311, 1324, 1325 
69. i317. 1321 
70. 1334 
7i. 1391 
72. 1408, 1620, 1621, 1623 
73. 1464, 1733, 1736 
74. 1469, 1597, 1602, 1616, 1618, 1628 
75. 1474, 1737 
76. 1599, 1600, 1605, 1625 
77. jg)4 

78 .. 1607 
79. 1613 
00. 1644, 1759, 1767, 1771, 1799, 1805 
81 . 1734 
82. 1738 
83. 1806, 1808, 180Q, 1810,2064 
84. 1811 
es. 1815 
86. 1845 
87. 2020 
88. 2047,2055,2070,2119,2162 
89. 2r ,;,5, 2192 
90. 2.007 

The area of the Retreat west of the river yielded 52 cases. Those that 
could be analyzed allowed identification of sixteen individual firearms. One 
case retained a cardboard tube liner, which suggests it was fired in a Spring
field carbine. The case matched eight other cases found west of the river and 
in the Siege Area. No other cases in this group had the cardboard liner re
maining. It is not known if this represents a Second Cavalry soldier's weapon, 
a :Sez Perce-captured carbine (unlikely with the finds of the cases in the Siege 
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. .\rea), or a mixed use of ammunition. The most likely interpretation is that 
these cases represent the movement of a Second Cavalry soldier. Tr.e absence 
of other tube liners is not unexpected, since most would have been blown free 
of the case during discharge. A total of six case groups also had matches in the 
Siege Area. No cases matched to those found along the Trail. 

The Trail Area yielded nineteen cases which represent seven indi
Yidual Springfield firearms. Three sets matched to cases found in the Siege 
Area 

The Siege Area yielded 59 cases representing 26 individual Spring
field firearms. One case had the remains of a cardboard tube liner. As noted 
earJier t:-is indicates it was a carbine round. Several case groups matched to 
cases found along the Trail, in the Village, and along the Retreat Line. 

The Howitzer Area yielded tv.,.enty cases that represented the use of 
5ve Springfield firearms. There are no matches to any other area. 

SPBCERS 

The Spencer carb:!le was a military firearm used during the Civil War 
and the early Indian Wars. It was also produced in civilian model~, was widely 
available, and was a popular weapon. Spencers were prcx:luced for the mili
~· in two calibers and the commercial market in one additional caliber (Barnes 
1989:281: Gluckman 1965:388). Two cartridge cases (FS1369, 1749) were re
CO\--ered (Figure 42b). Only one identifiable Spencer bullet (FS1025) was re
\XJ'\--ered during the battlefield inventory. It is a .50-caliber variety with three 
cannelures. Undoubtedly a number of other .SO-caliber bullets were fired in 
Spencers; however, most Spencers were rifled to arsenal specifications of three 
land and grooves. Most U.S. military .SO-caliber shoulder weapons of this 
period were rifled to those same specifications, so it is very difficult to deter
mine weapon type from bullets with three land and groove imprints. 

Firearms identification analysis indicates at least two .56/50 Spencers 
were present at the battle. The bullet was recovered east of the Village near 
the boundary fence. One Spencer cartridge case was found on the western 
edge of the Siege Area and the other on a slope below the Trail to the north
east of the Siege Area. 

CAUBER .sono 

The .sono cartridge was developed for the army's first service-wide 
adoption of a cartridge weapon. The round was used in various Springfield 
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model rifles and carbines from 1866 to 1873. It was also a very popular com
mercial cartridge, v.ith Sharps, Remington, and other arms manufacturers 
chamberi1.g single shot firearms for this caliber (Logan 1959). The army also 
had 33, 734 Sharps percussion weaJX>ns converted to fire .50/70 cartridges (Sell
ers 1978:181-182). 

There were five cartridges and sixteen .50/70 cases (Figure 42c) re
covered during the archeological investigations. An additional case (FS1884) 
h unfired. but the bullet has been removed. The Big Hole collection con
tained an additional twenty-eight fired cases. One case (551c) in the Big Hole 
collecti1.:m is unfired; however, it exhibi~ e"vidence of exposure to fire. The 
case has hulged and exploded. 

The specimens represent five different primer types (Lewis 1972). 
The first are l '.S. gm·ernment issue, internally bar primed cases; second, Benet 
primed ca.."'es; third, Winchester-Millbank primed bras<> cases; fourth, Berdan 
primed bra."'s cases: and fifth. Boxer primed cases (Table 7). In addition, two 
.SO-caliber Benet cup primers (FSl 968, 1972) were found. These had been 
bl~n out of their cases when fired. A single (FS1079) two-hole disc anvil was 
also recovered. This amil type was only used for experime:ntal purposes. 
Apparently only 30.000 rounds of ammunition were manufactured in 1870 
with this anvil type (Logan 1959; Le'W1s 1972). Its presence at the Big Hole 
suggests an old lot of ammunition was issued to the volunteers or had been 
surplused and found its way west and into the hands of the Nez Perce. 

Firearms identification analysis indicates that three firearms types are 
represented by the fired cases (Table 8). One is the Springfield .5000. This 
army weapon was manufactured in three models. lne Model 1866 leaves a 
unique extractor mark. None of the cases exhibit this mark. 1!1e :Models 1868 
and 1870 leave identical extractor marks on the case. While it is not possible 
to determine wbch of the two Springfield models were used at the battle, it is 
possible to determine from the historical record that the Model 1868 was used, 
so the archeological evidence of the extractor marks is in concordance with 
the documentary record. There are three cases (409c, 1337c, 2086) which are 
.45/70s that have expanded and split from being fired in a .50/70-caiiber guns. 
They were fired in two different Springfields. 

The other firearm types represented by the fired cases are the 
Remington Rolling Block and the Sharps .50 70. Several models in each type 
were chambered for the .50/70 and each leaves behind similar firing pin and 
extractor impressions, so it is not possible to determine the model from the 
data available . 
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TabE 7 . . 50!7D-caliber cartridge cases. 

F-eld Specimen Head stamp Primer Type Fired in 
aConection Gun Type 

Number 

211c none Benet Springfield 
225c none Berdan Springfield 
287c none Berdan Springfield 
290 none Berdan Springfield 

293c E. Remington and Sons Boxer Remington? 
340c none Berdan Springfield 
395c none Berdan Springfield 
405c none Benet Springfield 
408c none Benet Sharps 
412c none Bar Springfield 
413c none Boxer undetermined 
416c none Boxer Springfield 
419c none Boxer Springfield 
520c none Benet undetermined 
521c none Boxer Springfield? 
522c none Boxer Springfield? 
549c none Boxer Springfield 
555c none Bar undetermined 
559c none Berdan undetermined 
585c none Boxer Springfield? 
819c none Boxer Springfield? 
822c none Boxer Springfield? 
824c none 80xer Springfield? 
825c none Boxer Springfield? 
829c none Boxer Springfield? 
833c none Benet Springfield 

1346c none Berdan Springfield 
:216 none Bar Springfield 
1219 none Benet Springfield 
1326 none Benet undetermined 
1327 none Benet undetermined 
1328 none Benet undetermined 
1420 none Berdan Springfield 
1422 none Berdan Springfield 
1444 E.Remington and Sons Boxer Remington 
1544 11one Berdan Sharps 
1610 none Benet Springfield 
1835 none Berdan Springfield? 
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T2bie 7. Concluded. 

Fed Specimen HeacJsfan1:> Primer Type 

OK" Collection 
Number 

1882 none Berdan 

1883 none Berdan 

2125 none Mill bank 

92-1 none Boxer 

92-7 none Berdan 

Taoe 8 . . 50/70-caliber cartridge case matches. 

Remington Springfteld 

":. 233c 1. 211c 
2- ; 444 2. 225c, 287 C, 290': 

3. 340c 
Sharps 4. 395c 

5. 405c,412c 
i.408c 6. 409c,2086 
2..1544 7. 413c 

8. 416c 
9. 419c, 1346c 

10. 520c 
11. 521c 
12. 522c 
13. 549c 
14. 555c 

Fired in 
Gun Type 

Springfield? 
undetermiood 
undetermined 

Springfield 
Springfield? 

15. 585c,819c,822c,824c,825c,829c, 1420, 1422,2125 

16. 833c 
17. 1337c 
18. 1216 
19. 1326, 1327 
20. 1328 
21. 1610 
22. 1835, 1882 
23. 1883 
24. 92-1 
54. 92-7 
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Within the three firearm types, at least 29 individual .50/70s arc rep
re5.ented by unique firing pin impressions. Two cases are too eroded to ascer
:.am -wtether they match any other cases or represent individual weapons. They 
~"e"re therefore excluded from this discussion. Table 8 identifies the cases and 
r:-atches as they represent indiv:dual firearms. 

The .50170 cartridge and cartridge c-ase distribution is similar to other 
c:L~tributions. Several cases were found in the Village Area. some in the Re
:=eat Area, some in the Siege Area. and some in the Howitzer Area. The 
r::.a.tches provided excellent e\.idence for firearm movement and strongly sug
g:;;sr th~H both combatant groups were utilizing the .50/70. Big Hole collection 
,:zse 58.."'c was found in the Will°"'"S west of the ViJlage Area That case matches 
:r.> a series (819c, 822c, 824c, S?x 829c. 2125) found north of the Village. 
T.::ris area was once in a river meander that has now been cut off. This series of 
·.:z.ses also match to cases FS1420 and FS1422 which were recovered in the 
S.:ege Area. This suggests these cases represent a citizen volunteer who moved 
f:"c)w L°t]e V/illows west of the Village during the initial attack to the northern 
c-:i::em of the Village and finally retreated to the Siege Area. 

Another case of firearm movement is noted with cases FS1835 and 
FS188"2. The former case was found in the Willows in the Retreat Area. A 
:-:-·v:tch v.-as found in the Hov.itzer A.rea. This suggests two possibilities. One is 
a volunteer's gun being lost and falling into Nez Perce hands to be used in the 
fight at the howitzer, or that this ~as a Nez Perce gun used against Gibbon's 
co::::imand during the retreat and at the Hov.itzer Area. 

The case evidence indic.ates that at least two guns were used in the 
• ~•er meander at the northern extent of the Village, at least six in the Willows 
;.r.-est of the Village and in the \lillage itself, one on the Trail, three in the 
retreat through the Willows, eight in the soldier-held positions in the Siege 
.-\=ea one in the Indian-held portion of the Siege Area, and at least ten in the 
E_g:ht around the Hov..itzer Area. These .50170 firearm counts include those 
~.ms u..c;.ed in more than one place . · 

The .50/70s used west of the Village and to the north, as well as those 
f0Und in and around the riflepits, were probably used by the volunteers. The 
cases found in the Vil1age could represent .50/70 use by eith_r the volunteers 
a:- the ~ez Perce, or both. The same may also be said for the cases found 
around the Howitzer Area. HcJ\vever, these are more likely to represent Nez 
Perce guns, as the soldiers manning the howitzer should have been armed with 
. .!.5'"70s. 
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There are six varict1e:s of bullets (Figure 41d-g) from .sono·s in the 

collection. Undoubtedly, the forty-two buJlcts represent individual · 

ill.2!lufacturer's castings, swagings, experiments, or preference in design of 
tr:.ili~LS. Most bullets (Tab!e 9) in the collection are a three-cannelure type 

•-:th only minor variations distinguishing them. The single most common .50/ 
-:-1_1 bullet is the one used in most of the standard-issue cartridges up to 1868 

tL..-.i.is 1972:28). These bullet variat1ons simply represent the ammunition 

.<!°•c..ilab!e to the army and Nez Perce at the time of the battle. The types were 

211 exhibited by the army during the 1876 International Exposition in Philadel

;::-b:ia (Lewis 1972). 

Thirty-three bullets were deformed to varying degrees as they struck 

2.:1 object. Several bullets have gouges or grooves on their surface, some were 

:n:.lshroomed by impact, and others had deformation of the bullet tip. These 

dt.::formations were caused by impacts of undetermined origin. 

The bullet distribution is similar to other calibers. Bullets were found 

~centrated in the Indian Village, the Siege Arca, and Howitzer Area. This 

:s cvnsistent with other calibers and further delineates the combat zones. 

C!\.LIBER .58 

A single .58-<:aliber minrue ball (524c) was found on the battlefield. 

The conical ball with a hollow base is identical to Civil War-issue rounds, and 

la:>le 9. Caliber .50(10 bullets by Field Specimen number and type. 

Cadet - two cannelures with fiat base (1 specimen): 1353c 

"<nurled cannelure - three knurled canne!ures with flat base {1 specimen): 

=.x:::>erimental with deepened cannelures - lhree cannelures and small raised 

base (1 specimen}: 1819 

Experimental paper patched - three cannelures with large raised base (3 

s.oecimens): 1339, 1445, 1792 

Exoerimental with extra tin added - three cannelures and flat base (13 speci

~ns): 1339, 1575. 1634, i636. 1643, 1655, 1659, 1742, 1832, 1910, 1937, 

~9or. 2017 

Standard issue - three cannelure wrth small hole in base (23 specimens): 

251c,387c,346c,397c.532c. FS1071. 1076, 1082, 1089, 1096, 1287, 1299, 
·347, 1370, 1565, 1615, 1642. 1645, 1790, 1912, 1948, 1987, 1992 
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may be representative of surplus Civil War ammunition. The bullet shows no 
evidence of deformation or land and groove marks. It is possible that it was 
fired in a smoothbore musket, although in all probability it represents a lost 
and unfired round. 

.\HSCELLANEOUS AND UNIDENTIFlED ROUND BALLS 

Round balls were usually fired in muzzJe-Joading firearms, which were 
considered obsolete by 1876. However, muz.zle-loading weapons continued in 
use across the country for many years due to their wide availability and inex
pensive price. Indians, as well as others, enjoyed the use of these weapons, 
becaU$e where a canridge of the appropriate caliber could not always be found. 
P<JVl.·der and ball were easily obtainable, if not from commercial sources then . . 
by disassembling a cartridge for its components. Any lead bullet could be 
reformed into a usable projectile by hammering or recasting in an appropri
ately sized mold. 

There are t:\\·elve round balls from the Big Hole battlefield. One 
(fS1278) is approximately .45-caliber. It is somewhat flattened by impact, 
and no rifling marks can be identified. Another (FS1132) is so flattened by 
impact that its original diameter could not be determined. The remaining 
balls {363c. 481c. 56&, FSl 125, 1128, 1283, 1669, 2008, 2058, 2089) are about 
.54-caliber. Unfortunately, rifling marks were indistinct on these balls, so spe
cific firearm types could not be determined. 

The balls were recovered from two general areas. Two were found in 
the timber above and south of the Siege Area. The others were found in and 
south of the Village. 

SHOT .Au'\ID SHOTSHELLS 

Thirteen pieces of shot from shotguns were found on the battlefield. 
Three pieces are #000 size shot (FS1081, 1143, 1475), which are approxi
matef/ .36 inch in diameter. Eight pieces are #f) size shot (675c, FS1475, 
1579. 1654, 1691, 1722, 2100, 2101), one shot (FSI 726) is a #3 size shot, and 
the last shot (FSI 943) is a size T. Two of the #0 shot are iron. 

Three gauges of shutshells w~re recovered. Only the brass shotshell 
heads remained. The paper hull had disintegrated. One 410-gauge shell 
(FS1945) is headstamped "REM UMC 410 NITRO." The headstamp indi
cates th.ls shell was made by the Remington Union Metallic Cartridge Com-
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pany. Since that company came into existence in 1911 (Barber 1987), the shell 
dates post-1911. 

Six 12-gauge shotshells were identified. One has no headstamp 
(FS1022). One (FSI 185) is headstamped "WINCHESTER LEADERN0.12." 
Tbis beadstamp was used on Winchester-produced shotshells from 1894 to 
1943 (Stadt 1984; Iverson 1989). Five shells (FS1399, 1404, 1923, 1944, 2088) 
are headstamped "ELEY BROS LONDON." This head.stamp is for the famed 
Eley Brothers who were ammunition manufacturers in England througho~t 
the last three-quarters of the nineteenth century. This raised headstamp may 
date to the 1870:;, although its origination date is uncertain (Boothroyd 
1958:13). These shells may date from the battle period or later. 

Two shells are 10 gauge (FS1356, 1638). One is headstamped 
-c~ICCO SMOKELESS NO. 10.'' This headstarnp indicates a Urtion Metal
lic Cartridge Company manufacture dating to the period post-1890 to 1911 
fBarber 1987; Iverson 1989:149). The other (FS1638) is headstamped 
-i:MCCO NO. 10." This Union Metallic Cartridge Company shell was made 
betv.·een 1867and 1911(Barber1987). Itmaydatetotheperiodofthebattle! 
!:rot in all probability it post-dates the engagement. 

The shells and shot were widely distributed around the battlefield. 
Fr:e artifacts were found south of the Village, one several hundred yards 
south of the Village, one on the Trail, two in the timber southwest of the 
Siege Area. and ten in the Siege Area. While the shot and several shells 
could have been used in the battle, all the shotgun-related artifacts prob
ably are associated v.-ith post-battle acti"ities. 

DEFORMED BULLETS. BALLS,~~ LEAD SCRAPS 

Within ~he collection are forty-three deformed buJlets and balls or 
scraps of lead which proliably represent fragments of bullets. All are too 
deformed or fragmentary to identify, bi;t they definitely represent bullets 
rhat struck something. c3using them to become deformed or to splinter. 
Soft lead or unalloyed bullets are known to deform more on impact than 
alloyed bullets. And that is the case with these bullets. Soft lead bullets are 
also known to splinter when they strike bone (DeHaan 1983). Most of these 
fragmented bullets appear associated with the battle areas. They were often 
found near clearly identified bat .. le-related bullets. While the context appears 
:o suggest a battle association, later sources of origin cannot be excluded. The 
deformed bullets and .t!ad scraps are FS1057, 1062, 1303, 1387, 1400, 1416, 
1441. 1443, 1450, 1460. 1463, 1553, 1570, 1581, 1639, 1640, 1641, 1657, 1666, 
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1&57. 1671, 1675, 1684, 1689, 1702. 1720, 1752, 1869, 1871, 1873, 1874, 1875, 
19(.(J. 1922, 1928, 1959, 1980, 1996,2005,2113,2171,2190,2191. 

C.\SE FRAG MEITT"S 

Two fragments of copper cartridge cases are in the collection. They 
a:-!' not identifiable to caJjber or weapon. 

Post-Battle Ammunition 

Randomly scattered across the battlefield, although heavily concen
==--~ in the Siege Area, were hundreds of cartridges, cases, and bullets which 
a=e not associated with the battle. They probably represent later hunting ac
::;.-:jes and incidental shooting activities. The cartridge case headstamps, cali
~. and the metal alloys used in manufacturing the components date the 
a:-:facts to the post-battle era. A random sample of 111 cases, cartridges, and 
tr.::i.lets wa-; collected for reference purposes. 

C-1..LIBER.22 

There are several varieties of .22-caliber cases in the collection. 
~re are thirty-one .22 short cases, eighteen .22 long cases, one .22 long 
... ille case, and three .22 magnum cases. There is one .22 long cartridge. 
Tn.irry-seven cartridgts or cases have an impressed "H" for Winchester 
:-<.?nufacture dating after 1890 (Barber 1987), nine cases have an impressed 
-l._- for Union Metallic Cartridge Company dating 1885 to 1953 (Barber 1987), 
fcru.r cases have .m impressed "'P.,., for Peters Cartridge Company dating 1895 
:o i 934 (Barber 1987), two cases are impressed ''Peters H V" (High Velocity) 
pi.....··-st-dating 1930, two cases are impressed with an .musual "C" design, and 
~case has an impressed "M- over a"'"'"'' for Montgomery Ward Company. 
Txse latter cartridges were made by Federal C.:.rtridge Company for Mom
g1.:.<mery Ward from 1927 until recently (Barber 1987). The callection also 
Q"".Jtains nineteen .22-caliber bullets. 

CALIBER .25/20 

Three .25/20-caliber bullets were recovered. The .25/20 cartridge 
:i..-st appeared in 1882 and was last commercial loaded in quantity in the 
cid-1930s (Barnes 1989:102). 
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cs...LIBER .30/06 

Four copper-jacketed .30/06 bullets were recovered. The .30/06 was 
fu~t introduced in 1903, with refinement:; in 1906. It is still a popular car
rr:,~e today (Barnes 1989:59). 

C.!...llBER .30/30 

Two .30/30 cases were recovered. One is headstampcd "REM-UMC" 
a.-:C :J1e other" USC CO . ., The .30/30 was introduced in 1895 and is still loaded 
!O.iay (Barnes 1989:54 ). 

C~J_JBER .303 SAVAGE 

Three .303 Savage cases were found. All three are headstamped 
-sA CO 303 Sav." The round was introduced in 1899 and continues to be 
k:;:::.ded today (Barnes 1989:65). 

C.;LIBER .32 

Several cases and one bullet were recovered in .32-caliber. Two cases 
a::e for the .32-caliber Automatic Colt pistol. This caliber was introduced in 
L~~9 (Barnes 1989:225). Both cases 'W-ere fired in the same gun. One case is 
fr;r; the .32/20 Winchester. This cartridge was introduced in 1882 and is still 
I<.;-a.ded today (Barnes 1989:67). Another .32-caliber case is for the Smith and 
~:esson revolver. It was introduced 1878 for the Model 11/2(Barnes1989:226). 
A single .32-caliber rimfire case is a .32 longwith the impressed "H" headstarnp. 
Th.is cartridge was introduced in 1861 for the Smith and Wesson Model 2, 
?- :-:hough many companies chambered their guns for this caliber. The impr~d 
... H- dates after 1890 (Barber 1987). The case was fired in a Colt New Line 
:~ .. 1Cl"."er. 

C..\l.JBER 9mm 

The 9mm cartridge was introduced in 1902 for the German Luger 
!Barnes 1989:233). It was a popular cartridge, and many foreign manufac
ni.rers chambered firearms for the round. Few American weapons were 
::J.ade in 9mm until recently. Six bullets in 9mm were recovered during the 
;-rr~·estigations. The land and groove impressions suggest the bullets were 
f:.red in a German Luger. 
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C.\LIBER .38 

Two cases for the .38-caliber Smith and Wesson pistol were recov
ere.d. One case is headstamped "WRACO," while the other is not headstamped. 
Beith were fired in the same gun. 7he .38 S & W was introduced in 1877 
(Barnes 1989:239), although the headstamp (Winchester Repeating Arms 
Company) dates the case from about 1880 to 1939 (Stadt 1984). 

Two cases for the .38-caliber Automatic Colt pistol are headstarnped 
';O.""±!..i.11 ·'\\-'RACO" as well. The .38-caliber automatic was introduced in 1900 
(&mes 1989:239). 

Oothing and Personal Items 

The personal items recovered are associated with both the Nez 
P::rce and the soldiers. Allthe items are of Euroamerican manufacture and 
c!e-::nonstrate how pervasive the dominate culture's goods had become. 

7RA.DE BEADS, by Lester Ross 

Test excavations at the battlefield included nvo 1-x-1-m units on a 
pcl'Ssible tepee site, from which were recovered 46 trade beads and :1 num
ber of British .360-caliber express rifle cartridge cases and explosive bul
ler.s.. The beads assembiage includes 45 glass beads (Tables 10, 11; Fig
ure 43) and one brass bead (Table 12; Figure 44). 

Bead Oassification Systems 

Identification and description of the bead assemblage is based on 
tbe classification system developed for archeologists by Kenneth and Martha 
Kidd (1970), as modified and expanded by Karlis Karklins (1982, 1985). 
Additional descriptive nomenclature follows various authors who have ad
dressed specific bead groups and classes (Allen 1983; Ross and Pflanz 
19'89; Sprague 1983, 1985). Colors are identified using Munsell notations 
(~i.unc;ell Color Company 1966 ). Bead colors were read using a Munsell Book 
of Color and a 60-watt incandescent light source. Prior to reading, bead sur
faces were moistened to reduce frosted appearances caused by glass deterio
ration. Beads were analyzed for a variety of attributes, following a four-fold, 
hierarchic classification scheme: 
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I) material and manufacturing techniques; 
2) stylistic class and type attributes, including mono~hrome vs. poly

chrome, unfinjshed vs. finished, and undecorated vs. decorated; 
3) stylistic variety attributes, includi:ig color, diaphaneity, relative length 

and shape, and type of decoration; and 
~) bead sizes as defined from meac;uremcnts of bead ]east diameter (ID) 

and length (L). 

Jn an attempt to conform to the Kidds' revised system of classifica
tion. cx)\jcs for the Kidds" major bead groups are employed to identify beads 
types \ t:.g .. Ila, WIIIb ). Hov.·ever. use of these codes is not completely tis
factory because many attributes are lumped under a single code. To identify 
types clearly, and to discriminate specific attributes, Jetter modifiers have been 
employed to indicate such attributes as shape, type of decoration, and subtle 
::nanufacturing techniques (e.g., f\.fb-b to indicate a barrel-shaped bead). Fi
nally, to further distinguish relevant attributes at the variety level, additional 
1etter filodifiers and variety numbers are employed to signify diaphaneity, short 
vs. long bead forms, orientation of decoration, and to identify the number of 
variations of a single bead type or subtype (e.g., Ila-op-2 to identify the second 
•·ariation of an opaque dra'.lin bead vJ.riety). This allows types, their varieties 
and their attributes to be identified by a unique code, yet preserves the Kidds' 
codes for <.-omparative purposes. 

Bead descriptions have been organized to present relatively precise 
information within a tabular format. Thus, the variety descriptions are given 
in tables. \\ ith general technical information provided, when required, in the 
text. A.rcheological sizes are defined on the basis of a correlation of least bead 
diameter to length. 

Opinions regarding historic values, temporal ascriptions and the fre
quency of occurrence at archeological sites are based upon the personal knowl
- .~e of the author. Published literature documenting the precise temporal 
placement of beads in the nineteenth century for western North America is 
limited. This does not imply a Jack of documentary reports (e.g., see Karkljns 
and Sprague 1980, 1987), but rather tht. lack of comparable bead classifica
tions and descriptions used by various authors who have written descriptive 
reports. combined with the lack of tightly dated contexts. 

Description of Bead Assemblage 

Of the 46 beads found, 45 were drawn glass beads, i.e., beads manu
factured from hollow canes draw:; from a molten gather of glass. The canes 
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were chopped into bead-length segments for subsequent finishing, sorting, and 
packaging. They arc the most common beads, making up 97.8% of the bead 
ass.emblage; and they are grouped into two major classes based on the at
tnbi: te" of monochrome vs. polychrome and unfinished vs. finished. 

The first class, Dtfm, consists of monochrome beads with a hot
tumbled finish. After the drawn canes were cut into bead-length segments, 
these segments were tumbled over a fire in a rotating container which, during 
the mid-nineteenth century, may have contained ash and sand (Hoppe and 
Hornschuch 1818), lime and charcoal (Bu.ssolin 1847; Karklins with Adams 
1990:72), plas:er and graphite, or day and charcoal dust (Francis 1979:10). 

Forty of the beads found on the battlefield were assigned to the Dtfm 
clz..ss. and all were of Type Ila, undecorated "cylindrical" beads. This type of 
bead is the simplest type of finished~ drawn bead and is described as undeco
rated with a circular cross section. It is the most common type at western 
archeologica1 sites; and at this site it represents 87% of the bead assemblage, 
exists in one form - short, with a torus to round shape - and was manufac
tured from transparent and opaque glass. Three varieties arc recorded (Table 
10: Figure 43a-c). 

From the analysis of beads from other archeological sites (e.g., Ross 
1990), it has been ascertained that sizes can occur at regular intervals (e.g., 
0.45-0.56 and 0.8-mm intervals). For beadmakers to obtain sizes measured to 
~'Uch fine intervals., they sorted beads by sieving, using stacked, graded wire 
screens (Bussolin 1847; Karklins ~ith Adams 1990:73) with mesh openings 
decreasing 0.4 to 0.8 mm per screen. Hand-sorting might have resulted in the 
creat]on of these subtle and regular sizes, but it would have been labor inten
sive, more costly, and perhaps not as accurate. 

The second class, Dtfp, consists of polychrome beads with a hot
tumbled finish. Beads of this class have multi-colored layers produced in at 
least two manners: 1) one or more layers of glass were applied to a central 
core, and 2) layers were fortuitously created. Beads with applied layers were 
dra"Wn from a gather of glass of one color, covered with one or more layers of 
differently colored glass. Beads ~ith fortuitous layers appear to have been 
produced from a gather of one color. which upon cooling created multi-col
ored layers (generally of the ~ame color hue. but with a different chroma, 
O..'")lor value, and/or diaphar:eity). Once cooled, the polychrome canes were 
chopped into bead-length segments and were tumbled over a fire !n a rotating 
coutainer. as described above. Only applied-layer polychromes are recorded. 
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Table 10. Tepee site tubular drawn glass beads. aass Dtfm - monochrome 
beads witt1 a hot-tumb~ finish; Type Ila - undecorated •cylindrical" beads (n = 
40). 
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Table 11. Tepee site tubular drawn glass beads. Class Dtfp - polychrome beads 
with a hot-tumbled fin$h (n=S); Type IVa - undecorated "cylindrical" beads {n=3) 
and Type rib - •cy.indrical" beads with simple straight stripes (n = 2). 
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Table 12. Tepee site metal bead. Class Mbs - simple brass beads; Type Mb-b • 
undecorated barrel-shaped bead (n = 1). 
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Figure 43. Glass l:>eads from the presumed Tepee Site at Big 
Hole ~ational Battlefield. a. Variety IIa-tps-1 (#2146:M), b. 
\~riety IIa-ops-1 (#2146:M). c. Variety IIa-ops-2 (#2146M), 
d. Vanety IVa-tp/ops-1 (#2146M), e. Variety IVb-op/ops/l-1 
(#21~1H and #2146.M). 

The five Oass Dtfp beads found on the battlefield c.an be divided into 
tv;o types: Type IVa. undecorated ··cylindricar· beads (n = 3). and Type IVb, 
"'cylindrical .. beads with simple, straight stripes (n = 2). Type IVa is the sec
ond most common bead type recovered from western archeological sites. 6.5% 
of the bead assemblage consists of red-on-white varieties (Table 11; Figure 
43d). which arc often termed ··cornaline d'Aleppo'" or "Hudson's Bay Com-
pany·· beads (e.g .. k n' _975: Mille 1975). 

l}pc IVb be ads have four simple stripes with only a sing]e variety 
rcco:ded (Table 11: Figure 43e ). 

Only one metal bead was found, a hollow, barrel-shaped brass bead 
(Table 12; Figure 44) which may be classified as Class Mbs rSimpic brass bead) 
and Type Mb-b (undecorated barrel-shaped). 
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Temporal and Ethnic Affiliations 
of the Trade Beads 

Beads manufactured by Native 
Americans in North America prior to the ar
rival of Europeans were white (e.g., clam and 
dentalia), purple (e.g., mussel), and colored 
(e.g., olivella and abalone) shell beads; and 
buff to red (e.g., ma£nesite and catlinite), 
black (e.g .. steatite and argilite), and blue 
(e.g., turquoise) stone beads. Tne predomi
nant color was white. 

With the arrival of Europeans and 
their trade beads, injtial color of choice among 
Native Arnericam appear to have been white, 
v.ith blue being preferred secondly. Later, 
perhaps 1;1.ithin one generation of contact, 

Chapter 7 

Figure 44. Brass bead from Big 
Hole National Battlefield, Vari
ety Mb-bl-1 (#1988). 

Native Americans began accepting re4 green, red-on-green, red-on-yellow, 
red-on-white, and purple colors. Pastel colors, decorated beads and faceted 
beads also became accepted within perhaps one to two generations. In west
ern North America, this pattern of acceptance represents a working hypoth
esis for bead color preference among Native Americans, and until a major 
study of bead colors is completed, any condusio~ are speculative. The glass 
bead assemblage from the tepee site is dominated by the presence of two pas
tel colors - light blue and pink embroidery beads (84.8% of the entire assem
blage) -with light blue predominant (56.5% of the entire assemblage). 

~onochrome and undecorated embroidery beads were often the least 
expensive beads available during the nineteenth century, and were used to 
adorn most items of clothing. 

FINGER RINGS 

Thirteen finger rings were found, six in the Village Area and seven in 
the Siege Area. The rings are all undecorated brass, and five sizes are appar
ent. as measured as an inside diameter (FS1748 .83 inch; 1038, 2012 .74 inch; 
1716. 1718, 1719, 2103 .70 inch; 1717, 2001. 2002 .685 inch; and 1122, 2014, 
2015 .666 inch). Six of the seven found in the Siege Area were in close associa
tion near the edge of the fan and in proximity to a modern wooden feather 
interpretive device. The association may be fortuitous, indicating only where 
a Nez Perce woman may have cached her rings when cutting lodge poles on 
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the alluvial fan, where a soldier or volunteer may have decided to dispose of 
some souvenirs, or the rings may represent a later Nez Perce offering to com
memorate a specific battle event. 

The rings are definitely of the period and not twentieth century in 
origin. A battle association seems more likely, given their context and date. 
Finger rings were a common trade item throughout the nineteenth century 
and are ubiquitous in Native American sites of the era (Hanson 1975:77-
79 ;i. 

1ROUSER BUCKIE 

One trouser or vest budde (FS1517) (Figure 45d) was recovered 
in t..'iJe Siege Area. The buckle is iron and measures 1 1/2 by 1 inch. Buck
les of this type were known to have been introduced as early as 1875 by the 
()'>;.J.artermaster Department, although they may have been in use prior to 
th.a: date (Herskovitz 1978:37). Buckles of this size were also used on vests. 

Sl:SPE..~ER GRIP 

Five complete or partial suspender grips (Figure 45e) were recov
ere-::i In addition. six susvender rin£S. and three 2arter or sock hooks were 

~ £. ..... • "-1 

al."'O recovered. One grip fragment is stamped brass (FS1357) with a curvilin-
ear design. One is a complete suspender snap (FS1569). It is brass, with 
-"\1ctor.., stamped on one side and "Patented"' on Llie other. Fragments of the 
katber suspender tabs are still attached to the snap. The tabs are folded con
struction with a single hollow rivet holding each tab to the snap. One grip 
fragment is iron, (FSl 739) as are two 1 1/4-inch-diameter suspender rings 
(FSl 104, 1343). A single brass ring (FS1807) has two leather tab fragments 
still attached. 

A group of suspender parts comprising the hardware for a single sus
pender set was found in the Willmvs Area. They were in proximity and associ
ated v.ith a bootee fragment. Undoubtedly these belong to the same sus
pender set. Present are two stamped-brass grips with a rope border de
sign. One grip (FS1827) still has the brass suspender ring and two leather 
t?.bs attached. The tabs are fixed to the ring by hollow rivets. The other grip 
1 :Si828) ha-; remnants of the cloth suspender in the fastening teeth. The 
! • ng loop is torn in such a manner as to suggest it may have been struck by 
something. Two brass suspender rings (FS1830, 1848) are associated 
~itb the grips. One ring (FS1848) is apparently a rear ring, as it has three 
leather tab remains still attached. 
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The suspender parts are private purch.~\c styles and could have been 
used by either an officer, enlisted man, or a ci"ilian. The military did not have 
a standard-issue suspender during this period, and did not adopt issue sus
penders until 1883 (Herskovitz 1978). 

Three iron garter or sock adjustment hooks were recovered. Two are 
loop fragments (FS1688, 1975) and one is a complete loop (FS1489). All are 
bent "'ire styles and could be battle era. They could also be post-battle era as 
welJ, and they can be either male or female associated. 

BlTITONS 

There were fourteen buttons recovered during the archeological in
··estigations. The most distinctive buttons are the military general service but
ton (Bazelon and McGuinn 1990). These brass line eagle buttons are repre
sented in two sizes. The smaller are 5/8 inch in diameter. There are five of 
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Figure 45. Miscellaneous clothing and personal items, a. 
iron hook from hook and eye, b.-c. trouser buttons, d. 
trouser or vest buckle, e. suspender hook and ring, f. haver
sack adjustment hook, g. harmonica reed plate fragment. 
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thi:~ ~ize. One (FS1464) has an .. I" in the shield indicating it is an infantry 

bur:on. It is backmarked "ScoviWs Mfg. Co. Wa~rbury." The other four 

tFS2059, 2060, 2061, 2062) have no Jette: and arc backmarked "Scovil.l's Co. 

E.ura. - These four buttons were found within a few inches of each other in 

the village. 

The remaining general service burtons (FSl 120, 1493, 1825, 1826, 

1.~29. 1847) are 3/4 inch in diameter. Five are backrnarkcd "Waterbury But

tOfl Co_·· and one (FS1120) is backmarked '"Horstman & Allien NY." With 

fr.:e exception of FSI 120, which was found in the Siege Area, the others were 

fr7;.;nd in the Willows. They were associated \\ith several suspender dips and a 

m11ita.rv shoe. 

There arc two button types (Figure 45b, c) which can be associated 

,...::.h soldiers' trousers, although their u~ on many other clothing types is also 

k.:-»~>v.n. Two arc two-piece four-hole iron buttons. The larger (FS1462) is 5/8 

:rA.il in diameter and was used to support suspenders and ro dose the fly. One 

(fS19.4.7) is 9/16 inch in diameter and was also used to close the trouser fly. 

A single four-hole, pressed white-metal button -with a stippled front 

~:tern (FS1523) was recovered. It is 5/8 inch in diameter and was also 

u.se.d on military trousers for attaching suspenders and as a closure. 

CLOIBING FASTEr-..'ERS 

Two hooks (Figure 45a) from iron hook and eye assemblies were re

cx.,.·vered. These hooks (FS1406, 1942) were u5.ed on military uniforms to 

fas~en collars and blouse skirts. They were also used on overcoats and the 

1 ~74 campaign hat. The hook and eye assembly was not used on the 

cz:npaign blouse of the period. It was used on older style blouses and on 

the campaign hat. The hooks and eyes found probably represent the prcs

cn~ of either the older uniform blouses or the campaign hat at the battle. 

They probably represent the hook from campaign haLc;. 

\UUTARY SHOES OR BOOTEES 

Portions of four prc-1872 infar. ,hoes or bootees (Figure 46a) were 

:= -:xmd during the archeological project. r·ragments of another shoe were ic

VJ"• ert:d by Kermit Edmonds in 1964 in the \Villo"W-s northwest of the Village. 

Two remains (FS1824, 1868) are portion.<. of leather heels. The heels are com

pnsed of fragments of several leather heel counters. Heel FS1824 was found 

G:S~ated with several blouse buttons and suspender grips. The other bootee 
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Figure 46. A military shoe sole and percussion cap pouch, 
a. sole of a military shoe, b. the bade of the percussion 
cap pouch. 
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remains are soles (FS1921, 2099) The bootee and heel fragments conform to 
the pre-1872 pattern (Brinkerhoff 1976) in their construcnon. They may be 
Civil War-era shoes, as many pairs were produced and the army continued 
i..ssuing them until the stock was exhausted during the mid-1870s. 

COINS 

Four coins were found during the field investigations. Three had twen
tieth-century da~es and were undoubtedly dropped by visitors or Battlefield 
staff. One coin v..as recovered which may date to the battle era. The coin is a 
five-cent piece of the shield variety. Unfortunately, the date is too oxidized to 
determine. The coin was found along the river bank and in the Willows 
along the known line of the soldiers' retreat. The coin could date to the 
battle period, as the type was minted from 1866 to 1883. 
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TOBACCO TAGS 

Two round tobacco tags (FS1699, 1985) and one oval tag (FSl 977) 
were reCO'lr·ered in the Siege Area. Tobacco tags were developed about 
1870 (Campbell 1964:100-104) to identify specific brands of retail plug to
bacco as a genuine product. Tags were used by retaiicrs to identify their 
prcxiucts for at least seventy years. The context in which all three were 
found suggests a battle-related asscx.i3tion, but this is not certain. 

HARMO:t\1CA REED 

The harmonic.a reed fragment (FS1529) is brass and unmarked 
(Figure ~Sg). Harmonica parts are not an unusual find in military sites 
(Hersxmitz 1978:76 )- This fragment is 1 inch wide, with an incomplete 
length of 1 112 inche.s. 

TINKLERS 

Two tinkler cones (Figure 47a), one of brass (FS1630) and one of 
iron (FS1680), were recovered. The brass cone is 1 1/2 inches long and 
made of thin sheet brass. The iron cone is 1 3/4 inches long and may be 
made of what was once a tinned iron. Tinkler cones are common decora
tive items in r--tative American sites of the nineteenth century. They were 
used as dee.oration on both men's and women's clothing. 

Two offset or double-pointed awls (Figure 47b), one complete 
(FS145 l) and one incomplete (FS1405), were found in the Siege Area. 
The complete example is three inches long, with each end approximately 1 
112 inches Jong. The inc.omplete example is broken just beyond the step. It 
appears to be of the same size as the complete artifact. Offset awls were 
common trade items, and were usually hafted on nne point \\ith a wooden 
or bone handle. 

DECORATIVE DEV1CES 

A brass concha (FS1029) and an unidentified brass object (FS2126) 
were found in the Village Arca. The concha (Figure 47e) is 1 3/4 inches in 
diameter. It ha5 a center bar with a fragment of rawhide still knotted to it. 
The concha appears to be handmade of sheet brass with a D-shapcd scc-
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tioo cut from the center to form the attachment bar. The cut-outs are not 
symmetrical. The concha is probably a decorative item from some piece of 
dothing. Pouliot (1962:12) describes a nearly identical concha he f.::mnd 
nea: the center 0f the Village. Pouliot believed his :oncha may have been 
struck by a bullet. 

The unidentified object is roughly th~ shape of a pocket watch cover 
(Figure 47f). It is made of very thin brass and is 2 inches in diameter. At 
least three 1/16-inch-diameter holes are found on the item's edge, suggest
ing it may have been attached by small brads to a more solid backing. The 
objo:f s function is conjectural, but it may be a brasc;; backing to a wooden
moonted hand mirror or some type of decorative object. 

a d 

b 

0 
I 

0 

Figure 47. Miscellaneous Nez Perce items lost in the 
battle . a. brass tinkler. b. offset awl. c. brass arrow
head. d. iron arrowhead, c. brass concha "ld remains 
of buckskin thong. f. unidentified hrass backing. 
possibly for a mirror. 
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lffE"'ISI LS 

A number of spoons, forks, and table knives were recovered in differ
ent rontexts. Most do not appear to date to the battle period. Two fiddleback
style rron spoons, one complete (FS1359) and one fragmentary (FSl 769), were 
reCO\·ered. The pattern post-dates the battle, so these table spoons may be 
relate.d to pic"Jlicking or homesteading activities at the site. 

The bowl of a large brass serving spoon (FS2025) wac;; found at the 
north end of the Village. It v.-a..s broken into fourteen pieces and appears to 
have been bent and crushed. The handle is missing. Large brass spoons of 
this type arc common mid-nineteenth century items and were often silver plated. 
Brass spoons are well known in fur trade sites (Hunt 1986) and brass spoons 
of similar size and design were recovered from the 1856 wreck of the Missouri 
River Steamboat Arabia. 

A complete sjJver-plated spoon (92-10) was recovered in the Willows 
Retreat Area near an old dO'W\ned tree by Kermit Edmonds. It is a large table 
spc>en and is backmarked 1847 Rogers Bros. XII. This mark is attributed to 
the well-known Meriden Britannia Company and was used after 1882 (Kovel 
and Kovel 1961:340). 

Three table forks were recovered. One (FS1263) is a four-tined 
.c'iddleback styic iron table fork. This style post-dates the battle. The other 
r"'·o forks arc both three-tined varieties. One (FS2028) is a very fragmentary 
iron fork shank and tines. This fork was found in the Village and is probably 
contemporaneous with the battle. The last fork (FSl 740) is ircn and com
plete except for its wooden or bone slab handles. This fork was found at the 
edge of the fan in the Siege Area. It is not a regulation army-style mess fork 
of the 1870s, but it is of a contemporary style. The style was common in the 
njneteenth century, so it may have belonged to a pre-battle visitor, a soldier, 
a volunteer, or even a post-battle picnicker. 

A fragment of an iron utensil handle or tang (FS2187) was recov
ered in the possible tepee excavation. The tang is flat iron with three brass 
rivets and with holes for two additional rivets present. Bone or wooden slah 
handles or grips may have once been present on the tang. The tang's size 
suggests it was once part of a small s1X)()n or fork. • 

Two table knives, three pocket knives, and two sheath or belt knives 
were found (Figure 40). One table knife (FS1039) is fragmentary. It is the 
rernnants of the iron tang. bolster, and blade. The handle grips may have 
been bone or wood slabs. The other table knife (FSl 793) is also incom-
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pkte. A portion of the blade, tang. wood grips. and iron securing rivets are 
pre~nt. Both table knives are of styles that date to the nineteenth century. 
Both could have hcen in use during the battle as well as much later. Neither 
of them is a regulation army mess knife. 

The three pocketknives were all found with one blade in the open 
;>i:JSition. In each ~e the blades and most iron parts had nearly disintegrated. 
f51289 is 3 1/4 inches long with iron bolsters and two iron blades. The shorter 
blade is closed and the longer open, although little remains. A brass escutch
:-...on plate remains riveted to one side. The gi-ips are missing, although they 
were likely wooden. Pocketknife FS1749 is 3 3.14 inches long with squared 
brass bolsters. It was also a two-bladed folding knife. The grips are nearly 
intact and are made of antler. A brass shield-shaped escutcheon is present on 
one side. The final pocketknife (FSl 782) has rounded brass bolsters and is 
: 1/2 inches Jong. It is also a two-bladed knife. A portion of a wooden grip 
remains. and there is the outline of a shield-shaped escutcheon on one side. 
S:ylistically the knives could date to the battle. However, they could. ·_·..,t as 
easily post-date the battle. The context in which they were found does not 
prO\ide sufficient supporting information to draw a conclusion regarding their 
association; however, similar pocketknives have been recovered at the site of 
Fort &Mic. Arizona (Hcrskovitz 1978:76-78 ), and from the 1856 wreck of the 
Steamboat Arabia. 

The two belt or sheath knives on the other hand are undoubtedlv 
battle associated. These knives were commonly called sheath, belt, camp. or 
scalping knives (Russell 1967; Peterson 1958: Hanson 1987). Neither re
tains its grip, which may have been wood. 

The first (FS1352) is iron (Figure 4&). The back is straight and 
extends into the short iron tang. The knife is 9 1/4 inches overall, \\ith a 
blade 7 1/4 inches long. The two-inch tang has two holes for grip-retention 
rivets. One iron rivet, 3/4 inch long, remains. The blade is stamped with a 
c:oss over an "L. ·· This is the mark of Lock\vood Brothers of Sheffield, 
England. They arc known to have been in business from 1849 to 1921 
f \Voodhcad 1991: 143 ). The Lockwoods made many types of cutlery. 
Lxk.'Vlood knives arc known from fur trade sites of the mid-nineteenth cen
tury (\Vheeler ct al. 1975:92-93 ). 

The other belt kJ1ife (FSl 779) was found in the Willows along the 
soldiers· Retreat Line and in general association '-"ith a percussion cap pouch. 
Tne knife is iron (Figure 48b) The tip an<i tang have disintegrated. The 
r.,...,erall remaining length is 8 inches. The tang retains two large brass rivetc; 
which indicate the handle was about 1 1/4 inches thick. The general con-
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Figure 48. Cutting implements, a. iron cleaver, b. iron belt knife with 
brass tang m·ets, c. iron belt knife with Lockwcxxi logo on blaGe. 

b 

figuration suggests a butcher knife .or so-called scalping lmife with a blade 
about si.ic to seven inches long. 

A small iron cleaver (FS 1106) was also found in the village. The blade 
(Figure 48a) is about 3 1/4 inches long by 2 1/4 inches wide. The iron rattail 
tang for a wooden handle is 2 1/4 inches long. 

An iron skillet handle (FS1037) was found at the north end of the 
Nez Perce Village. The handle fragment is slightly curved and 9 1/2 inches 
remain of its original length. It tapers from 1 1/2 inches wide at one end to 
about 1 1/4 inches wide. 

FISHI~G SPEAR 

A large iron fork or two-pronged fishing speru- was found in the 
ViI!agc. It is handmade, probably by a home blacksmith since it is very 
crudely done. The piece was cut from 3/8-inch flat iron stock and is 7 inches in 
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length. The rat-tail tang is 3 3/4 inches long with the fork segment making up 
the remainder. It is 1 1/2 inches wide with about 1 !nch between tines. The 
spear i:. :neant to be mounted in a wooden handle. 

ARRO\VHF..ADS 

Specifically Indian-associated arms recovered archeologically are two 
metal arrar.rrbeads found in the Siege Area. Iron or other meta] arrowheads 
were a common trade item from the early 16(X)s to the early twentieth cen
tury, and had almost completely supplanted chipped stone projectiles by 
the mid-nineteenth century (Hanson 1972; Russell 1967). The arrowheads 
found fall into two manufacturing types, mass-produced and handmade. 

The handmade specimen (FS2115} is brass and somewhat crudely 
formed (Figure 47c). It i:. a stemmed or tanged point made from brass stock. 
The brass :ii-.rrowhead is 2.36 inches Jong and .56 inches wide at the base. The 
tang is .56 long and .20 inches wide. One side is flat and clean, while the other 
bears a scratch mark roughly along the center length. This scratch probably 
originated v.ith the maker, as it appears to be a guide line for determining the 
center of tt~ point's axis. 

1be .:>ther specimen (FS1401) is an iron triangular stemmed or tanged 
point (Figure 47d). It is 1.437 inches long and .786 inch wide at the bac;e. The 
tang is .35 inch long and .30 inch wide. Another metal arrowhead (537c) was 
found several years ago at the base of a rock in the Siege Area. It is described 
in the park·s museum catalog card as a diamond-shaped point of iron. 

These arrowheads are typical of those available for trade or sale to 
various Indian groups during the latter part: of the nineteenth century. The 
arrowheads were neither endemic to the West, nor to the Nez Perce. Use 
of these arrowhead types is documented by the Surgeon General (War 
Department 1871). The types were reported to have been found in wounds 
of soldiers and civilians from Texas and Arizona to the Northern Plains. 

Accoutennen ts 

The quantity of military equipment is relatively smali, but it is repre
sentative of the types in common use during the 1870s. The reason for the 
small quantity is prohably twofold. First the soldiers who fought at the Siege 
/\rea were there only a short pcricxi of time, so the amount of equipment lost 
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would be small. Serond, the Nez Perce may have stripped the dead for the 
most usable and interesting items. 

PERC"uSSION CAP POUCH 

A Civil War-type percussion cap pouch (FSl 780) was found in the 
Willows along the Retreat Line and near a belt knife. The leather pouch (Fig
ure 46h) \\ith a brass dosing stud was found in a sand pocket, which contrib·· 
uted to it-; preservation. 

The pouch is a standard Civil War style with a leather body, leather 
inner or dust flap, and a leather cover v.1th tab for fastening to the dosing 
stud. Two leather belt loops are on the rear of the pouch. The interior of the 
pouch was lined with lamb's wool to protect the percussion cap. The archeo
Iogical specimen was nearly complete. The pouch wa~ empty, but retained 
some Iamb·s wool lining. The outer cover had disintegrated, although the 
dosing tab wa" still in place on the stuci. One leather belt loop had become 
detached. but is present. 

TROWEL BAYO~Tf 

The Model 1873 trowel bayonet, or more properly accouterment, holds 
the distinction of being the first truly American bayonet design. Although it 
was wholly an experimental cor.cept, ii: was issued for field trials. It was those 
trials that saw its use in the Big Hole battle. About 10,000 of the Model 1868, 
1869, and 1873 entrenching bayonets were manufactured for experimental 
and field trials (Reilly 1990:121). A single trowel bayonet (Figure 21) and a 
fragmented scabbard (FSI833) were reco"Vaed along the Retreat Linc in the 
WilIO\\-s. 

The Model 1873 trowel bayonet was originally 13 1/2 inches long, 
which included a 10-inch-long socket and 3 1/2-inch-wide curved trowel-shaped 
blade. The rear half of the blade's upper edge was ground to a sharp cutting 
edge for slashing and cutting purposes. The socket, for mounting it to the 
rifle, also served as the handle for digging purposes. It is 3 l /2 inches long with 
a bore diameter of. 733 inch. The socket has six knurled lines cut longitudally 
around the handle to maintain a non-slip grip. The socket is actua1Iy two 
pieces of iron. The upper segment rotates ninety degrees, allowing the socket 
segment \\-ith an internal mortise to slip over the rifle barrel. The segment 
would then be rotated back into alignment, securing the bayonet to the barrel 
(Rei1ly 1990: 122). 
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The socket was also originally stamped along its axis with "PAT APR 
16 18-72," but this is obscured by pitting on the archeo1ogical specimen. The 
socket wa~ also fitted witr. a walnut handle. The socket was rotated in the 
same manner to fit it to the rifle barrel, and the walnut handle inserted. A 
~teel pin or stud in the handle retained it in the socket. The archeoJogical 
specimen's dimensions are nearly the same as the specifications noted above. 
The differences ca.1 bt attributed to loss of metal due to oxidation. Remnants 
of the walnut handle are in place in the socket, indicating the bayonet was 
being carried in its entrenching tool configurntion. 

When re~·ered, the bayonet was encased in the remnants of a 
scabbard. A brass tip covered the bayonet poiPt and the whole tool lay on 
the oxidized rerna!ns of a iron scabbard liner. Above the socket lay the 
remnants of the leather belt loop, held in place by a brass "US"' rosette or 
escutcheon. The original scabbard consisted of two pieces of bridle leather 
covering sewed over the iron liner form, secured at the base with a brass 
finial with a flat tip. The finial was secured to the scabbard with two small 
rivets. A vertical leather-covered sheet-iron tab was riveted to the liner. 
This tab attached to a leather belt loop by means of a cast-brass rosette or 
escutcheon \\'itb a '"'US"' cast in the center. Reilly (1990:184) believes about 
10,000 scabbards were produced in fiscal year 1875, although he may mean 
fiscal year 1876 (July 1, 1875 to June 30, 1876). Production was complete 
by February 1876, and issuance for field trials halted by the end of 1876. 

I-L..\VERSACK HOOK 

A single brass adjustment hook (FSI 701) for the Civil War-era knap
~ack was found in the Siege Area in a riflepit. This adjustment hook (Figure 
45f) was also used on the Model 1872 haversack (Douglas McChristian, per
sonal communication August 14, 1991). The hook probably represents the 
use of a haversack rather than the obsolete knapsack. 

CARTRIDGE BOX ESClJTCHEON 

A possible 1874-pattern McKecver cartridge box escutcheon 
(FSl 743) was found in the Siege Area. It is iron and brass plated, and still 
retains its three attachment rivets. Most McKeever cartridge box metal 
parts were solid brass. although there are known variations. It is also possible 
this escutcheon is part of a later lady's purse catch or dosing device. 
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PICKETPIN 

A single picket pin (FS2098), found in place in the Willows immedi
atefy· below the Siege Area, is a Model 1859 army-issue style (Figure 49). 
Picki:.1. pins were issued to picket horses and mules. Since only one horse 
wa."ir 0:1 the Siege Area until the arrival of the wagon trains and later of Gen
era£ Howard's forces, the pin is probably not an immediate battle relic. It is 
more likely it is associated with the post-battle relief. 

IROS STRAPPING 

Seven pieces of iron strapping were recovered in vicinity of the 
Howitzer Area. A number of pieces of ~itzer ammunition sabot strapping 
fou:ctd in this same area are in the Big Hole collection. Three pieces recov
ered during the archeological investigations are definitely not sabot strap
pmg 

0 3i1 .. -. •' o 7cm 

Figure 49. A Model 1859 picket pin. 
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These three arc of two different widths, each too wide to be sabot 
strapping.. FS1454 is 1 inch wide and contains numerous nail holes. FS1472 is 
also 1 inch wide and rolled on one edge. FS1877 is 1/2 inch wide. Many trees 
in the Howitzer Area have iron strapping nailed around the trunk. This wa., 
done in 1928 in order to provide a dam for chemical application to destroy an 
insect infestation. The remnant strapping recovered appears to be related to 
those actr.ities. 

t:~.T' ....,;"',....,..., ,...,f "t-ra ... ..,.;,.,"' /t:<;: 1 QQ'7 1 QQQ 1 QQh 1 01.h \ ...... ,. 1. /Q ;,.,,..h 
..a. '-.JU..l pl ..... ~~ '-.-•.L .::n •. .1. pp.u.15 \.i a.J1.J.uu1, .1.u\.X..J, .&.l.1\..1v, A...J..JVJ 0..1.v -'/V 11.n ... 11 

v.;de. -~·hich is the appropriate width for sabot strapping (Gibbon 1970). 
One (FS1888) has an iron brad in one end. These three strap fragments 
were found in a context appropriate to identify them as sab0t strapping; 
hov.·ever. "'ithout more direct association with truly diagnostic cannon arti
facts, this identification is speculative. 

Probable Non-Battle Artifacts 

The remaining categories of artifacts either clearly post-date the 
battle or are probably not associated \\ith the events of August 9 and 10, 
1877. 

HARNES BUCKLES 

Thirteen harness buckles were recovered. Six are roller buckles 
(FS1098, 1174, 1686, 1706, 1747, 1751 ), and one is a roller fragment 
(FS16 76). Six are center-bar buckles (FS1026, 1049, 1178, 1360, 2007, 
2095). The iron roUer buckles were probably used on a variety of harness. 
They are styles which were used throughout the horse era and cannot be 
attributed to the battle. The center-bar buckles are of the size used on 
bridle cheek pieces, link straps, hames, sidelines, and other saddle and har
ness items. like the roller buckles none can be definitely battle associated. 

HA&'l:SS RIVETS Ai'ID TACKS 

Two copper rivets (FS1264, 2072), one copper 'star' rivet (FS1358), 
and rv.·o iron rivets (1685, 1897) could have been used on a variety of equip
ment such as the halter, nose bag, girth straps, safes, billets, hames, collars, 
and reins. None have a definite battle association. A single decorative brass 
harness tack ""ith a rosette head (FS1885) was found in the Howitzer Area. 
Its association \J..ith the howitzer fight is doubtful. 
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l-IARi'1ESS AND TACK PARTS 

A variety of saddle parts aml other items of tack were recovered. A 
sing.le iron foot staple (FS1377) was found in the Sieg,e Area. It is not regula
tion army size. It could be a private purchase piece for an officer's saddle or a 
later civilian saddle part. 

Halters are represented by a draft horse-sized halter square (FS1837). 
Two iron rings of the type used in girthing were rec.o':ered. One ring (FSl 103) 
~ith a 4-inch inside diameter is a non-military type that probably represents a 
&.ilian piece. Two iron rings (FS1144) of 2 inches and 2 1/2 inches inside 
diameter respectively may represent rigging rings for draft horse harness. A 
single hame ring (FS1173) aL~ represents a draft horse harness, as does a 
hame strap fastener (FS1298). Eleven non-military snap hooks or fragments 
(FS1090, 1136. 1140, 1166, 1203. 1262, 1270, 1580, 1745, 1755, 1760) were 
also found. 

HORSESHOES A.."-lTI HORSESHOE NAILS 

There were seventeen horseshoes or horseshoe fragments recovered 
during the archeological project. The shoes were found in the Village Area, 
the Siege Area, and the majority were found in the Willm••s near a post-battle 
homestead site. Horses were used for many years in the area, and the meth<YJ 
of construction and attachment of shoes varies little through time. Neverthe
less,. manufacturing techniques and the context in which the .:;hoes were found 
are dul!S to their origin. All shoe identification and nomenclature follow R~ck 
~forris (personal communication January 8, 1987), Spivey (1979), and Berge 
( 1980:237-249). 

The shoes were found in three types: a blacksmith- or farrier-made 
shoe. Burden pattern, and unidentified late commercially made shoe~. The 
late commercial specimens have applied caulks. This shoe and caulk type was 
not manufactured until the end of the nineteenth century and definitl!iy post
dates the battle:. 

lbere are seven large draft horse-style shoes. Five have toe or heel 
cau1ks that were utilized for a surer grip on muddy or wet ground. The re
maining horseshoes are the light riding style. Only four of the riding shoes 
have toe or bee! caulks. One riding shoe appears to be blacksmith made. The 
riding shoes could date to the battle era, but given that or.Jy two or three horses 
were in use by the soldiers during the battle, the possibility of a battle associa-
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tion appears unJikcly. It is not kn~"Il how many Nez Perce horses may have 
been shod. However, the context of most horseshoes (in the WiUows) sug
gests a homestead or later era association. 

Fourteen horseshoe nails or fragments were recovered. GeneraJly, 
the nails were in poor and fragmentary condition due to the acidic soil envi
ronment. Most were found in the WiIIows Area, and probably post-date the 
battle. 

S.A.lLS. TACKS, AND FASTENERS 

Square-cut nails and wire p~iJs were found throughout the battlefield. 
~{ .!lly were clearly associated 'With old fences and fence lines. As the nails 
were ubiquiious and their function v..as often obvious, only a sample wa'i col-
1ec.ted. Seventy-two cut nails, four wire nails, and eight tacks were collected. 
Tne cut nail categories are three 24 one 3d, twenty-two 4d, sixteen 6d, one 8d, 
roi.·o 1 Od, one 20d, one 5 1/2-inch spike, and twenty-five fragments. The four 
·~ire nails arc categorized as two 16d and two fragments. Eight brads and 
:acks were also recovered and include one 1/4-inch brad, two 1/2-inch brads, a 
brad fragment, three 3/4-inch tacks. and one 1-inch brad. 

Square-cut nails in the 4d through 8d nail sizes were often used by the 
army in the construction of boxes. Hard-cracker ration boxes and ammuni
tion boxes were constructed of wood, nailed and screwed together. No period 
ration boxes are known to have survived,. although their construction is known 
to have been lighter than the ammunition box. Period ammunition boxes do 
survive (Anon. 1979). 

The majority of nails collected were found in the Siege Area. It is 
possible the 4d and 5d cut nails are related to ration boxes left behind in the 
Siege Area after the battle. The 6d 7d, and 8d cut nails could represent rem
nan~ of ammunition boxes also left behind in the Siege Area. However, the 
myriad uses and associated features the Siege Area saw after the battle could 
also account for the various nail sizes present. None of the nails can be un
equivocally associated with the battle era. 

Other fasteners included one grommet, one 3/8-inch washer, one 
l .'2-inch hex nut, one 3/8-inch square nut, one 3/4-inch number 8 flathead 
w<XXiscrew, and one 11/2-inch number I 0 flathead woodscrew. None of these 
fasteners can be definitively associated \\ith the battle. They all appear to be 
of more recent origin, based on the method of machine manufacture. 
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TIN CANS 

Tin can manufacturing technology changed through time, and those 
changes are well documented and dated. The various tin can manufacturing 
methods have established date ranges for the various features present on a 
can. This allows archeologists to date the period of manufacture for almost 
any can recovered on an archeologic.al site. The Big Hole can fragments were 
analyzed based on the criteria provided in Fontana and Greenleaf (1962) and 
Rock ( 1984 ). 

Cans manufactured at the time of the battle would be hole-in-cap 
types v.ith stamped ends and simple side seam overlap. Most side seams would 
have been hand soldered, although machine soldering was developed in 1876. 

Twenty can fragments or related artifacts were collected. The major
ity are probably post-1877 manufacture. Eleven fragments are from tin can 
rims or sides. The..~ are unfortur.ately not diagnostic pieces. There is one 
can, in a very fragmentary condition, that is a hole-in ·- top variety. It is about a 
number 2 1/2-size can. One end exhibits pie-shaped cuts. This configuration 
often indicates the can was opened with a sharp object like a knife. 

There are four can-opening keys or key and strips. The key-v.ind 
method of can opening was developed about 1866 but did not become popular 
until after 1906. The keys recovered are more consistent with the style com
mon in the late nineteenth or early twentieth century. These sardine or meat 
can keys are probably associated \\ith the U.S. Forest Service picnic and camp
ground operation. The collected can artifacts also contain one press-on lid 
frzgment. The press-on lid was developed for resealable cans with non-per
ishable or dry contents. 1be 5tyle dates sometime after the mid-nineteenth 
century. 

The can fragments from the Big Hole battlefie1d are not. temporally 
diagnostic. Although they could date to the battle, they probably are a.->soci
ated with th~ memorial and leisure activities that occurred at the site for many 
years afterward. 

GL\SS 

A single piece of aqua colored bottle base was recovered with an 
animal bone fragment. The type of bottle could not be determined from the 
small fragment. The bone and bottle glass were found in a U.S. Forest Service 
firepit. The firepit location appears on a 1917 Forest Service plan illustr .:!ting 
camp and picnic sites. The c:i.rtifacts undoubtedly post-date the battle. 
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CCTP 

A single tinned, late nineteenth- or early twentieth-century drinking 
cuv was found in the siege area. It is four inches in diameter and tapers to 
2 L 2 inches at its flat bottom. It has a narrow strao handle that is attached . 
at me top by rivets. The cup is typical of picnic or camping set cups. Similar 
styie aluminum <...1lps are available today at camping supply stores. 

H...\.T PIN 

Two fragments of or1e hat pin (FS1410, 1932) were found in the 
Siege Area. The pin is iron, \)(ith a cast-whiremetai decorative device at
tai..-hed to one end. The device is set Vvith paste jewels. It undoubtedly 
post-dates the battle. 

The barrette (FS1338) is nickel-plated iron in a flower design. The 
petal centers were enameled black. The barrette probably dates to the 
1950s. 

:\USCELI.Ai~OUS A"'ID ~1DENI1FIED ARTIFACTS 

A number of artifacts such as machinery parts, '-"ire, scrap iron, (U)d 
other items that are associated Vvith the post-battle occupations and activities 
were recovered. These artifacts are listed and only briefly discussed. 

Machinery and wagon parts include a dilapidated hay rake which was 
no;: collected. It was found south of t~e Village Area, nearly grown over by 
brush and grasses. Several other machinery or wagon parts were recovered, 
induding a 6-inch pulley (FS1005), a small fifth wheel (FSl0?.7), two box rod 
nuts (FS1094, 1745), a wagon box end rod fragment (FSl 930), . .md a transmis
':,:on plate cove: (FS2116). 

Several irm1 rod fragments were recovered (FS1014, 1121, 1170, 
11-:"6. 16 79) which cannot be identified further. A few pieces of wire were 
identified (FS1261, 1265, 1511, 2189). as were several chain links or repair 
link..~ (FSl 164, 1494, 1899, 2087). Near the purported site of the black
smith shop. several pieces of hot-cut, but othernise unrecognized, iron frag
ments were found (FS1032, 1171. 1172). Scattered over the site area were 
pieces of scrap iron (FS 1052, 1084. 1100, 133 7. 1435, 1438, 1713, 1753, 2022). 
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One piece (FS1438) is tinned iron and a second (FS1753) is a fragment of a 

hollow piece of ~t iron. 

The remai~ of the misceUaneous i terns are truly diverse. They 

inG'ude an unidentific d brass shim found in two parts (FS1034, 1035), a 11/4-

ind:H:tiameter round ~'.int brush bead (FS1252), an iron ferrule (FS1322), a 

br2S5 ferrule (FS1699), a mcm grommet (FS1376), a flat bradded washer or 

shim (FS1481), a 1-inch-diameteT iron ring (FS1663), a portion of a Farber 

writing pen (FS1741). a nickel-plated iron nut pick (FSl499), a cow bell clap

per (FSl 714), a hair pin (FSl 789), an eared nut (FSl 762), an unickntified 

iroo cover (FS1683), a small cabinet lock catch (FS1439), a squeeze tube cap 

(FS1907), two heavy iron hooks (FS1386,, 372) from door-type hook and eye 

assemblies, a 2 3/4-incb-long wire handle from a tinware bakepan (FS1834), 

and a D-shaped pull ring (FS1934) from a tinware lid. This last item could be 

from a camp boiler or coffee pot. It is p::·'";Sible it is military in origin. How

ever, since the army acquired their camp mess items frGID civilian manufactur

ers this identification is speatlative. This type of tinware was made into the 

early twentieth century. 
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